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Mental Health Community
Ramping Up Offerings, Options

The Future
Anne Arundel Considers
Future in the Sun
By Susan Kim, STAFF WRITER

A groundbreaking ceremony for the Howard County General Hospital’s new addition was held on Aug. 6 with the second
ﬂoor devoted to psychiatric care.

By Mark R. Smith, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
In recent years, the public’s comprehension of the complexities of mental
health issues has not only risen, it also
may have served as an impetus for a more
keenly-honed focus from the medical
community.
It’s easy to form that opinion in the Corridor, where new projects abound. For instance,
Howard County General Hospital (HCGH)
is building a $36 million, 48,000-squarefoot emergency room (ER) that will also
accommodate its inpatient psychiatric unit,
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making accessibility easier for individuals
who require private beds by late 2019.
Next, Anne Arundel Medical Center
(AAMC) is building the J. Kent McNew
Family Medical Center, which is slated
to open in 2020. The $27 million project
on Riva Road will address mental health
issues when it opens in 2020.
And Sheppard Pratt Health System, the
area’s mental health stalwart — and where
both hospitals direct many patients — will
heighten access for patients and providers when it builds its 40-acre campus in
Elkridge.

Finding Rooms

The new building at HCGH will feature an observation unit for all medical issues on the first floor, with the second floor
devoted to psychiatric care; the structure
will replace one of the oldest buildings on
campus. It also will include triage services
and emergency waiting rooms.
“That’s another great part of the project, from an overall circulation perspective,” said Ryan Brown, vice president of
operations for HCGH. “Mental patients
See Mental Health, page 9

If a farmer in Anne Arundel County
signs a typical 20-acre community solar
lease, a conservative estimate of a payment to the property owner would be
$30,000–$40,000 a year.
Josh Cohen, former mayor of Annapolis and now principal of Polity Partners,
a clean energy consultancy, offered that
estimate. He doesn’t like giving specific
numbers, however, because there are so
many factors that affect the bottom line.
In the county, where farmland is highly
attractive for solar development, those factors include, first, the overall solar energy
potential of a property, which is affected
by its region; annual climate; whether it’s
sloped, sunny or shaded; and how close it
is to a grid.
Second, a solar developer considers
the legal, zoning and regulatory framework for community solar. Third, solar
developers weigh external risk factors,
such as community support (or opposition), politics and regulatory risk.
“Solar farm developers understandably prefer to work with properties that
are already zoned to allow community
solar, either as a straight-up permitted use
or as a conditional use which allows it
subject to certain standards, such as setback, buffering, etc.,” said Cohen. “The
‘special exception’ process, even though it
establishes a possible path forward subject
to several conditions, a public hearing and
planning commission approval, is a big red
See Solar, page 8

Parker Solar Probe Begins
Mission to Study the Sun
By George Berkheimer, SENIOR WRITER
The Parker Solar Probe (PSP) – designed, built and managed for NASA by
The Johns Hopkins University Applied
Physics Laboratory (APL), in North Laurel,
launched successfully from Cape Canaveral
Air Force Station on Aug. 12.
The craft is beginning a landmark $1.5
billion mission that will take it to the outer
layers of the sun’s corona. It will begin
transmitting its first science observations
in December, providing researchers with
data that is expected to revolutionize our
understanding of the star we orbit.
The mission’s findings will help
researchers improve forecasts of space
weather events, which have the potential
to damage satellites, harm astronauts in
orbit, disrupt communications and even
overwhelm power grids.
The Parker Solar Probe began its mission to unlock the mysteries of our star on
“This mission truly marks humanity’s Sunday, Aug. 12, with a ride atop a Delta IV Heavy rocket at Launch Complex 37 at
See Parker, page 4 Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Fla. Photo: NASA/Johns Hopkins APL/Ed Whitman
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Anne Arundel Introduces Smart
Stormwater Management Technology
By George Berkheimer, SENIOR WRITER
A recently completed retrofit of a
stormwater pond that is owned and operated by commercial real estate management
firm A.J. & C. Garfunkel, of Laurel, is a
first-of-its-kind water quality project for
Anne Arundel County and the state of
Maryland.
Located behind the Corridor Marketplace, also of Laurel, the 13-acre-foot pond
drains 24 acres of commercial development and parking space. Upgraded with
a state-of-the-art Continuous Monitoring
and Adaptive Control (CMAC) system
that helps control flooding and reduce pollution, it now has the capacity to monitor
weather forecasts and optimize output flow
valves in anticipation of weather events.
In effect, the pond can either drain water more rapidly during extended periods
of heavy precipitation or select a slower
discharge rate to retain water for days
after an isolated storm, allowing more
pollutants to settle out.
“It’s a much more efficient management of stormwater than the facility that
was here before,” said Erik Michaelson,
administrator of the county’s Watershed
Protection and Restoration Program.
Typically, he said, the old facility
would empty within 24 hours of filling.
Stakeholders in the approximately
$770,000 public-private partnership (P3)
project include the county; the pond’s

Joined by public-private partnership stakeholders, Anne Arundel County Executive
Steve Schuh unveils Maryland’s ﬁrst stormwater pond engineered to monitor weather
forecasts, control ﬂooding and reduce pollution.
owner, Houston-based Resource Environmental Solutions (RES); AECOM
(Architecture, Engineering, Construction,
Operations and Management), of Los Angeles; and the Opti RTC technology firm,
of Boston.
“Anne Arundel County is excited to
be one of the first counties in the region to
utilize this type of technology on a broad
scale to help meet our water quality goals,”
said County Executive Steve Schuh. “This
unique contract with our private sector
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environmental standpoint.”

Math Problem

Anne Arundel County boasts 530
miles of tidal shoreline, more than any
other jurisdiction in Maryland.
“We are the guardians of the Chesapeake Bay, and we take that responsibility
seriously,” Schuh said, citing the release
of water from the Conowingo Dam in late
July following major storm events as a
“disaster” for the county.
“Beaches, anchorages, marinas and
wetlands were all trashed because of poor

stormwater management,” he said. “It will
take weeks to clean it all up, and that’s just
what we can see. The impact on the sea
bottom, we may never know.”
That setback struck in the midst of the
largest waterway cleanup effort in county
history.
“In just the last three years, we have
initiated more than 170 projects pertaining to water quality, with more than 100
now completed at a cost of $84 million,”
Schuh said. To date, 450 storm drains and
culverts have been repaired or replaced,
representing a tenfold increase in the implementation rate in earlier years at prior
funding levels.
The county’s 2019 Capital Budget
calls for continued investment in waterway
cleanup, aggregating nearly $190 million
targeting 130 different projects during the
next six years.
“The Bay today is cleaner than it
has ever been since the 1940s, based on
the Chesapeake Bay Foundation Report
Card,” Schuh said. “That is extraordinary,
but we still have a long way to go to restore
the Bay to good health.”
Anne Arundel County’s challenge is
making the math work, he said. The $250
million it has earmarked for future waterway improvement projects falls far short
of the federal government’s mandate of
$900 million in county project spending.
“We have a $650 million problem that
See Stormwater, page 4
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Parker

of about 85 degrees Fahrenheit.
According to Kinnison, APL also had to
from page 1
develop special solar panel arrays capable
of functioning in a much more intense level
first visit to a star that will have implications of sunlight than those of a typical spacecraft
not just here on Earth, but how we better operating millions of miles away.
understand our universe,” said Thomas
Zurbuchen, associate director of NASA’s
Setting Records
Science Mission Directorate. “We’ve acPSP will use seven gravity assists from
complished something that decades ago
Venus to ultimately position the 3.5-meter
lived solely in the realm of science fiction.”
craft inside the corona and within 10 solar
radii of the sun, about 3.9 million miles
Bucket List
from the photosphere.
Exploration of the sun’s corona remains
“[The] launch was the culmination of
the only unchecked item on a bucket list of six decades of scientific study and millions
a dozen or so high-priority missions pro- of hours of effort,” said APL Project Manposed by a National Academy of Sciences ager Andy Driesman. “Now, Parker Solar
committee in 1958.
Probe is operating normally and on its way
“It’s the only one that hasn’t been done to begin a seven-year mission of extreme
because the technology has just kept us science.”
from doing it,” said Jim Kinnison, mission
PSP is currently traveling toward Vesystems engineer for the PSP. “The heat nus, on target to perform its first gravity asshield technology, our double protection sist maneuver around the planet in October,
system, is the driver.”
putting it on a tighter orbit around the sun.
It took APL several years to develop the
The first fly-by will place the probe in
Thermal Protection System that will safe- position to fly as close as 15 million miles
guard the delicate instruments on the probe. from the sun in early November — within
The system incorporates an eight-foot di- the corona — and closer than any craft has
ameter heat shield made of two panels of ever approached.
superheated carbon-carbon composite that
Throughout its seven-year mission,
sandwiches a lightweight 4.5-inch-thick PSP will make six more Venus fly-bys
carbon foam core. A specially-formulated and 24 total passes by the sun, making
white coating sprayed on the sun-facing its closest approach at 3.8 million miles.
side of the shield will reflect as much of At that point, the probe will be moving at
the sun’s energy away from the probe as roughly 430,000 miles per hour, setting the
possible.
record for the fastest-moving object made
Positioning sensors aboard the craft will by human hands.
keep it aligned within the shadow cast by
Among the mysteries its particle detecthe heat shield. The combined technology tors and other sensors will study is why the
is so effective that, although temperatures corona is more than 300 times hotter than
on the shield will reach nearly 2,500 de- the sun’s surface, thousands of miles below.
grees Fahrenheit, the spacecraft and its It will seek to understand what drives the
instruments will operate at a temperature supersonic wind (the constant stream of

GILCHRIST HOSPICE

CA

solar material that blows through the entire
solar system) and what accelerates the solar
energetic particles that can reach speeds up
to more than half the speed of light.
“There have been many theories for
why [all this] happens,” said APL’s Solar
Probe Mission Scientist Nicola Fox. “We
see a lot of flares, sunspots and coronal
mass ejections. We’ll be in the right place
to study those, also.”

Long Wait

The probe carries four instrument suites
designed to study magnetic fields, plasma
and energetic particles, and that will capture
images of the solar wind. The University
of California, Berkeley; the U.S. Naval
Research Laboratory, in Washington, D.C.;
the University of Michigan, in Ann Arbor;
and Princeton University, in New Jersey;
lead these investigations.
Parker Solar Probe is part of NASA’s
Living With a Star program to explore aspects of the Sun-Earth system that directly
affect life and society. The Living With a
Star program is managed by the agency’s

Stormwater
from page 3

must be addressed over the next decade,”
Schuh said. “Under no circumstances will
we support increasing the stormwater fee
on our citizens, so that means we have to
get creative.”

Better Together

Aside from the stormwater drainage
ponds owned and maintained by the county, there are considerably more within the
jurisdiction that are privately owned.

ENTS
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Sunday, October 21, 2018
Turf Valley

5 p.m.

Proceeds benefit
Gilchrist Center Howard County
Event Chair: Pete Mangione
For sponsorship information or to purchase tickets:

gilchristcares.org/taste
Event tickets: $100
Raffle tickets: $25

Sponsored by

Lorien Health Systems/Mangione Family Foundation
Harry H. Witzke’s Family Funeral Home
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Goddard Space Flight Center, in Greenbelt,
for NASA’s Science Mission Directorate,
in Washington, D.C. APL operates the
spacecraft.
The mission is named for Eugene
Parker, the physicist who first theorized
the existence of the solar wind in 1958. It
is the first NASA mission to be named for
a living researcher.
A plaque dedicating the mission to
Parker was attached to the spacecraft in
May. It includes a quote from the renowned
physicist: “Let’s see what lies ahead.” It
also holds a digital memory card containing
more than 1.1 million names submitted by
the public to travel with the spacecraft to
the sun.
“Exploring the sun’s corona with a
spacecraft has been one of the hardest
challenges for space exploration,” said Fox.
“We’re finally going to be able to answer
questions about the corona and solar wind
raised by Gene Parker in 1958, using a
spacecraft that bears his name, and I can’t
wait to find out what discoveries we make.
The science will be remarkable.”
Department of Public Works Director
Chris Phipps said the county executive
approached his department three years
ago, requesting that the private sector
be engaged in the process of delivering
stormwater projects to help generate cost
savings and efficiencies.
“As a result of this initial solicitation,
we were able to come in [at] about 40% of
the going market rate to have this stormwater restoration work done,” Michaelson
said. “We’ve been really excited by the
subsequent iterations of the solicitations
we’ve done as well, and look forward to
additional opportunities to have the private
sector involved to do this as efficiently as
possible to meet Anne Arundel County’s
stormwater needs and to clean up our
critical waterways.”
The full contract includes three additional projects, for a total cost of $3.8
million.
“All of the risk is borne by the contracting entity, and the county is essentially
risk free until the delivery of the project,”
which is paid for by Watershed Protection
and Restoration Fee bonds, Michaelson
said.

Model for the Future

Opti CEO and Founder Marcus Quigley said the unique partnership now being
undertaken between the private and public
sectors stands to deliver more benefits in
the future.
“The county executive’s [familiarity
with] the technology we use speaks very
well of the county’s ability to leverage
these positions and opportunities we
have to get outcomes,” he said. “We look
forward to working more with the county,
to do additional work here to ultimately
improve the water quality for the community.”
Schuh said the county is working with
state and federal authorities to pursue
more reasonable deadlines in satisfying its
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
(MS4) and Chesapeake Bay Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) permits and
goals.
“In our most recent budget, the council
approved $4 million in funding for stormwater projects designed and constructed
in partnership with the private sector,”
he said. “A request for proposal for this
funding will be issued in the next few
weeks. We believe this particular stormwater project will be just the beginning of
an innovative partnership with the private
sector and will create a cleaner future
for the next generation of citizens in our
county.”
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APL Disaster Health Initiative Aims
to Improve Response Outcomes
By George Berkheimer, SENIOR WRITER
Research scientists at The Johns
Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory (APL), in North Laurel, are
working to focus big data capabilities
on the complexities of managing disease
outbreaks in modern day disaster areas.
According to Health Surveillance
Assistant Program Manager Jeffrey Freeman, the ability of government agencies
to mount a decentralized effort to collect,
analyze and operationalize all types of
data and information is often hampered
by traditional epidemiological methods
that are not versatile enough to deal with
disasters.
Freeman’s vision for disaster health focuses on the development of an intelligent
and autonomous system that enables tailored situational awareness for emergency
response and recovery during disasters and
other public health emergencies.
“It’s not a long way off,” said Freeman. “This is all technology that APL has
at its fingertips; it’s just a matter of putting
it together to match a sponsor’s disaster
needs.”
Among Freeman’s goals is the inclusion of fully automated data intake, as
well as rapid analysis and visualization
of heterogeneous data that includes free
and structured text, images, video, audio,
radar, GPS and other data sources.
“Advanced machine learning methods,
such as deep learning, interoperable and
autonomous data systems, and nontraditional data sources, such as drone and
LIDAR sensing, can contribute enormously to the kinds of solutions sponsors are
looking for,” Freeman said.
His model also foresees using SOCRATES, an artificial intelligence suite of

APL research scientists Martina Siwek and Jeff Freeman discuss data analysis possibilities for the Lab’s new Disaster Health
Initiative. Photo: The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory
“We’ve learned that people were usmore than 200 machine learning algorithms developed by APL, to support core ing the systems we developed in unique
ways,” Lewis said.
data functions.
The Florida Department of Health,
for example, uses APL’s Electronic
New Tricks
Surveillance System for the Early NotiAPL’s involvement in electronic fication of Community-based Epidemics
disease surveillance stretches back to the (ESSENCE) to query a broad collection
1990s.
of databases that log chief complaint data
“That field really was propelled from hospital emergency departments,
forward after the events of 9/11/2001,” reportable disease data, mortality data and
said Research and Applications Program call data from the state’s Poison InformaArea Manager Sheri Lewis. “Now APL
maintains the code base for the National
Electronic Disease Surveillance System.”
In recent years, her organization has
CORN
conducted extensive work in the United
States and with partner nations around
the globe, the vast majority of which are
developing nations.
MALLET

tion Center Network.
In the aftermath of Hurricane Irma,
Florida health officials tweaked the bio
surveillance system to not only gather
data related to hurricane-related injuries,
but also to determine the amount of injuries sustained doing work preparing for
the storm. And the city of Boston used
the same system to better understand the
health effects in its population following
the Boston Marathon Bombing.
See APL, page 7
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THE ELLICOTT CITY
R O TA RY

Signature Breakfast Series
September 14, 2018 | 7:30am
BWI Airport Marriott | 1743 W Nursery Rd, Linthicum Heights, MD

Keynote Speaker:

Laurie Barnett

Managing Director,
Communication & Outreach

st

annual

crab feast
charity

BEER

sunday, october 14th, 2018
St. John’s Episcopal Church
9120 Frederick Road, Ellicott City, MD 21042
1:00 pm to 5:00 pm

all you can eat
CRABS, OYSTERS, PIT BEEF, TURKEY, HAM, ALL THE SIDES AND DESSERTS
BEER, WINE AND SOFT DRINKS INCLUDED

"Corporate Social Responsibility:
Creating Community Wherever We Are"

CRAB FEAST TICKETS
$65 per adult
$20 per child ages 8-12
Children under 8 free

50/50 RAFFLE TICKETS
Tickets $50
Only 150 tickets available
(up to $3,750 payout)

TABLE OF 10: $600

TICKETS: bwipartner.org

Please make checks payable to Friends In Need Foundation or
cash to a rotary member

Based on membership level
$40/ Additional Member | $75/ Non-Member

Strategic Partners:

Granting Partners:

MEDIA SPONSOR:

Investment Partners:

www.ellicottcityrotary.com

MARKETING SPONSOR:
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Biz Roundup
The Business Monthly Sold to
New Publisher
The Business
M o n t h l y, t h e b i g gest-selling business
publication in Howard and Anne Arundel
counties, has changed
hands. Daniel Medinger, an experience publisher
and media executive, has
purchased the publication
and its digital outlets from
current owners Becky Mangus and Cathy Yost. The transaction, that
was signed Aug. 6, took effect Sept. 1.
“This is a very exciting opportunity,”
said Medinger, an Ellicott City resident.
“We live in a very vital and dynamic
business community. I look forward to
telling the story of how our community
works. Our business leaders and creative
employees make products and services
that help us at home and people around
the world. The Business Monthly is a
great opportunity to share that news in
both print and digitally.”
Becky Mangus, the co-owner who
also served as publisher of the publication
said, “I have been proud to be publisher of
this publication for the last 16-plus years.
It has meant so much to me to get to know
our community leaders and to share news
about important developments. However,
it’s time to pass the newspaper on to a
new publisher who can continue to make
the publication flourish and continue to
bring local news to the local community.”
Cathy Yost, the co-owner who ran

business operations including advertising
sales, said, “I have enjoyed working with
business leaders and helping them grow
their business with the power of advertising in print and online. While I am going
to miss those close relationships, I look
forward to seeing how the newspaper will
continue to grow.”
“The future of community papers
is very good,” said Medinger. “I look
forward to working with the business
community and local government and
nonprofits as well as our readers to make
a very special news source.”
Mangus and Yost will continue working with Medinger for several months
through the transition.
The Business Monthly, founded in
1992 as a business-to-business newspaper in Maryland covering Howard
and Anne Arundel counties, features
articles written by, for and about local
businesspeople and their companies.
For 26 years, the publication has kept
the business community informed on
the latest business, government and economic development news, as well as the
latest innovations in business, banking,
finance, real estate development, technology and the many opportunities available
to local companies.
The newspaper’s hallmarks are integrity, excellence and a responsibility to the
community it serves. The pro-business
atmosphere of the newspaper encourages
the participation of small and large companies to share their stories and successes, as well as promote their companies.
The Business Monthly is distributed

SAVE THE DATE

at more than 350 outlets in Howard and Columbia as a meaningful destination,
Anne Arundel counties and reaches more which has since attracted industry leaders
than 55,000 readers.
such as Medstar Health, Pearson Education and, most recently, cyberexposure
HHC’s DeWolf Passes After Battle
company Tenable, to all select the location
With Cancer
for their headquarters.
John DeWolf, who led
Of all his local accomplishments,
the implementation of the
DeWolf, an ardent music lover, was most
Downtown Columbia Plan
proud of the large-scale renovation and
to revitalize the community,
transfer of ownership of the concert venue
passed away on Wednesday,
Merriweather Post Pavilion to the nonprofAug. 22, after a more than
it Downtown Columbia Arts & Culture
two-year battle with cancer. He was 63 Commission. Until his illness, he was a
years old. Despite his illness, DeWolf regular concertgoer and enjoyed inviting
continued to lead Downtown Columbia’s visitors to share in the experience.
resurgence until a recent hospitalization.
DeWolf joined The Howard Hughes Howard Announces State-Approved
Apprenticeship Program for
Corp. (HHC) in 2011 and served as HHC’s
Facilities Jobs
regional president of Columbia, heading
Howard County has announced plans
up the multi-billion-dollar, 14-millionsquare-foot redevelopment to transform for an apprenticeship program, starting
391 acres into a thriving urban downtown. in 2019, to fill electrical, plumbing and
The reimagining of Columbia’s 50- HVAC-R jobs in Howard County. Howard
year urban core began with DeWolf’s County is among a handful of jurisdictions
renovation of the Frank Gehry-designed that recently earned approval from the
former Rouse Company headquarters, with Maryland Department of Labor, Licensing
the recruitment of Whole Foods Market and Regulation (DLLR) to use registered
as the anchor tenant. The endeavor set the apprenticeships to attract skilled workers
tone for merchandising strategies to follow in needed employment areas.
The three apprenticeships being develand for the launch of other similarly bold
oped in Howard County for July of 2019
initiatives.
Highlights of DeWolf’s tenure includ- are full-time, paid positions with benefits.
ed building a partnership with regional Candidates in the four-year program also
apartment developer Kettler and the con- will attend trade school for free with
struction of The Metropolitan, the first new 144 classroom hours per year, as well as
residential building in Columbia in more complete 2,000 on-the-job training hours,
than a decade, and the first ground-up proj- in exchange for a commitment to remain
ect under the Downtown Columbia Plan. employed with the county for at least two
Its success helped establish Downtown years after the program.
Apprentices mainly will work for the
Bureaus of Facilities, Utilities and Environmental Services within the Department
of Public Works to maintain more than 2.5
million square feet of county government
facilities, among 172 buildings. Assignments will span residential maintenance
at county-owned properties, commercial
operations at county office buildings and
industrial settings, like wastewater treatment facilities and the landfill.
The positions are included in the fiscal
2019 budget and are expected to be filled
in July 2019. Job seekers can learn more
about open positions and county benefits,
as well as complete online employment
applications, through www.howardcountymd.gov/Departments/County-Administration/Human-Resources.

Friday, October 5, 2018 | 6:00 PM

#Signature2018

2018 Howard County Chamber Signature Event
F E AT U R I N G

Comedian Greg Schwem
TURF VALLEY RESORT, ELLICOTT CITY

Tickets at HowardChamber.com
SINGLE TICKET: $150 | TABLE OF 10: $1,500
PREMIER SPONSORS:

For sponsorship opportunities, contact Kristi Simon at
410-730-4111 x104 or ksimon@howardchamber.com.

MISI Awarded Cyber Innovation
Contract With USCYBERCOM
The Maryland Innovation and Security
Institute (MISI) has been awarded a fiveyear Partnership Intermediary Agreement
(PIA) by United States Cyber Command
(USCYBERCOM) to innovate new technologies in an unclassified, state-of-the-art
facility located in Columbia.
As part of the PIA, MISI will engage
small businesses, entrepreneurs, academia,
traditional businesses and others to build
an innovation, collaboration and prototyping facility called DreamPort. This facility
will foster collaboration and prototyping in
highly configurable laboratories, co-working spaces, project rooms and conference
facilities.
MISI will also assemble a network
of cyberorganizations and professionals,
referred to as the Partnership Network,
and deliver an information portal, DreamFinder. The synergism of the DreamPort,
Partnership Network and DreamFinder
will accelerate the delivery of innovative
solutions to USCYBERCOM.
MISI’s startup partners include several
community innovators such as SINET,
FBC, CyberPoint, The Johns Hopkins
See BizRoundup, page 8
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try to develop a tool that’s going to have
utility in both.”

Health Watch

On July 24, the World Health Orga“All that made us realize there may
be some opportunity for enhancing other nization (WHO) announced the end of
regions’ abilities to respond to disasters,” the most recent Ebola outbreak in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC),
Lewis said.
which began on May 8.
In this outbreak, the crisis differed in
Toolbox Inventory
that it involved four separate locations,
In any type of disaster, communiincluding remote rainforest villages and
cations and the overload of information
an urban center with river connections
have been identified as the most common
to the capital and neighboring countries,
challenges, Lewis said.
sparking concern that the disease could
With so many data sources, “the quesspread throughout the DRC and into other
tion is how to bring all that information in
countries.
and analyze it such that you can make de“The outbreak was contained due to
cisions in a timely fashion,” she observed.
the tireless efforts of local teams, the supFreeman has spent the last year workport of partners, the generosity of donors
ing to understand the biggest problems of
and the effective leadership of the Ministry
APL’s health surveillance partners and
of Health,” said WHO Director-General
potential partners while performing an
Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus.
internal landscape assessment of APL’s
Could that containment time have been
tools and capabilities. This includes those
shortened using some of APL’s tools?
developed for other purposes that could be
“I would say yes, to generalize; data
useful in a disaster, be it a health surveilis always the problem and always the
lance system or a robust communications
challenge,” Lewis said. “The more we
network that could be rapidly stood up
can do pre-disaster to improve people’s
when the electrical grid fails.
capacity to deal with data, [the better
“We’re also trying to understand what
it] will position them to respond when a
kind of information analysis and visualizadisaster happens.”
tion capabilities we could bring forward in
APL now has a good understanding of
disasters,” Lewis said.
the disaster health environment and where
One big hurdle is that public health
the biggest needs lie, and has begun some
systems are not generally designed to
initial conversations with potential U.S.
handle the large volumes of data and ingovernment sponsors.
formation that flow during a disaster.
“We will probably need to add specific
“We’re looking at how to apply deep
capabilities to existing tools for a particular
learning, artificial intelligence and similar
use case,” Lewis said. “We do feel that the
capabilities into a space where they previcapabilities are here in-house, and some of
ously have not [existed],” Lewis said, with
the base tools and technologies exist that
the goal being to make these tools part of
we can leverage and build off of.”
an organization’s day-to-day operations
and make users familiar with them.
“They’ll already know how to use it,
and are just going to employ it in a unique
and different way,” she explained. “You
have to understand the end user’s daily
operational environment as well as their
crisis operational environment, and then

The Face of Prescription
Medicine Misuse

Drug Take
Back Day
in Howard County

Saturday,
October 27
10 a.m.–2 p.m.

Dispose of your unwanted or
expired medications and sharps
(needles, syringes and EpiPens)

Wilde Lake Village Center
Parking Lot
10451 Twin Rivers Road
Columbia, MD 21044
Convenient drive-thru

For more information:

www.HCDrugFree.org
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Exploring the Space

The model is to use open source software whenever possible and utilize tools
developed in-house, optimizing each tool
for a given environment, she said.
“We try to stay away from expensive
systems requiring licenses, because we
know public health [partners] can’t sustain
that long term,” Lewis said. “We don’t
want to give somebody something that
they’re not going to be able to use when
the license runs out because they don’t
have the money.”
Freeman, meanwhile, is collaborating
with the National Center for Disaster
Medicine and Public Health, part of the
Uniformed Services University, which is
also exploring the disaster health space.

“We’re teaching each other as we go,
sharing what we’ve learned,” Lewis said.
“Recent challenges following the
Ebola outbreak in 2014 and the hurricanes in 2017 demonstrated that there are
many opportunities where we can help
to improve both preparedness for and
response to events to restore the health
of a community in a timely manner,” said
Martina Siwek, APL’s Health Surveillance
program manager.
“Health is a key component of regional
and country stability,” she said, adding,
“humanitarian assistance and disaster
response are critical activities where we
know APL can make a significant impact
in partnership with our government sponsors.”
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Solar

It’s the “special exception” that is
most troublesome to solar developers,
from page 1
said Cohen. “The added time, expense
and uncertainty associated with a special
flag for solar developers.”
exception can prompt solar developers
to spend their finite time and resources
Red Flag?
on other properties with a higher level
Special exception use is cited in Anne of certainty that the project will make it
Arundel County Executive Steve Schuh’s across the finish line,” he said.
August announcement that he is proposing
legislation to “tighten existing solar energy
Seeking Balance
facilities provisions” in the county.
Schuh’s moratorium was prompted, in
Last December, Schuh imposed a temporary eight-month moratorium on new part, by concerns from environmental adsolar developments. As that moratorium vocates and the Agriculture, Agritourism
ends, Schuh announced he will propose and Farming Commission regarding the
legislation to “address various forms of impact of industrial solar energy operasolar energy generation facilities, includ- tions in rural areas of the county.
In April, the Maryland-D.C.-Delaing accessory use (such as solar panel on
residential homes), community use (gen- ware-Virginia Solar Energy Industries Assoeration for limited number of end users) ciation (MDV-SEIA) expressed concern that
and utility scale use (generation for sale the agri-tourism recommendations would
effectively shut down all community solar
to utilities, as opposed to end users).”
Schuh further said that accessory uses development in Anne Arundel County.
will be permitted in every zoning district.
“The MDV-SEIA will review pro“Community and utility use will gener- posed legislation from the county; we
ally be a special exception use in Rural hope to see a more balanced approach put
Agriculture districts, but conditional use forward,” said David Murray, MDV-SEIA
in certain other districts,” he said. “Provi- executive director. “The General Assemsions protecting sensitive environmental bly created the community solar pilot to
areas as high-grade agricultural soils will expand customers’ access to solar, and we
be included.”
remain committed to ensuring Anne Arun-

Meet me by
the lake!
- Meeting space with a view -

Convenience – Technology – Location
The Columbia Graduate Center
8890 McGaw Road • Columbia, MD
www.loyola.edu/columbia • 410-617-7601

Solar parking canopies are a technology becoming more common in Maryland.
del residents can access savings on their
utility bills through community solar.”
Murray is referring to a pilot program through which solar developers
are seeking residents to subscribe to six
power projects planned across the state.
Residents can subscribe, even if they are
renters or live in the shade of trees, since
the program taps subscribers who get their
energy from fossil fuels but currently have
no way to switch to a cleaner alternative.
The state Public Service Commission
has approved projects in Owings Mills and
Westminster, as well as Caroline, Prince
George’s, Washington and Worcester
counties.

Sunny Job Growth?

Anne Arundel County currently is
home to 268 solar workers, said Murray,
and the county has the opportunity to grow
that number through community solar
deployment.
“Community solar empowers resi-

Biz Roundup
from page 6

University, University System of Maryland
and the George Washington University.
Arundel Announces GDP Citizen
Advisory Committee Appointments
Anne Arundel County has announced
the members of the General Development
Plan (GDP) Citizen Advisory Committee.
The committee will be responsible for
providing input to the Office of Planning
and Zoning as it continues development
of Plan 2040. The commission consists
of a chair and citizens from each of the
seven county council districts, as well
as representatives from the environment,
building, education and planning sectors.
Leo Wilson is the chairman of the
committee, and its members are Caren
McPhatter, Christy D’Addario, James
Langley, Allan Straughan, Michael Linynsky, James Fraser, Patricia Lynch, Kerry
Petz, Elizabeth Rosborg, Amy Leahy,
Douglas Nichols, Jim Krapf, Harry Blumenthal, Anthony Brent, David Povlitz
and Hamilton Chaney.
The Office of Planning and Zoning
also has sponsored an extensive schedule
of public comment sessions that provide
the community with significant opportunity to have its voices heard on planning
and land use issues.
The GDP is scheduled to be completed
by December 2019, with comprehensive
rezoning legislation submitted to the county council thereafter. To submit comments
or learn more about the process, visit
www.aacounty.org/Plan2040.

dents who cannot have solar on their roof
to access clean energy and save money on
their electric bills,” he said. “Furthermore,
it keeps hundreds of thousands of tons
of carbon pollution out of Maryland air
and water. Finally, community solar also
provides landowners a source of revenue
on their land, creates valuable habitat for
pollinators and adds millions [of dollars]
in estimated tax revenue and local jobs.”
Murray believes that, to be cost-effective and get the full benefits of solar
for Maryland, the state can’t continue
to burden the industry with the types of
restrictions that other, less-environmentally-friendly developments — such as
residential, commercial, industrial, mining
and poultry houses — do not have to face.
“We support development of solar on
brownfields wherever feasible,” he said.
“However, every kilowatt the industry
develops on brownfields can cost significantly more than an otherwise optimally
situated solar farm.”

CMS Selects Maxim Healthcare
Services as CTO for the MDPCP
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) has selected Maxim
Healthcare Services as a care transformation organization (CTO) for the Maryland
Primary Care Program (MDPCP) beginning in January 2019.
Under the program, Maxim and other
CTOs will provide care coordination
resources and infrastructure to participating primary care practices with the
goal of improving health outcomes for
Medicare patients while reducing costs.
Maxim will draw upon its experience
using community health workers and
other community-based care management
(CBCM) resources to help patients address
non-medical factors that often contribute
to poor health outcomes (such as insufficient housing or lack of transportation) and
connect patients with existing community
resources.
Maxim implemented a similar CBCM
program in partnership with the University
of Maryland St. Joseph Medical Center
(UMSJMC) beginning in 2015, which
reduced hospital readmissions by 66% in
the first two years.
The MDPCP program is part of
Maryland’s Total Cost of Care All-Payer
Model, which aims to better coordinate
care for Medicare patients across hospital
and non-hospital settings, improve health
outcomes and control health care spending. Transforming primary care is a key
component of the model. Any qualifying
provider treating Medicaid patients can
apply to participate in MDPCP.
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Mental Health
from page 1

will still come to the ER to be referred” to
their next station. “That process will not
change.”
However, the new space does not
represent an expansion of HCGH’s mental
health programs. “We have 10 bedrooms
with 20 beds, so that says the same,” said
Brown, “but we will have more amenities.
Previously, treating patients who were
unfit to have a roommate diminished
capacity. However, the new project will
have 14 rooms with 20 beds.”
While the new setup will help social
workers accelerate patient flow, know that
capacity is an issue in Maryland and all
over the country.
“Many hospitals are over capacity,
and we’ll still frequently transfer patients
to Sheppard Pratt and elsewhere,” said
Brown. “Various assets can be expanded
in the community, such as outpatient psychiatric services, community crisis centers
and substance abuse services. That effort
can start in primary care, and making sure
that these people are connecting.”

Working Together

“Only certain types of patients are sent
to Sheppard Pratt,” said Elizabeth Kromm, vice president of population health
and advancement for HCGH. “We have a
very good working relationship with them,
because they offer services that we do not,
such as in-patient pediatric behavioral
health.”
But how the various hospitals integrate with Sheppard Pratt “can be very
complicated,” she said, due to that high
demand and tight supply. “We also work
with different community providers, such
as Way Station,” also of Howard County,
which operates an outpatient mental health
clinic and psychiatric rehabilitation day
program. HCGH outpatient services work
via such community partnerships to create
rapid access programs, which offer urgent
care.
“We can connect them to Way Station, for instance, within two days; with
other community providers, the wait can
be six-to-eight weeks, such as with an
independent psychiatrist. So where we are
heading is toward better integration with
the primary health care community and
understanding that mental health is part
of the total care package.”

Tranquil Quarters

AAMC’s new 56,236-square-foot
mental health facility in Annapolis, which
will be located next to its Pathways substance addiction treatment center, will
include 16 new in-patient beds, plus
out-patient services for a variety of mental
health conditions; it will be the second
hospital providing in-patient mental health
care (the other being Baltimore Washington Medical Center, in Glen Burnie, which
is expanding from 14 to 24 beds by mid2019) in Anne Arundel County.
The need for the additional beds
has been ongoing, said Barbara Jacobs,
the hospital’s chief nursing officer. “We
saw 1,366 mental health cases in our ER
who needed in-patient care in fiscal 2018
[which ended June 30], an increase of 15%
from the previous year. Most of those patients were referred to Sheppard Pratt and
Washington Adventist Hospital.”
Jacobs said with her prior employers, mental health units were situated in
the middle of the hospital, but the new
building will offer a more therapeutic
environment.
“We’re able to build the new facility
on vacant land,” she said. “While other

A rendering of the new Howard County General Hospital’s new 48,000-aquare-foot addition is anticipated to be complete late
next year.
hospitals are doing good work, this oppor- needs in the state, in regards to access.
“We’re trying to take care of current
tunity allows us to do something wonder- The overdose numbers continue to rise, needs of the community and prepare for
ful just five minutes away from our main suicides have gone up, and we know there the future,” she said. “We will now have
campus, away from the normal chaos of have been more people in need of services the infrastructure. It’s not so much about
the hospital.
over the years.
expanding, but ensuring we have the right
“But the best thing,” Jacobs said, “is
“However, access remains difficult service setup on campus or elsewhere in
that we’re building a comprehensive fa- for whatever reasons,” he said. “It’s an the community.”
cility to treat patients with mental illness, insurance issue, it’s a funding issue and
[and that effort] needs to be comprehensive we have a community provider network
and managed long-term. And even before that has been historically underfunded. So,
[the late June shootings at] The Capital I’m hopeful that moves made” by the area
newspaper, community support for this hospitals “are indicative of progress being
project has been wonderful.”
made in the treatment of mental health
patients.”

Access Key

There’s even bigger news in Elkridge,
where Sheppard Pratt, which has operated
the Taylor Manor Hospital campus in Ellicott City in recent years, will offer a new,
85-bed hospital in Elkridge, on Route 103,
that will include five in-patient units for
adolescents, young adults, general adults
and mental health/addiction clients, and a
medical office building when it opens in
2020.
Elkridge was the location for the campus, said Jeff Richardson, vice president
and chief operating officer for Sheppard
Pratt’s Community Services. “Howard
County’s population is growing rapidly,
and the new hospital will be easily accessible. For our clients in Washington or
Annapolis, it’s a long haul to Towson, as it
is for the people who drive there daily from
out of state. So having a new location near
routes 1 and 100 is important, as is being
near BWI Thurgood Marshall Airport.”
The new facility will have outpatient
services, too. “That’s been a growth
area, and our offerings will reflect what
Sheppard Pratt does statewide; while it’s
known for the main hospital in Towson,
what we do off-campus is just as important
— especially because only 41% of adults
with mental health issues in the U.S. have
received care in the last year, according to
the National Institute of Mental Health. So,
there’s huge demand.”
Those words were supported by Dan
Martin, senior director of public policy
with the Mental Health Association of
Maryland. “I think there are many unmet
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Delving Deeper

For Richardson and other executives
in the health business, mental health is
just one part of the bigger health puzzle.
“We’ve always treated general health and
mental health together. It’s not uncommon
for someone who had a heart attack, for
instance, to also be struggling with depression.
“But until we tackle both issues, that
patient will not be successful,” he said.
“We take the holistic approach.”
And taking that increasingly integrated
approach is what the medical community
wants to do, said Kromm.
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“I have never seen us more organized
and together,” Guzzone told the crowd of
about 100 attending the ribbon-cutting.
The top of the Democratic ticket and
all around were on hand for the headquarters opening.

Dems Hang Hopes on Big
Voter Turnout
Voter turnout is always key to winning
elections, but this year Democrats are
more focused than ever at turning out their
voters. Republicans are, too.
The sad fact is that a million of the 4.6
million people in Maryland over 18 and
eligible to vote are not registered, and only
a little more than half of those registered
will vote in a gubernatorial election year
when all the state and local offices are
on the line. Turnout is much higher in a
presidential election year, at 70% or more.
Democrats are hoping, planning and
praying that this year marks a high turnout
they can call a blue wave. Ben Jealous, the
Democratic nominee for governor, wants
the Democratic turnout to be as much as it
was in 2010, when Gov. Martin O’Malley
got re-elected in a rematch with former
Republican governor Bob Ehrlich. That
year, about 55% of registered Democrats
turned out to vote.
In 2014, when Republican Larry Hogan beat Democrat Anthony Brown and
his ticket mate, Howard County Executive Ken Ulman, only 47% of Democrats
turned out to vote. A lot of them voted for
Hogan.
“The way we win this thing is we turn
out more than a million voters,” said Jeal-

ous, just as O’Malley did in 2010. Jealous
pointed out that Hogan won in 2014 with
884,000 votes and Ehrlich’s top tally was
880,000 votes in 2002, indicating that may
be the ceiling for a Republican candidate.
In those elections, both Hogan and
Ehrlich won Howard County, but Ehrlich
lost the county twice against O’Malley in
the following contests.

Getting Out the Vote

Getting out the vote is why Democrats
opened a Howard County party headquarters in Columbia last month, with seven
paid local staff and an additional six field
staffers the state party is sending. They are
working out of the former Sterrett Place
office of the Howard County Chamber of
Commerce.
“We’re going after people who may
have not voted last time,” and “we’re
going to get them out,” said Sen. Guy
Guzzone. “If we do that, there is no reason
why we shouldn’t win — from the top to
the bottom and all around.” With no opponent in the primary or general election,
Guzzone is the county party’s de facto
leader and top organizer. He helped raise
the money to hire the local staff.

Frosh, Ball,
Cummings, Jealous

Attorney General Brian Frosh emphasized his multiple lawsuits against President Trump and Republican Gov. Larry
Hogan’s failure to support those efforts.
“Most importantly, we need a Democratic
governor,” Frosh said in one his biggest
applause lines.
In November, Frosh faces Republican
former prosecutor Craig Wolf, who is
working much harder and more aggressively than previous GOP nominees for
attorney general.
Both Frosh and Wolf marched in the
closing parade of the Howard County Fair
a few days later.
Howard County Council Member
Calvin Ball, the Democratic nominee for
county executive challenging Republican
incumbent Allan Kittleman, emphasized
his support for increased school funding
and the value of Howard County’s diversity.
“We are fighting to give voice to the
voiceless,” said Ball.
Rep. Elijah Cummings, who represents part of Howard County along with
Baltimore City and County, said, “Calvin
is a very special man. We need somebody
who understands the development of our
children.”
“Guy has the plan for Howard County;
all we do need is follow the plan,” Cummings said.
“I’d be embarrassed if Calvin didn’t
win,” Guzzone said in an interview.

Hogan Ahead in Poll

Celebrating

50
YEARS

Together

The most recent public poll by Gonzales Research has Hogan ahead of Jealous
by a count of 52%-36%. The state Democratic Party criticized the accuracy of that
poll, saying it didn’t account for a higher
Democratic turnout. But the party got its
numbers wrong. Gonzales actually pegged
Democratic turnout at 56%, a smidgeon
higher than Democrats turned out in 2010,
and he pegged Republican turnout at 29%,
slightly higher than it was in 2014.
Guessing what the actual turnout will
be is one of the trickiest variables in election polling, since the pollster can only
estimate how many from each party will
vote, and balance the results accordingly.
Some of the remarkable numbers in
the Gonzales poll concern how much
support Hogan is getting from AfricanAmericans — 27% — traditionally the
Democrats’ strongest voting bloc. And
while there is loud talk of dissatisfaction
with Hogan among conservative Republicans and Trump supporters who bemoan
the governor’s drift to the center, the poll
found 92% of likely Republican voters are
supporting his re-election.
The Democratic Party also complained
that Gonzales got the primary results
wrong back in June, having Jealous run
second to Prince George’s County executive Rushern Baker. But primary polling
is notoriously difficult, and almost three
weeks before the primary, Gonzales found
22% of Democrats undecided.
The bad news in the August poll is that
only 11% of voters were undecided, and if
Hogan only gets 51%, he still wins.
Gonzales is one of the few pollsters
that saw the potential for a Hogan win in
2014.
In late August, the governor is concerned about complacency among his
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supporters. “I may be 20 points ahead
in the polls, but I’m running as if I’m 20
points behind,” Hogan says consistently
in speeches on the campaign trail.

No Tweet From
Trump

Hogan may be at the top of the Maryland ballot, but Democrats are continuing
to run against Donald Trump. Cummings
said Maryland’s congressional delegation
puts up some of the strongest opposition
to Trump policies in Congress.
“I can’t understand why Trump hasn’t
tweeted on me yet,” said Cummings,
whose voice is strong but who has been
moving with the aid of a walker for some
months now after hospitalization for a
knee infection. He spent 45 days in Johns
Hopkins Hospital last year following a
heart operation that also led to an infection.
Cummings, 67, may look frail, but his
voice is strong, and he’s campaigning hard
in hopes that a blue wave will sweep the
country and restore Democrats to control
of the House of Representatives. If that
happens, Cummings will likely become
the chairman of the House Committee
on Oversight and Government Reform,
where he is now the ranking member of
the minority party. That committee has the
most subpoena power of all the congressional committees. That power was used
repeatedly to investigate and embarrass
the Obama administration.
During the first 20 months of the
Trump administration, Cummings and
the Democrats on the committee have
asked to subpoena Trump administration
officials 52 times. Republican Committee
Chairman Trey Gowdy has not authorized
any of the subpoenas.
If Cummings becomes chair, there will
be a flood of subpoenas.
In a statement last month, Cummings
said: “If Democrats win the majority in
November, we would finally do what Republicans have refused to do, and that is
conduct independent, fact-based and credible investigations of the Trump Administration to address issues like the security
clearance process, conflicts of interest, the
numerous attempts by Republicans to strip
away health care from millions of Americans, postal service reforms, prescription
drug pricing and voting rights.”

Prison Savings

Reducing mass incarceration and the
number of inmates in Maryland prisons
has been a key element of from the start of
Ben Jealous’s campaign for governor from
the start. By reducing the prison population by 30% during 10 years, he told the
crowd at the headquarters opening, “we
can save $660 million a year” and use that
money for education and other programs.
On the campaign trail, Republican
Gov. Larry Hogan has been pushing back,
calling the Jealous proposal “insane.” He
told a crowd at a Dundalk headquarters
opening that Jealous wants to “cut the
public safety budget in half,” “release
thousands of violent criminals” and “fire
thousands of public safety officers.”
Jealous has a detailed 26-page plan for
Criminal Justice Reform on his campaign
website. Official estimates for savings by
reducing Maryland prison population do
not come close to the numbers Jealous
uses.
The total budget for the Department
of Public Safety and Correctional Services
this year is $1.4 billion and for the Division of Correction, which runs the prisons,
is about $775 million. How can you save
$660 million from that?
The only backing for the number
Jealous uses extrapolates a figure found
See State Political, page 12
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Razing Buildings,
Widening Channel
Proposed for Ellicott City
Can Ellicott City’s residents, business
owners and visitors accept the permanent
loss of every building on Main Street
between, and including, Caplan’s Department Store and the Phoenix Emporium?
According to Howard County Executive Allan Kittleman (R) and County
Councilman Jon Weinstein (D-Dist. 1),
that’s the best option based on the myriad studies, tests and modeling scenarios
undertaken in the wake of the devastating
floods of 2016 and 2018.
Speaking at an Aug. 23 press conference in Ellicott City, Kittleman and
Weinstein announced a five-year strategy to mitigate flooding in Ellicott City,
including a core component that would
address the most immediate life safety
threat on the town’s lower Main Street
within one year.
Among other measures, the strategy
foresees the acquisition and removal of 10
buildings on the south side of Main Street
within the next year and the creation of a
public open space amenity with a wider,
deeper river channel in their place. The
community will be engaged to provide
input into the design and use of this new
public space through the continuing Ellicott City Master Plan process.
“Additionally, we are pursuing the
expansion of the stream channel in the
West End that will include the acquisition
and removal of approximately seven residential structures,” Kittleman said, with
the combined demolition amputating
about 5% of the historic district. “I wish
we weren’t here, but this is a change we
need.”

Tough Conversations

As part of the overall strategy, at
least two additional culverts, each 10
feet in diameter, will be installed beneath
Maryland Avenue to carry water from the
Tiber-Hudson branches further downstream to the Patapsco River. The Hudson
branch channel under Main Street will be
widened to eliminate a significant pinch
point that causes water to rush onto Main
Street during heavy rainfalls.
Kittleman said he and Weinstein
began talking to the affected property
owners immediately after the most recent
flood in May.
“Those are tough conversations,”
Kittleman said. “Everyone we’ve talked
to has understood what we’re talking
about and has been very supportive; they
understand the need to protect this town.
We’ve lost four lives in these last two
floods, we cannot lose any more.”
Before even considering the possibility, “We analyzed all other options,
but none came close in terms of their
effectiveness,” Kittleman said. “We’re
confident that this will provide the most
immediate and impactful benefit in reducing the life safety risk and the significant
progress that we’ve made on [Main
Street] by this time next year.”

According to Weinstein, the county’s
evaluation of strategies began with projects presented following the 2016 flood
and also considered new or previously
discounted ideas.
“We’ve heard the urgent calls for
rapid action, and the result is this plan,”
he said. “We don’t want Ellicott City’s
residents or businesses to be put at risk
or fear every rainstorm.”
The county is also considering the
acquisition and removal of several properties in the Valley Meade community
north of Ellicott City.

Courthouse
Repurposing

The Master Plan process is entering
its final phase, Weinstein said, and will
include new opportunities for Parking Lot
D, as well as possibilities for a mixed-use
parking garage.
“There could be space for new or
relocated businesses (there) and the additional parking that we have all desired
for a long time,” he said.
Although it’s not in the flood path,
the historic courthouse is slated to be
replaced in 2021 and will figure into the
master plan as well.
“The reality is that the current
courthouse doesn’t contribute much to
Main Street’s economy,” Weinstein said.
“The timing is perfect to preserve and
repurpose the old courthouse, to make it
an economic driver for Ellicott City and
Howard County. I believe this plan will
result in a more vibrant future for Ellicott
City.”
According to Howard County Economic Development Authority (HCEDA)
statistics, historic Ellicott City contributes
more than $124 million in annual business
activity and employs nearly 1,000.
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Model Examples

ing efforts to address these significant
storms.”
It’s not lost on the county executive
that Frederick’s Carroll Creek flood control project took nearly three decades and
cost $60 million that came from Frederick
City, Frederick County and the state.
“We endeavor to achieve a similar
outcome at a lower cost in a much shorter
timeframe,” he said. “We estimate that
this extensive, multifaceted and strategic
plan will cost between $40 and $50 milSee Howard Political, page 12

Ellicott City
Businesses: The
Affected Addresses

who live in, and visit, Ellicott City. Proven
stormwater management tools and scientifically-driven hydrologic retention
efforts should be employed to reverse the
damaging manmade impacts now causing
these events.
“Demolition of historic buildings,
is not, however, a proven strategy, nor
has it been adequately studied in Ellicott
City to understand its hydrological impact. Furthermore, this plan, developed
without substantive public input, could
result in the delisting of Ellicott City from
the National Register of Historic Places,
which would curtail certain incentives
and tax credits available for the historic
community.
“Perhaps most concerning is that
this $50 million demolition plan does
not appear to substantively mitigate or
resolve flood risks. At the same time, by
removing large portions of the built environment, new flood patterns could arise
and potentially cause extensive damage
to the National Historic Landmark B&O
Railroad station, which would sit in an
even more vulnerable location. Additionally, Preservation Maryland is interested
to learn more about the county’s decision
making process in this planning effort,
and the extent to which other resources
and structures were reviewed for demolition — and whether impervious surfaces,
undeveloped land and existing structures
above the historic town were considered
as a part of the county’s review.
“Preservation Maryland is currently
considering all options and intends on distributing a white paper next week which
explores viable alternatives to widescale
demolition in the historic district. Ellicott
City is one of the state of Maryland’s
crown jewels. What is done here will
resonate for generations to come — and
could, if done correctly, set a standard
to which the rest of the nation strives to
meet. Preservation Maryland firmly believes we must rise to meet this challenge.
The future of Ellicott City depends on it.”

Howard County government’s vision
for dressing up the open space that may be
created on the lower end of Main Street
draws inspiration from similar projects
undertaken in nearby Frederick and in
England’s Hebden Bridge community.
In Hebden Bridge, “The community
created this open space so the water could
more naturally expand, mitigating the
damage from the flooding in the area,”
Kittleman said. “Just like us, this is just
one step among many in their continu-

The plan announced by Howard
County Executive Allan Kittleman and
Councilman Jon Weinstein to reinvent
Historic Ellicott City would affect the
addresses ranging from 8049 to 8125
Main Street, on the odd-numbered (south)
side. Those 10 businesses are, starting
from the east to the end of the block at
Maryland Avenue, Miss FIT (the Caplan’s
building), Out Of Our Past Antiques,
Shoemaker Country, Portalli’s, Tea on the
Tiber, Joan Eve, Great Panes Art & Glass
Studio, Bean Hollow Coffee, Discoveries
and The Phoenix Emporium.
As for the plans of the business addresses in question, “at least one business
in the affected area publicly announced an
intention to relocate soon after the flood,
at least two have already relocated (on
a temporary or permanent basis) further
west on Main Street,” said Lexi Milani,
vice president of the Ellicott City Partnership, “and it’s my understanding that
others have already been actively working to find new locations in the Historic
District or the immediately surrounding
area.”

Preservation
Maryland on Ellicott
City Main Street Plan

“In the wake of devastating flash
floods, the future of Ellicott City’s historic district and flood prone buildings
has been widely and openly debated.
On Thursday, Aug. 23, Howard County
Government announced their intention
to demolish a staggering 5% of the historic district in an attempt to mitigate the
ongoing flood risks facing the historic
community.
“Preservation Maryland fully supports efforts to protect the lives of those

www.howardchamber.com
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their concerns are, and polls can be helpful
directionally that way,” Schuh said. “If our
polls are right, then I should win handily,
but I don’t believe polls, so we’re running
like we’re losing.”
An Anne Arundel Community College
survey from the spring that Pittman found
encouraging showed a dip in Schuh’s
popularity. Schuh shrugged it off, saying
his favorable ratings versus unfavorable
ratings have stayed fairly stable.
“There’s a large bloc of undecided
voters because we don’t really have a
countywide newspaper,” and those beyond
the reach of the Annapolis Capital “don’t
get a regular diet of political news,” he
said. “And so they’re typically largely
on at the neighborhood level.”
undecided for local races until near the
One kind of number Schuh doesn’t end. But we expect a very large percentage
track is polls. He hasn’t done any polling of undecideds to break our way.”
since January.
“I don’t believe polls,” he said.
“They’re always wrong. If polls were ac- Opiods,
curate, Hillary Clinton would be president Disappointments
and Anthony Brown would be governor.
Turning to the public health issue
“But they can tell you about issues of addiction, “I’m very gratified that the
and things like that. We use them to see voters now recognize opiates as such an
what issues are on people’s minds, what important issue in the county, because that
was not true four years ago. There was no
one talking about it. There was very little
public awareness,” Schuh said. “County
government has worked very, very hard
from page 14
over the last four years to build public
lion. That is half the cost of all the projects awareness.”
that were identified in the hydraulic and
Asked about major disappointments
hydrology study conducted after the 2016 during his first term, he reeled off four of
flood.”
them quickly, with the top one being that
the county hasn’t yet been able to beat
back the opioid crisis.
Public Process
“Another disappointment is that, deAhead of the announcement, Kittlespite
a nominal 4-3 [Republican] majority
man named a four-member advisory group
on
the
county council, we in fact were
to identify key historic features that can be
operating
with only minority support in the
preserved and re-used when the buildings
legislature
because one of the councilmen
are removed to widen the channel. The
panel includes Fred Dorsey, Shawn Glad- voted routinely with the opposite party.”
That comment reflects Schuh’s longstandden, Ed Lilley and Debbie Slack Katz.
While some attending the press con- ing feud with Councilman Jerry Walker.
ference expressed doubt that removing Schuh helped fund repeated negative
the buildings is the right thing to do and mailers against Walker in his race for the
questioned the effect that widening the House of Delegates, which Walker lost to
Main Street channel might have on the three incumbents.
“We passed 96% of our legislation
Patapsco River downstream, others said
over the past four years. It just was a lot
they were willing to see it occur.
Lexi Milani, vice president of the harder than it needed to be and required
Ellicott City Partnership and co-owner of a lot of work-arounds and a lot of brain
the former Rumor Mill restaurant in Tiber damage to get all that done,” he said, “but
Alley, said she has spent most of her adult we got it done.”
Schuh is also disappointed that he
life working in Ellicott City.
wasn’t
able to cut property taxes, although
“I am unbelievably sad about the
he
was
able to cut the income tax rate. He
part of this plan that requires relocating
businesses and removing buildings,” said a property tax cut would have helped
she said. “As a former business owner older residents on fixed incomes.
responsible for a staff primarily of young
people during the first flood, I accept that Pay Hikes
changes must be made and the town must
“A fourth disappointment is we’ve
be envisioned anew after this second added an enormous number of public
catastrophic event. The safety of Ellicott safety positions, especially in the police
City’s residents, employees and guests is department, but we’ve had an immense
absolutely paramount.”
difficulty in filling those positions,”
The National Weather Service ac- mainly because of low pay. He believes
knowledges that weather patterns are he’s been able to boost pay for police,
changing throughout the mid-Atlantic firefighters and teachers.
region, Kittleman said, with storms capaThat’s not been enough for the Anne
ble of producing devastating flash floods Arundel County unions representing
becoming more likely and more difficult teachers, firefighters and police. All three
to forecast.
have endorsed Pittman.
“Our need to adapt to this likelihood
“They’ve gotten pay increases in each
and our need to first and foremost protect of my last four budgets, a total of 11%. Is
life safety has changed the conversation,” that enough? No. but it’s a darn good start
he said.
and much better than the county had been
“This is a public process, so … we’ll doing after the recession.
have conversations about this, and the
“And look, it’s great to just be a cancounty council will be taking up legislation didate and not hold office because you can
about this as a matter of requirement,” go around and talk to all the unions and tell
Weinstein said, with work prescribed by them everything they want to hear and how
the plan beginning as soon as December you’re going to increase pay for teachers,
or January pending the council’s approval.
The
“We’re hopeful that this project,
should it prove to be feasible, could be
completed within the five-year plan,”
Kittleman said.

Schuh Says ‘All the Pieces
in Place’ to Win
Steve Schuh has probably been planning his re-election bid from the day he
was sworn in as Anne Arundel county
executive in 2014. That’s the kind of methodical MBA he is.
When I sat down with him last month
to talk about his campaign, it was no surprise to hear him say: “All the pieces are
in place, and everything that we need to
be doing, we’re doing. The organization
has fully built out all the positions, and the
organizational charts are in place. We’re
door-knocking, doing a lot of meet-andgreets. We’re fundraising.”
In the past four years, Schuh has raised
more than $2.7 million, and he still has
close to $1 million in his campaign chest.
Steuart Pittman, Schuh’s Democratic opponent, has raised about $500,000 and had
$322,000 cash on hand late last month.
Schuh does not door-knock with a
bunch of volunteers. “I generally go by
myself. This is local government. People
want to meet the candidate. So, I try to get
out as much as I can. I’m also very busy
in my job. But I get out as much as I can
and meet people on the doorstep; and they
appreciate it and I always learn something.
It’s the best way to find out what’s going

State Political
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in a 2016 Washington Post opinion piece
by a policy counsel for the American
Civil Liberties Union. (The ACLU says
the estimate came from Public Safety
Performance Project of the Pew Charitable Trusts.) The article talks about the
Criminal Justice Reinvestment Act Hogan
signed that year.
That law is expected to reduce Maryland’s prison population, which has been
dropping for several years and now stands
at about 19,000 inmates, the first time in
20 years it has been under 20,000. There
are another 9,000 or more inmates in local
jails, many awaiting trial or with short
sentences.
In the final fiscal note on the Criminal
Justice Reinvestment Act, the legislative
analyst estimated that the net savings from
the act would be about $47 million during
the next eight years, reducing the number
of inmates by about 5,100 or 25% — far
more than the Jealous platform says it will
achieve.
Much of the larger savings from reducing the inmate population are plowed
back into prison system by the provisions
in the act for more addiction treatment,
education, counseling and job training for
inmates, all expenses favored by Jealous.
The Democratic candidate has struggled to come up with the revenues to
pay for the expensive programs he is
advocating: Medicare for all, big raises
for teachers and free college tuition for
all Maryland residents. Besides the prison
savings, Jealous supports legalizing marijuana and taxing it heavily. This would
both reduce arrests and raise hundreds of
millions of dollars.
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firefighters, for police and everybody
else. But the reality is he’s writing lots of
checks that he’s never going to be able
to cash unless he increases taxes. So he’s
either going to disappoint all these people
to whom he’s making these promises, or
he’s going to sock the taxpayers with an
enormous tax increase.”
Pittman told this columnist last month,
“I have no intention of raising taxes,” recognizing how tax-adverse county taxpayers are. “I don’t believe the county needs
to raise taxes to give employees raises.”
Intention is “a fudge word,” Schuh
said. “I believe he has no intention today
of raising taxes. Do I believe his intentions
will change the day he takes office? Of
course he will.”

Development Issues

Pittman has staked much of his campaign on opposition to overdevelopment
and says Schuh has taken too much money
from developers.
“What we find is that people don’t
generally fund new development of business establishments that create jobs or new
businesses that give their families places
to go eat or to find entertainment or new
homes that allow their children to live
in Anne Arundel County,” said Pittman.
“People need places to live. Everybody
accepts that.
“What they don’t like is when they
get stuck in traffic jams and when development gets ahead of infrastructure, and
that’s what has happened in and around
the county as a result of zoning decisions
that may have been made 10, 20, 30 years
ago,” he said.
“We have too much large-scale, high
density development of apartments and
townhouses in this county,” said Pittman,
“and that kind of high density development
brings in new people to the county and
puts stress on the schools, the roads and
the infrastructure.
“The development projects that you
see today didn’t just start last week or two
years ago; they started many years ago at
the concept stage, based on development
opportunities that were created through
zoning,” he said. “They’re coming online
now because the economy is good and
credit is available, so projects are now
coming out of the ground.
“The bigger problem when it comes
to the roads is the lack of state funding,”
said Pittman. “All, and I mean all, of our
major bottleneck areas in general are on
state roads.
“I have thousands of contributors
from every walk of life, from every part
of this county. I’m very grateful for their
support,” Pittman said. “A relatively small
percentage of my contributions come from
the development community. I believe
20-something-percent from the development community, and that’s including
the lawyers, civil engineers, architects,
builders, developers — anybody that even
touches on that sector. I’m not beholden
to anyone.”
Government doesn’t have the power, nor should it, to tell people whether
they can build, or not build, on a legally
buildable lot. If somebody has a legally
buildable lot, they have property rights.
And this is not Cuba or Venezuela or the
Soviet Union, where government can tell
people what to do or not do with their
property.
“I’m a moderately conservative businessperson trying to bring business-like
principles to government,” said Schuh,
“and Steuart is a self-described liberal progressive who refuses to forswear raising
taxes and is writing a lot of checks that I
know he can’t cash unless he does raise
taxes. He has no relevant experience for
this job whatsoever.”
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bid. For example, if the goal is $10 million
in awarded contracts and a close ratio is
typically 20%, one must pursue enough
opportunities that when 80% are lost, the
net of $10 million is awarded. But the
question is further complicated when the
amounts of the contracts range from a few
hundred thousand dollars to more than $50
million
Most companies focus on just the large
contracts, pinning hopes on winning one or
two and instead losing both, with little or no
results in the awarded column. While it will
increase bid and proposal costs, a viable
alternative is to pursue a larger number of
opportunities of varying sizes, instead of
not have enough opportunities of varying just a few large opportunities.
sizes in the pipeline. If the annual “awarded
contracts” goal is $10 million, $100 million Short Timeline
dollars or $1 billion, how many opportuThe old adage of, “If the first you heard
nities of what sizes should be in the active of a contract is when it is advertised, you are
opportunity pipeline? This is not a simple too late” is still true. It also can be translated
question to answer, because every company to mean that if one has not met with and
has a different close ratio, and therefore, a built relationships with all the involved
variable win probability.
decision-makers before the pre-solicitation
However, one can start by calculating a notice is advertised, the win probability
close ratio based upon the past 12 months drops to the basement. Many companies
of submitted bids. If 20 bids were answered are also guilty of waiting until it’s too late
and four awarded, the close ratio is 20%; to build teams, identify viable and available
if eight out of 20 were won, the close ratio subcontractors and teaming partners, and
is 40%. Very experienced, successful com- arrange necessary financing options.
panies in the government marketplace may
Smart companies, instead, start proacenjoy a 40% close/won ratio.
tively pursuing relationships with all layers
Generally though, it is not unusual for of decision-makers well before the opporinexperienced companies, or those with tunity hits the streets, even before typical
poor Request for Proposal/bid response capture processes start. This means using a
skills, to have a much lower close ratio, proactive year-round marketing strategy of
even under 10%.
incorporating many tactics, identifying and
Once a close ratio is calculated, one can targeting the agencies (including all of the
determine the raw volume one must pursue related decision-makers) with appropriate,
to have enough opportunities on which to informative, non-spam content.

Avoid These Mistakes When
Developing Government
Business Pipeline
As the federal fiscal year wraps on Sept.
30, a majority of government contractors
are experiencing a tough reality: not winning all of the hoped-for contracts. Two
interesting statistics to consider include that
more than 50% of companies submitting
bids will never win a federal contract, and
incumbents still win more than 60% of
contracts on which they bid.
Various factors contribute to low win
rates, with a poorly developed business
pipeline being a major issue. A healthy
business pipeline is essentially an organized
listing of the possible contracts or task
orders a business is actively tracking, and
ideally, proactively pursuing to win, with
the related timeline from now to 24 months
out (or longer).
What causes those issues? Essentially,
companies make the following three major
mistakes when building their federal business pipeline.

Small Volume

Most companies, large and small, do
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One must not forget team members,
subcontractors and even prime contractors
in this year-round marketing and relationship-building process. However, there are
other companies to include: banks and other
funding sources, staffing firms, insurance
companies, and legal and accounting services, as all are part of a winning government contracting business model.

Unbalanced Approach

This can be a difficult balancing act,
having a focus tight enough to make a memorable impact within a few target agencies,
but broad enough so that if one customer
drops off the radar or loses funding, there
are still other good prospects left within the
pipeline.
A typical scenario is, when a company
grows quickly, supporting one favorite
customer who encourages relatively easy
repeat business, perhaps even using sole
source contracts. However, one may
lose the sole-source vehicle or key decision-makers retire or move on, and the
danger of having all one’s business concentrated with one customer becomes an
immediate looming liability.
Diversifying targets is critical to avoid
this “eggs in one basket” syndrome. This
may mean staying in the Department of
Defense and looking to different offices,
commands or bases. Or one may choose to
step into the civilian market as well, looking
at health, energy or other human services
agencies.
Incorporating a proactive opportunity
identification process that accounts for a
24-month (or longer) timeline before the
opportunities are released, blending largSee Govenment, page 14

Awarded Contracts
The following information regarding awarded contracts can be used to develop
prime contractor, subcontractor and teaming partner relationships on these and other
opportunities. For more information, contact TargetGov at 410-579-1346.
• Whiting-Turner Contracting Co., Greenbelt, won a $33,262,387 contract from
the Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Southwest, San Diego, for the construction of a dining facility for enlisted Marines, an administration building and an
operations building for Marine Corps community services, and a library building
for the Marines on board Marine Corps Air Station, Yuma. www.whiting-turner.
com
• Northrop Grumman Undersea Systems, Annapolis, won a $9,948,825 contract
from the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Panama City Division, Panama City, Fla.,
to exercise options for the accomplishment of depot level repair, maintenance and
modifications of the AN/AQS-24 mine detecting system. www.northropgrumman.
com/Pages/default.aspx
• Sodexo Management, Gaithersburg, won an $118,587,653 contract from the
Marine Corps Installations Command Contracting Branch, Washington, D.C., for
the management and operation of 20 mess halls in the U.S. Marine Corps Garrison
Food Service program. www.sodexousa.com/home.html
• Lockheed Martin Missions Systems & Training, Baltimore, won a $9,553,302
contract from the Naval Supply Systems Command Weapon Systems Support,
Philadelphia, to provide supply chain management of aviation tires. www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/index.html
• AURS Federal Services, Germantown, won a $21,104,619 contract from U.S.
Army Contracting Command, Rock Island Arsenal, for Enhanced Army Global
Logistic Enterprise; Fort Campbell logistics support services. www.aecom.com
• The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, won a
$9,718,944 contract from the Washington Headquarters Services, Arlington, Va., to
provide assessments and alternatives of offensive capabilities within the domains of
air, land, sea, space and cyberspace, missions and warfare areas that asymmetrically
mitigate threat effectiveness, impose cost and/or create ambiguity in adversary
decision-making. www.jhuapl.edu
• Mabey Inc., Elkridge, won a $9,166,535 contract from the U.S. Army Contracting Command, Warren, Mich., for procurement and delivery of 80-meter and
320-meter Wet Gap Line of Communication Bridge systems. www.mabey.com/us
• GBD JV, Aberdeen; Hamilton Pacific Chamberlain, Waldorf; and Patriot
Construction, Dunkirk, won a $49 million contract from the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Mobile, Ala., for medical facility repair and minor construction. www.
gabcoconstruction.com; www.hpcvet.com/Default.aspx; and http://patriot-constcom.siteprotect.net/index.html
• The MIL Corp., Bowie, won a $25,681,476 contract from the Naval Air Warfare
Center Aircraft Division, Patuxent River, Md., for engineering, management and
technical information technology services in support of the Network Infrastructure,
including system administration and information assurance. www.milcorp.com
• Lockheed Martin Corp., Baltimore, won a $450,744,723 contract from the Naval
Sea Systems Command, Washington, D.C., for long lead time material and detail

design in support of the construction of four Multi-Mission Surface Combatant
ships. This contract involves foreign military sales to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/index.html
• The Whiting-Turner Contracting Co., Baltimore, won a $21.4 million contract
from the Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Mid-Atlantic, Norfolk, Va., for
the design and construction of two applied instruction facilities and the renovation
of two applied instruction facilities at Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort
Story. www.whiting-turner.com
• Thales Defense & Security, Clarksburg, with four other companies, won a $249.6
million contract from the U.S. Army Contracting Command, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, to support the Waveform Development Environment Ecosystem, multiple
waveforms and network services. www.thalescomminc.com/Content/Home.aspx
• Thales Defense and Security, Clarksburg, won a $12,255,608 contract from the
Deployable-Instrument Landing System (D-ILS) production units to provide up to
29 D-ILS to be deployed worldwide. www.thalescomminc.com/Content/Home.aspx
• URS Federal Services, Germantown, won a $7,368,957 contract from the Air
Force Installation Contracting Agency and 338th Specialized Contracting Squadron, Joint Base San Antonio-Randolph, Texas, for the acquisition of F-16 aircraft
maintenance and supply support. www.aecom.com
• Leidos Innovations Corp., Gaithersburg, won a $15,948,573 contract from the
Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division, China Lake, Calif., to provide for the
procurement of 135 Joint Threat Emitter spare parts for the repair and sustainment
of Electronic Warfare Target/Threat systems. www.leidos.com
• G-W Management Services, Rockville; Desbuild, Hyattsville; CFM/Severn JV,
Millersville; C.E.R. Inc., Baltimore; and Tidewater Inc., Elkridge, with one additional company, won a $25 million contract from the Naval Facilities Engineering
Command, Washington, D.C., for construction projects located primarily within the
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Washington Integrated Product
Team (IPT) Gold area of responsibility (AOR). www.g-wms.com; www.desbuild.
com; www.cfmengineering.com; and www.tideh2o.net
• Clark Blinderman JV, Bethesda, won a $60,503,600 contract from the Naval
Facilities Engineering Command, Mid-Atlantic, Norfolk, Va., for construction of
unaccompanied housing at Naval Station Great Lakes. www.clarkconstruction.com
• L-3 Chesapeake Sciences Corp., Millersville, won a $27,571,496 contract from
the Naval Sea Systems Command, Washington, D.C., to exercise options for the
production of TB-29X towed arrays. www.l-3mps.com/divisions/csc.aspx
• Motorola Solutions, Linthicum, won a $29,771,612 contract from the Naval Air
Warfare Center Aircraft Division, Lakehurst, N.J., to procure commercially available
hardware and software to modernize 57 public safety radio subsystems and two
Chemical Biological Incident Response Force public safety radio subsystems for
the Army and National Guard. www.motorolasolutions.com/en_us.html
• The Whiting-Turner Contracting Co., Baltimore, won a $54,345,019 contract
from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Concord, Mass., to construct a new Winchester Engineering & Analytical Center for the Food and Drug Administration in
Winchester, Mass. www.whiting-turner.com
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nition software incorrectly identified 28
members of Congress as matching mug
shots of arrested people. This would
be more amusing if some law enforcement agencies weren’t already using
it. Pardon me if my first reaction was,
“Only 28?”

Woof

Ouch
I don’t own any stock in Google,
Facebook or Twitter, although I’m sure
there’s some hidden in the IRAs that
will eventually let me retire to the exotic
beaches of Columbia.
At the end of July, Facebook shares
lost more than $100 billion (with a “b”)
in a day. Twitter shares declined 21% the
next day, despite reporting a 24% boost in
revenue for the previous quarter.
Both social media platforms are
feeling the effect of declining numbers of
users and potential costs of regulations designed to weed out fake accounts and bots.
Many of the lost accounts were deleted by
the platforms themselves in a purge that
will continue, using artificial intelligence
and even humans, to root out accounts that
just repost things that other people post,
etc. Nothing new there, and way past due.
It’s interesting that much of the change
is being pushed by financial issues, rather
than ethics. Facebook has said it will hire
tens of thousands of “content reviewers.”
It also lost more than 3 million users in
Europe alone when new data protection
regulations kicked in, and expects to see
revenue decline as more people opt in to
restrictions on targeted advertising, its
biggest revenue source; Twitter suspended more than a million accounts a month
for the last three months. Interestingly
enough, as noted above, Twitter’s advertising revenue has not been hurt.
Is that because those bots and fake accounts probably never “clicked through” on

anything? Or did advertisers recognize that
a cleaner Twitter was actually healthier?
Probably a combination, but I’m betting
on the former as being most persuasive.
There’s no need to rehash all the scandals about Facebook selling user data in the
last election (among other occasions), but
there’s no doubt that the unending stories
of such is having an effect on its revenue. It
takes forever for privacy regulations in the
U.S. to catch up to Europe, but if/when they
do, you can be sure that they will further
reduce both subscribers and money.
So, ouch — if you own stock.

Oh, That $5 Billion

In other intertwined financial/technology news, there’s a small matter of a record
$5 billion (again, with a “b”) fine that the
European Union (EU) levied on Google.
That has to smart. Google was fined for
requiring phone manufacturers using its
Android operating system to bundle Google apps, such as Chrome, and set Google
as the default search engine, if they wanted
to access Google’s app store — knowing
that the phone’s usefulness is pretty much
nil without it.
Regulators noted that the vast majority of users never changed those default
settings, letting Google collect data about
their habits and allowing it to target more
ads. It’s all about the money.
This comes a year after the EU fined
Google $2.7 billion for its practice of
always putting its compassion shopping
results first in searches. Google changed
its practices, but now has rival sites bid for
top billing. I’m not sure that’s much better.
In both cases, the case made was that
Google’s practices stifled competition,
especially from new and small startups.
The interesting difference between the EU
and the USA is that when U.S. regulators
(rarely) tackle uncompetitive practices,
they focus more on damage to consumers.
The EU also looks at damage to competitive companies.

Boston Dynamics has shown off a
robotic dog called SpotMini. Although it
could probably bring you your slippers,
its main market is slated to be security,
delivery and home assistance.
I’m not sure why being designed to
look like a dog is such a wonderful thing;
there are already robots that can do things
like disarm bombs and can even be used
in hostage negotiation sessions, and they
look like … well, a robot. The price tag on
this thing is likely to be outrageous; they
company only plans on producing 1,000
a year for a while.
The primary advantage is that, because it
uses legs, it can navigate places that wheeled
robots cannot, like stairs. Don’t expect it to
usurp the position of service dogs anytime
soon.

There’s a Pill for That

In another case where Amazon is attempting to tip-toe quietly into your life,
it announced in June that it is acquiring
PillPack, an online pharmacy that specializes in people who take multiple drugs, by
packaging daily doses of all their drugs in
presorted pouches. The important thing is
that PillPack has pharmacy licenses in all
50 states, something that could make Amazon’s entry into the pharmacy business
quite smooth.
News of this was buried in another
article in the business section, but it was
not unnoticed by investors. Shares in CVS,
Walgreens and Rite Aid took large hits.
Prediction: Amazon will be a major
disruptor in the industry within two years,
tops.
Cliff Feldwick is owner of Riverside
Computing and does PC troubleshooting,
network setups and data retrieval for small
businesses, when not asking his robot dog
to bring him a pill. He can be reached at
410-880-0171 or at cliff@feldwick.com.
Older articles are available at http://
feldwick.com.

Modern Day Whaling
Comes Ashore

Phishing scams have been around
for years and malicious emails haven’t
changed much, but the end target has.
As surfers and skiers say, “Go big or go
home,” and that’s exactly what scammers
are doing.
By targeting lower-level employees,
scammers can gain general access to a
business’s inner workings. But by targetfrom page 13
ing high level executives — the “big fish”
— scammers can gain top-down access to
er- and smaller-sized opportunities, and
all of a business’s operations.
identifying a range of targets that allow
These attacks on management are
for business development and capture
sometimes called whaling, in reference to
processes are the keys to effective pipeline
the “big fish” targets. The goal is to steal
development, and ultimately, winning more
sensitive information, such as financial
contracts.
data or personal details about employees.
Whaling attacks specifically target senior
Gloria Larkin is president and CEO of
management who have complete access
TargetGov, in Linthicum. Email glorito sensitive data.
alarkinTG@targetgov.com, visit www.
A related scam is the CEO impersontargetgov.com or call toll-free at 866-579- We Always Knew It
ation scam, where the con artist reaches
1346, ext. 325, for more information.
A test run of Amazon’s facial recog- out to high-level employees who can pay
a large bill or provide wide-sweeping
information. The scammer pretends to be
Serving
CEO or CFO to give the request legitHoward County
RAJENDRA DESAI, D.D.S., P.A. Proud Member of the
imacy and urgency. The request will often
For over 30 years
Columbia Rotary
PROSTHODONTIST
Achieving Excellence in
Club for 30 years
be for a large money transfer via wire,
Patient Dental Care
Former Professor of Restorative Dentistry
which is non-recoverable. Scammers can
University of Maryland Dental School
often make their requests more plausible
by using details obtained by researching
SPECIALLY TRAINED IN COSMETIC AND
the company or hacking emails.
ADVANCED RECONSTRUCTIVE DENTISRY
Here are tips to prevent and prepare
We take time to listen to your concerns and explain all your treatment options
for potential whaling attacks.
• Be wary of short, generic messagINNOVATION
EXPERIENCE
DEDICATION
es. Scammers won’t write a long email;
• State-of-the-art technology
• Dental implants
• Crowns & bridges
they’ll try to pass off something short and
Including:
• Veneers
• Treatment for TMJ, bad breath,
generic as harmless, hoping you’ll click
and snoring
Lasers for Gum Treatment
• Partial & Full Dentures
quickly without thinking.
• Accepting most insurance plans
• 1 HR teeth whitening
Cerec Crown
• Double-check before clicking or
• Payment plans
• Cosmetic bonding
ONG Visit
Digital X-ray
downloading. A mouse click is all it takes
to inadvertently grant access to your
computer, accounts and information, or
New PatieNts welcome
unleash malware on your systems.
• Think about how you share. Never
Columbia Medical Center
410-997-7412
Remember,
the
color
of
your
send sensitive, personal or proprietary
11055 Little Patuxent Pkwy,. #207
www.desaidental.com Personality is in the Sparkle information via email, regardless of who’s
Columbia, MD 21044
of Your Smile
asking you for it.

Government
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• Watch out for emails to groups. Sending an email “From the CEO” to a staff or
employee email list is the fastest way for
a scammer to attack and affect an entire
business.
• Set up processes. Make sure your
company has a procedure for all requests
involving sensitive information or payments, and make sure that procedure is
followed. For particularly wide-reaching
requests or large payments, require employees to check with their manager first.
If you get a call from a scammer,
report it to BBB Scam Tracker. This free
resource provides a place to research
and submit scam-related information, so
BBB can investigate further and educate
consumers.
BBB is cautioning local companies
that Universal Ad Com sales reps are
targeting Maryland businesses. The Arlington, Texas-based company telemarkets
advertising specialties across the country
under at least 10 names. The company has
an “F” rating with BBB, as well as 112
complaints.
According to reports by Cecil County
Chamber members, sales reps claimed
the company had an affiliation with “the
Chamber of Commerce.” After receiving
an invoice, a gym paid almost $500 to
Home Town Productions, a Universal
Ad Com company. The gym ultimately
received three copies of a “poor quality”
map with a pinpoint indicating its location.
Several businesses deny they authorized an advertisement. The company’s
profile on bbb.org includes an alert
for a pattern of complaints, which is
consistent with the concerns Maryland
businesses have expressed. You can find
out more about Universal Ad Com and
report a complaint online at bbb.org.
Angie Barnett is president and CEO of the
Better Business Bureau of Greater Maryland. She can be reached at 410-347-3990
and abarnett@greatermd.bbb.
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Business Connections
Networks
The Central Maryland Chamber’s
(CMC) Business Connections Networks
(BCN) are networking leads groups
focused on connecting business professionals.
• Business Connections Network 1
First Wednesday of each month
8–9:30 a.m., in Millersville
Led by Tim Carey, Chesapeake Telephone
443-577-2208 or tcarey@ctsmd.us
• Business Connections Network 2
Third Tuesday of each month
8–9:30 a.m., in Odenton
Led by Alex McKeague, Sunrise Solutions
410-216-3227 or amckeague@getsomesun.net
• Business Connections Network 3
First Tuesday of each month
9–10:30 a.m., in Gambrills
Led by Pete Albert, Pete Albert Photography
443-694-9852 or petealbert@icloud.
com
• Business Connections Network 4
Fourth Thursday of each month
9:30–11 a.m., in Clarksville
Led by Amy Lazas, Law Offices of Kirk
Halpin & Associates
410-531-1700 and amy@halpinlawfirm.
com, and
Chris Riismandel, Epoch Inc.
410-465-3955 or chris@theepochteam.
com
What makes CMC Business Connections Networks unique is an open
format that invites group members to
contribute to the conversation. In addition, members are encouraged to meet

There is a good reason that Columbia
Association’s (CA) oft-repeated mission —
“working every day in hundreds of ways to
make Columbia a better place to live, work
and play” — includes the word “play.”
Individuals who are considering moving
into a community consider several factors:
access to recreation has long been among the
most important. Also, companies recruiting
potential employees are increasingly incorporating access to amenities, such as vibrant
and walkable downtowns, fun activities,
housing options, etc., in their lists of reasons
highlighting why they are a “best place to
work.”
Columbia is more than just a “bedroom”
community to those who live here. It is more
than just an office location for those who
work here. There is a high quality of life
in Columbia, and CA commits great effort
to providing a variety of opportunities for
anyone in pursuit of that elusive work/life
balance.
Many of these opportunities are available through ongoing development of
programs and activities and our signature
amenities and facilities, including CA’s outdoor and indoor pools, the fitness clubs, golf
clubs, tennis courts and our extensive path-

with each other outside of the monthly
meetings for coffee. These one-on-one
or small group meetings are instrumental to developing meaningful business
relationships that can lead to warm
referrals, synergistic marketing, creative
support and engaging power partners.
While members are encouraged to
support each other and give leads/referrals, there is no pressure to give leads for
the sake of meeting a quota. Emphasis
is on giving quality leads that produce
results. In addition, we have technology, sales and marketing discussions, as
well as educational topics planned and
presented by group participants.
There is an exclusivity rule of one
member per business category, which
eliminates unfair competition among
members of the group and allows each
member to openly represent his or her
business. Participation in a group is a
free benefit of CMC membership.
We invite guests (who are not CMC
members) looking for a dynamic, energizing networking experience to come
to one meeting and decide if joining the
chamber (and the group) is the right fit.
To learn more, contact any group leader
or call the CMC office at 410-672-3422.

CMC Events

For details and registration, visit
www.centralmarylandchamber.org.
• September
18 Membership 101, 9 a.m.
19 Small Business Seminar: Mistakes
That Threaten Your Business, Wealth
and Personal Assets, 9 a.m.
20 Membership 101, 9 a.m.
20 Taste of the Region at Tipton Airport, 4 p.m.
24 Women Mean Business, 11:30 a.m.
26 Women Mean Business, 11:30 a.m.
Dates and locations subject to change

way system and other open spaces. There
are also major events catering to the many
and diverse interests in Columbia, including
a few taking place in the coming weeks.
Just a few years ago, there was only one
dog park in Howard County. CA often heard
from pet owners in the community regarding
their desire for a second location, which led
CA to survey sites and ultimately to open the
Columbia DogPark in the Village of Harper’s Choice. The community amenity has
become a highly popular facility for dogs and
their owners, which is not surprising given
the turnout CA sees each year for its Dog
Day event. This year’s event is scheduled
for Saturday, Oct. 13.
Our focus is not just to serve the interests
of isolated groups, but to try to reach broad
spectrums of individuals, with programs and
events that encourage broad participation
in the community. Columbia BikeAbout,
which returns on Saturday, Sept. 29, combines two opportunities people love about
Columbia — the occasion to learn about the
community’s fascinating history, while biking from village to village via the pathway
system.
CA’s Healthy Hero Fun Run/Walk is
another much-anticipated event, attracting

Read more about the forum and register
at howardchamber.com.

Interviewing Council Urgent Care Now Open
Congratulations to the team at one
Candidates
We are just more than two months
away from the general election, and
the race for Howard County Council
is particularly interesting as every seat
will be filled by a candidate who has
never held the office before. On that
note, the Howard County Chamber’s
(HCC) Legislative Affairs Committee
has asked each of the candidates if s/
he would sit for an interview to delve
deeper into his or her positions on the
policies of greatest importance to the
business community.
So far, the committee has interviewed
Raj Kathuria, District 1; Opel Jones,
District 2; and Deb Jung, District 4. Each
candidate spoke to the committee about
everything from the county budget to
public transit and the Adequate Public
Facilities Ordinance (APFO). In addition
to the interviews, candidates also were
given the opportunity to complete questionnaires with similar questions. You can
find their responses under the Advocacy
tab at www.howardchamber.com.

of our newest members, Premier Health
Express Urgent Care. HCC President
Leonardo McClarty and Director of
Membership Ronny Nadiv were on hand
to help cut the ribbon at the new clinic
on Patuxent Woods Drive, in Columbia,
along with chamber ambassadors and
several elected officials.

Hear It From
Kittleman, Ball

Biggest BAB of 2018

In addition to the information provided about the candidates who are up for
election in November under the Advocacy
tab at www.howardchamber.com, chamber members will get a unique opportunity to hear directly from current Howard
County Executive Allan Kittleman and
current Howard County Councilman
Calvin Ball at the HCC’s Howard County
Executive Candidate Forum on Sept. 13.
Moderator Vic Carter, long-time
anchor at WJZ-TV, will ask Kittleman
and Ball where they stand on issues
including APFO, redistricting, development, affordable housing, public
transportation and the county’s budget.

children, their parents and other family
members to loop around Lake Kittamaqundi
while dressed as their favorite heroes. It is
an outdoor extension of CA’s KidSpace
program, which is another value that CA
adds — the ability to have your children
supervised in an interactive play area so that
parents or guardians can fit in workouts at
CA’s fitness clubs or relax at Haven on the
Lake. This year’s event is scheduled for
Saturday, Sept. 15.
These events come at the end of CA’s
Lakefront Summer Festival, which closes

First Citizens Opens
in County

Congratulations to First Citizens
Bank on the grand opening of its first
Howard County location in Columbia. HCC President Leonardo McClarty
and Director of Membership Ronny
Nadiv helped kick off the ribbon-cutting
ceremony and watched as the team from
First Citizens Bank presented a check
to the Community Action Council of
Howard County.
First Citizens Bank is offering $100
to the CAC for each of the first 100
accounts opened at the new branch.
The HCC’s August Business After
Business (BAB) was the best of the year,
as more than 120 members and guests
networked at the Walrus Oyster & Ale
House, at The Mall in Columbia. Thanks
to our sponsors and our hosts.

300 and Counting

It’s still more than a month away
from the chamber’s 2018 Signature
Event, Friday Night Live, and more than
300 people have already purchased their
tickets. Comedian Greg Schwem has
shot a special video inviting members
to join the HCC on Oct. 5 at Turf Valley Resort. Check out the video on the
event registration page and buy tickets
at www.howardchamber.com.

out the season in September with more
movies and concerts.
Many communities throughout the
country have adopted the “live, work and
play” expression; however, as stated earlier, CA has incorporated these words into
its mission. So, along with our community
partners, we are working every day to remain
a community of choice for decades into the
future.
E-mail milton.matthews@columbiaassociation.org with questions/comments.

“Haunted Ellicott City” Just
Released

Released Sept. 3, “Haunted Ellicott City” is
written by Shelley Davies Wygant, a past president,
officer and board member of the Howard County
Historical Society and Historic Ellicott City Inc.
Wygant explores the history and horrors of this
historic town founded in 1772. “Haunted Ellicott
City” is a compilation of ghost stories and local
legends. Selling for $19.99, the book can be ordered
from Arcadia Publishing by calling 888-313-2665
or emailing sales@arcadiapublishing.com.
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Howie Exits Maryland Tech Council
Tami Howie, recent CEO
of the Maryland Tech Council
(MTC), left the organization to
rejoin the Washington, D.C.,
office of law firm DLA Piper
as a partner. In 2015, Howie was named
CEO of the Chesapeake Regional Tech
Council, which merged with the then Tech
Council of Maryland. The organization
represents 450 members and operates two
divisions.
Acting Arundel Health Officer
Accepts State Position
Acting Anne Arundel County Health
Officer Fran Phillips has accepted a position as deputy secretary for public health
services at the Maryland Department of
Health. In her new role, Phillips will support the state’s efforts in fighting the heroin
and opioid epidemic, provide management
oversight for the rural health plan and lead
other initiatives.
Laurel Council President Leszcz to
Head PRC
Laurel City Council President Mike
Leszcz has been elected to serve as chairman of the Patuxent River Commission
(PRC). The PRC is a 34-member, inter-jurisdictional group that addresses Patuxent
River watershed issues.
Merson Named Howard’s Interim
Fire Chief
Howard County Executive Allan
Kittleman named Deputy Chief Daniel
Merson to serve as the interim fire chief
for the Howard County Department of Fire
& Rescue Services (HCDFRS). Merson
has served with HCDFRS for 34 years

Thursday, September 6
“HCEPC Breakfast.” 7:15–9:30 a.m.
$35/$50. Seasons 52. Howard County
Estate Planning Council, www.howardcountyepc.org.
Friday, September 7
“LHC Breakfast: Johns Hopkins’
Redonda Miller.” 7:30–9 a.m. $30/$60.
The Meeting House. Leadership Howard
County, www.leadershiphc.org.
“HTC Membership 101.” Noon–1:30
p.m. Maryland Center for Entrepreneurship. www.hceda.org.
Saturday, September 8
“Fall Fling.” 1 p.m. High Ridge Park
Pavilion, North Laurel. Southern Howard
County Civic Association.
Sunday, September 9
“Howard County Police Foundation
27th Annual Police Pace 5K.” 8:30 a.m.
$40. Centennial Park. www.policepace.
com.
Monday, September 10
“Columbia Rotary William Jefferson
Memorial Golf Tournament.” 11a.m.
Hobbit’s Glen Golf Club. www.columbiarotary.org.
Tuesday, September 11
“Exporting for Defense Contractors:
Getting Started.” 8–9:30 a.m. $15. HCC
Gateway, Rm 3. Maryland Department
of Commerce, www.eventbrite.com/e/
exporting-for-defense-contractors-getting-started-tickets-48285985683
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will assume the position vacated by Chief ing more than 50 transactions during his
John Butler, who was recently appointed career with the firm.
chief of the Fairfax County (Va.) Fire &
Grill Named Kidney Foundation
Rescue Department.
Board Chair
The National Kidney Foundation
Arundel’s Community Action Agency
Appoints Interim CEO
Serving Maryland & Delaware has elected
The Anne Arundel County Community Paul Grill, of Ellicott City, as its new board
Action Agency Board of Directors has chair. A living kidney donor, Grill is a
appointed Charlestine Fairley as interim management consultant with more than 20
chief executive officer. Fairley joins the years of experience in product innovation
agency after a more than 30-year career and corporate development.
as a leader in higher education adminisHCGH Adds Trio to Board
tration.
H o w a r d
Miller Named First Energy Manager County General
for Howard County
Hospital (HCGH)
Leah Miller has been named Howard has welcomed to
County’s first energy manager. The new its board of trustposition in the Office of Community ees Jody BuffingAud
Nazarian
Sustainability will analyze the county’s ton Aud, Jeanette Nazarian,
energy efficiency programs and policies, M.D., and Kevin Sowers.
and develop internal and public energy Buffington Aud is currently
savings initiatives.
the director for leader communications for global operations
Smith Wins Champion Realty’s
at Astrazeneca; Nazarian is the Sowers
Lifetime Achievement Award
vice president of the HCGH Professional
Colleen Smith, an Annapolis-based Staff; and Sowers is the new president
Realtor, has received the Champion Life- of the Johns Hopkins Health System and
time Achievement Award. The citation executive vice president of Johns Hopkins
was made on the occasion of reaching $25 Medicine.
million in sales during her five years with
the realty.
Burleigh Manor Teacher Garners
National Award
SC&H Capital’s Hogan Wins Award
Burleigh Manor Middle School sixth
From M&A Advisor
grade teacher George McGurl was recently
SC&H Capital, of Ellicott City, has recognized with a Presidential Award for
announced that Greg Hogan, director, has Excellence in Mathematics and Science
been named a winner in the 9th Annual Teaching by the National Science FounEmerging Leaders Award by M&A Advi- dation. McGurl is one of just two Marysor. Hogan provides sell-side merger and land teachers among 140 nationally to be
acquisition services, successfully complet- selected this year.

Lunch & County Executive Debate.”
11 a.m.–1:30 p.m. $60/$80. Turf Valley
Resort. www.howardchamber.com.
“Howard County Conservancy to Host
Ellicott City Flood Roundtable.” 7 p.m.
The Howard County Conservancy, www.
hcconservancy.org/events/list.
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Crandon Honored by Alzheimer’s
Foundation
The Alzheimer’s Foundation of America announced that Laurence Crandon, of
Clarksville, is the grand prize winner of
its national 2018 Teens for Alzheimer’s
Awareness Scholarship Essay Contest. He
earned a $5,000 college scholarship for
his essay about caring for his grandfather,
William “Sonny” Randall, a former Negro
League baseball player and Navy veteran,
who had the disease.
CYC’s Feuerman Honored by BBJ
ConnectYourCare (CYC)
has announced that CFO Reese Feuerman was recently
recognized by the Baltimore
Business Journal as an outstanding CFO in the Baltimore
area. Feuerman was honored for his commitment to the company’s financial best
practices and accounting standards, as well
as his contributions to the community and
management.
Kontson Named Principal at Souza
Stephen Kontson has been promoted
to principal of the Annapolis law firm of
Souza LLC. Kontson has been with the
firm since 2010. He attended the University of Baltimore School of Law, where he
received his juris doctor in May 2010.
COLA Appoints Stratton CEO
Columbia-based COLA has appointed Nancy Stratton as CEO. A senior
executive with more than 35 years of
experience in laboratory management,
she was most recently employed by Clinical Pathology Laboratories, of Austin,
Texas.

Columbia 5K.” 9 a.m. $35/$45. Lake- ment.” Fairway Hills Golf Club. www.
front Plaza. www.discoverdowntown5K. athelasinstitute.org/25th-annual-charieventbrite.com.
ty-golf-tournament.

Monday, September 17
“An Evening at the Speakeasy.”
5:30–7:30 p.m. $85. 18th & 21st benefiting
Making Change. www.eveningatthespeakFriday, September 14–Sunday, Sep- easy.eventbrite.com.
tember 16
Wednesday, September 19
“Road to the Arts.” For a map, call How“CMC Small Business Seminar: Exit
ard County Arts Council, 410-313-2787.
Planning for Small Businesses.” 9–10:30
a.m. First Citizens Bank & Trust Co., AnFriday, September 14
“BWI Business Partnership Signature napolis. www.centralmarylandchamber.
Breakfast: Laurie Barnett, Southwest.” org.
7:30 a.m. NC/$40/$75. BWI Airport MarThursday, September 20
riott. www.bwipartner.org.
“CMC Membership 101.” 9–10:30
“Visit Howard County’s 37th Annual
a.m. Central Maryland Chamber conferMeeting.” 11:30 a.m.–1:30 p.m. $55/$60. ence room, www.centralmarylandchamTurf Valley Resort. www.visithoward- ber.org.
county.com.
“CMC Taste of the Region.” 4–7 p.m.
“Howard County Arts Council’s $10/$20. Tipton Airport. www.centralAnnual Meeting and Grant Awards Cere- marylandchamber.org.
mony.” 6–8 p.m. Howard County Center
Friday, September 21
for the Arts, www.hocoarts.org.
“Election 2018 Candidates’ Forum.”
Saturday, September 15
2–4 p.m. Vantage House, email: pedens@
“The 41st Annual Korean Festival.” vantagehouse.org.
10 a.m.–7 p.m. Howard County Fairgrounds. The Korean Society of Maryland, Saturday, September 22
“The Power of the Woman’s Vote:
www.koreanmd.org.
“2018 Women’s Conference–Pre- A Discussion.” Meeting House, Oaksented by SCORE Women in Business: land Mills. 11 a.m.–1:30 p.m. $10/$30.
Paths to Success.” 8:30 a.m.–3 p.m. $75. Maryland Women’s Heritage Center.
Anne Arundel Community College, Ar- www.eventbrite.com/e/the-power-ofnold Campus. Maureen Edwards, info@ the-womans-vote-a-discussion-tickets-48595527531.
score390.org.

Tuesday, September 25
“Unleashing the Power of Cutting-Edge Business Technology and Marketing on a Shoestring Budget.” 8–9:30
a.m. Maryland Center for Entrepreneurship. Tech Treats and Brand Central 360,
888-277-7123.
Wednesday, September 26
“The Simple Care of a Hopeful Heart
Discussion and Book Signing.” 6:30–8:30
p.m. $20. St. John’s Episcopal Church,
www.stjohnsec.org.
Thursday, September 27
“Targeting Solutions to the Opioid
Epidemic.” 6–8 p.m. Wilde Lake Interfaith
Center. University of Maryland, Baltimore, email: achase@umaryland.edu.
Saturday, September 29
“GEBA’s Fall Shred Fest.” 11 a.m.–
12:45 p.m. Broken Land Parkway Park and
Ride. Government Employees’ Benefit Association, Shelly Guiliano, 301-688-7912.
Friday, October 5
“Howard Chamber Signature Event.”
6 p.m. Turf Valley Resort. www.howardchamber.com.
Saturday, October 6
“12th Annual One Step Closer Walk
& 5K Run.” Centennial Park. www.howard-autism.org.

Saturday, October 13
Monday, September 24
Thursday, September 13
Sunday, September 16
“2018 Koman Race for the Cure.”
“25th Annual Athelas Golf Tourna“Howard County Chamber Member
“Fifth Annual Discover Downtown
See Calendar, page 17
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Princeton Review Cites UMBC
Among Top Universities in the Nation
UMBC has again been recognized as
one of the top universities in the nation
through the 2019 edition of the Princeton
Review’s undergraduate guide, The Best
384 Colleges.
The profile also notes UMBC’s location
between Baltimore and Washington, D.C.,
as a major advantage, giving students access to arts and culture and a broad range
of learning and career opportunities. New
to the profile this year is a mention of UMBC’s rank as third nationally in invitations
for theater students to perform at the prestigious Kennedy Center American College
Theatre Festival.
Princeton Review profiles for The
Best 384 Colleges are based on surveys
of 138,000 students nationwide. Earlier
this year, the Center for World University
Rankings placed UMBC in the top 3.5%
of universities worldwide, and a new U.S.
News & World Report ranking heralded
UMBC as one of the best universities for
international students.
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owners surveyed, it’s the largest continuous
study of small business perceptions of local
government policy in the U.S. Thumbtack
also assigned eight policy-specific grades
to evaluate how easy local governments
make it to start, operate and grow a small
business. For more details about the report
and the full set of results for Maryland, visit
Thumbtack.com/MD.

Maryland Receives B+ From Local
Small Business Owners
Thumbtack, the website and app that
finds local professionals for nearly any
project, has announced the results from its
2018 Small Business Friendliness Survey,
ranking all 50 states and 57 cities based on
factors including licensing requirements,
tax regulations, and labor and hiring regulations.
Small-business owners gave Maryland
a B+ this year, ranking 20th in the survey of
business friendliness in all 50 states. That
placement is 13 spots better than last year,
when the state ranked 33rd and received
a B-. For comparison, Maryland scored
slightly higher than Virginia (B) and Delaware (B-).
With more than 7,500 small business

Howard Announces Home Loan
Program for Working Families
Howard County Executive Allan Kittleman announced that $500,000 in funds
are now available through the county’s
Settlement Downpayment Loan Program
(SDLP) to assist working families with
buying a home in Howard County. The
Department of Housing and Community
Development (DHCD) has committed
these funds toward the deferred second
mortgage loans, which can be used by
pre-approved homebuyers for settlement
costs and down payments.
The program offers homebuyers a
choice of five loan products, depending
on the homebuyer’s income and assets,
with loan amounts up to $40,000. SDLP
funds may be used to purchase homes up
to $476,471, and buyers must agree to occupy the home as their primary residence.
Interest rates are set at 2% below the first
mortgage interest rate, and repayment of
the loan is deferred until resale, refinance
or default. Additional incentives, such as
loan forgiveness, are available under the
Workforce Initiative Loan product for
homeowners who work in Howard County.
Last year, the program helped 66 families with down payment and closing costs
for home purchases in Howard County. A
list of approved lenders can be found on the
SDLP website at www.howardcountymd.
gov/Settlement-Down-Payment-Loan-Program. For more information, contact Linda
Phillips at 410-313-6328 or lphillips@

Calendar

p.m. Wilde Lake High School. www.howardcountymd.gov/50plusEXPO.
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Sunday, October 21
Columbia Gateway Business Park.” 7
“Gilchrist Hospice Taste of Howard
a.m.–noon. www.info-komen.org.
County: Merriment in Masquerade.” 5
p.m. $100. Turf Valley Resort. gilchristSaturday, Oct. 13–Sunday, Oct. 14
cares.org/taste.
“6th Annual ManneqART Madness.” 9
a.m.–5 p.m. ManneqART Museum. www. Monday, October 22
manneqart.org.
“Conscious Capitalism of Central
Maryland Presents Ignite Howard County
Sunday, October 14
#4.” 5:30–8 p.m. Jailbreak Brewing Com“HCC 5K Challenge Race.” 8–11 a.m.
pany. www.ignitehowardcounty.com.
Howard Community College. Howard
Community College Educational Foun- Thursday, October 25
dation, www.howardcc.edu.
“Howard Chamber Legislative Break“70th Annual Charity Crab Feast.” fast.” 7:30–9:30 a.m. Doubletree By Hil1–5 p.m. $20/$65. St. John’s Episcopal ton Hotel. www.howardchamber.com.
Church. Ellicot City Rotary, www.elliSaturday, October 27
cottcityrotary.com.
“Drug Take Back Day: Medication &
Monday, October 15
Sharps Take Back.” 10 a.m.–2 p.m. Wilde
“Howard County Economic Develop- Lake Village Center parking lot. HC Drug
ment Authority’s 25th Anniversary Cele- Free, www.hcdrugfree.org.
bration.” 4–7:30 p.m. Two Merriweather.
www.edaannualmeeting.eventbrite.com. Wednesday, November 7
“CMC 2018 Economic Forecast.”
“Women’s Giving Circle Annual
Live!
Hotel. www.centralmarylandchamCelebration of Women and Girls.” 5–7
p.m. $75. Howard Community College, ber.org.
Monteabaro Recital Hall. www.womens- Sunday, November 11
givingcircle.org.
“Hike Belmont to Rockburn Branch.”
10 a.m.–Noon. Howard County ConserThursday, October 18
“2018 Holland Awards Dinner.” 6 p.m. vancy, www.hcconservancy.org.
Turf Valley Resort. Community Action Saturday, December 1
Council, www.cac-hc.org.
“Natural Holiday Sale.” 10 a.m.–3
p.m.
Howard County Conservancy, www.
Friday, October 19
hcconservancy.org.
“50+EXPO Howard County.” 9 a.m.–4
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howardcountymd.gov, or visit www.how- Kopp, approved a $13.5 million contract
ardcountymd.gov/Settlement-Down-Pay- to purchase 10 40-foot buses and 10 60ment-Loan-Program.
foot articulated buses from New Flyer of
America. The contract is one of multiple
Bandura Announces $4M in
procurements that will lead to a complete
Series A Funding
replacement of the shuttle bus fleet at BWI
Bandura Systems, which pioneered Marshall. The airport’s current parking and
the Threat Intelligence Gateway (TIG) rail station fleet is composed of 40 buses
industry in part with the U.S. Department that went into service in 2005. In late 2017,
of Defense, has announced it has completed BWI Marshall Airport placed 20 new rental
a Series A round, securing $4 million in car shuttle buses into service.
financing led by Grotech Ventures, Gula
Tech Adventures, Maryland Venture Fund
Annapolis Yacht Sales Earns
and Cultivation Capital.
Spot on Inc. 5000
The funding will strengthen the poAnnapolis Yacht Sales (AYS) has
sition of Bandura, which has offices in been ranked number 4,389 on Inc.com’s
Columbia and Lake St. Louis, Mo., in Inc. 5000 list. The list, which highlights
the TIG marketplace. The Bandura TIG the nation’s 5,000 fastest growing private
is purpose-built to filter network traffic businesses, represents a unique look at
against large volumes of threat intelligence the most successful companies within the
indicators, better protecting networks from U.S.’s independent small and mid-sized
the massive volume of known threats.
businesses.
“Firewalls are getting crushed by the
AYS is the largest yacht broker on the
sheer volume of threats that hit organi- Chesapeake Bay, with offices in Annapzations industry-wide every day,” said olis and Kent Island, in Maryland; and
Bandura CEO Chris Fedde. “And, while Deltaville and Virginia Beach, Va. AYS
external threat intelligence is available, represents Beneteau sailing yachts and Lamost companies lack the staff and resources goon Catamarans, as well as power yachts
to effectively and efficiently operationalize from EdgeWater, Steiger Craft and Cruisers
it. The Bandura TIG complements the fire- Yachts. AYS is also a broker for premium
wall, enabling companies of all sizes to use yachts.
threat intelligence without limits in an easy
Arundel Grown Certified Program
and automated way.”
Available for Local Food Businesses
The Anne Arundel Economic DevelLane Shifts, Temporary Lane Closings
on Route 175 at Fort Meade
opment Corp. (AAEDC) has launched
As of Aug. 24, the Maryland Depart- the Arundel Grown Certified Program, an
ment of Transportation State Highway initiative that encourages restaurants and
Administration (MDOT SHA) is shifting other food businesses to locally source their
traffic on westbound Route 175 (Annapolis ingredients from farms in Anne Arundel
Road) to the right, beginning at Walker County. The certification promotes particDrive. Additionally, crews closed the left ipating restaurants and farms to increase
turn lane from Route 175 to Reece Road. awareness of local agriculture.
The shift and closure were necessary for
An Arundel Grown certified business
crews to pave the roadway. The temporary is required to source at least 25% of its
traffic changes will be in place until about ingredients from in-season products from
mid-September.
a Maryland farm and at least 10% from an
Approximately 25,000 vehicles use Anne Arundel County farm. The percentthis section of Route 175 each day through age is based off total purchases.
Fort Meade, so motorists should plan extra commute time. For more information
Loyola Names Inaugural Center for
Innovation &
about the Route 175 project, visit https://
Entrepreneurship Director
apps.roads.maryland.gov/WebProjectLifeLoyola University Maryland named
Cycle/ProjectInformation.aspx?projectWendy Bolger the inaugural director of the
no=AA436542.
university’s new Center for Innovation &
BWI Business Partnership Announces Entrepreneurship. Bolger, who brings 20
Executive Transitions
years of experience in management and
BWI Business Partnership’s board social innovation, will launch the center
of directors has announced that Interim with the mission of engaging Loyola in
Executive Director Ed Rothstein will be innovation and entrepreneurship and cultideparting the organization in early Decem- vating ties to Baltimore’s entrepreneurship
ber. The board is conducting a search for community.
a full-time executive director to take his
Prior to joining Loyola, Bolger diplace; information regarding the search can rected innovation strategy for Share Our
be found at https://bwipartner.org/Careers. Strength’s No Kid Hungry campaign,
“On behalf of the board of directors, where she launched and grew the organiwe are sad to say goodbye to our interim zation’s first innovation team, developing
executive director, good friend and col- a vision and rigorous process, attracting
league, Ed Rothstein,” said Chairman of advisers and partners and leading successthe Board Sam Minnitte. “In his time with ful pilot programs and trials. Previously,
the board, Ed has elevated community she founded a nonprofit management conconnections, demonstrated a passion for sulting firm, where she provided expertise,
economic development and growth, and coaching and training to organizational
has brought executive leadership to this leaders.
outstanding organization. We wish Ed the
Partnership Presents at
very best in his next chapter as Carroll
International Conference
County commissioner.”
In late July, the BWI Business PartnerBPW Approves New Shuttle Buses to ship represented its members, BWI ThurServe BWI Marshall
good Marshall Airport and the Maryland
The Maryland Board of Public Works Aviation Administration at the Smart Air(BPW) approved a contract to procure 20 ports & Regions Conference in Edmonton,
buses to serve customers at BWI Thurgood Alberta, Canada.
Marshall Airport. The airport will use the
The conference attracted 500-plus atbuses to provide continuous shuttle service tendees from 200 organizations and more
between the BWI Marshall terminal, airport than 60 airports throughout the world.
parking facilities and the BWI Rail Station. High-ranking airport decision-makers
The board, which is chaired by Gov. spanning airport design, information
Larry Hogan and includes Comptroller technology, technology, operations, conSee Business Briefs, page 18
Peter Franchot and Treasurer Nancy
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Maryland College of Art & Design. Most
recently, he worked at Severn Graphics, in
Glen Burnie.
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struction, economic development and
other verticals convened to learn and share Wilde Lake Middle Maryland’s First
Net Zero Energy School
examples, as well as insights, about the
Wilde
Lake Middle School has been
growth of the airports and their surrounding
offi
cially
designated
a Net Zero building
communities.
by the International Living Future Institute
(ILFI). The designation underscores the
Northrop Realty Opens Office in
school’s status as Maryland’s first school
Downtown Columbia
Northrop Realty, A Long & Foster building to produce at least as much energy
Company, opened an office in Columbia as it uses during the course of a year, as a
Town Center at 5570 Sterrett Place, Suite result of building system efficiencies and
106, across the street from The Mall in Co- renewable energy sources.
Wilde Lake is the fifth complete school
lumbia. The new office is Northrop Realty’s
building
in the nation to achieve this dissecond Howard County location, with the
first being the company’s headquarters in tinction, and among the first buildings of
any type in Maryland to achieve the Net
Clarksville.
Northrop Realty’s director of reloca- Zero designation. Completed in January
tion, 10 full-time real estate agents and 2017, the school achieved LEED Platinum
a client care coordinator will work in status, the highest sustainable building
the company’s 1,000-square-foot office certification, in December.
in Columbia. Northrop Realty plans to
continue to open additional offices, and ACCT Honors HCC With Northeast
Region Equity Award
recently relocated its Eastport office to a
The Association of Community College
larger space near Westfield Annapolis mall
Trustees (ACCT) has selected Howard
to accommodate more growth.
Community College (HCC) to receive
FASTSIGNS of Columbia Under New its 2018 ACCT Northeast Region Equity
Award. The award recognizes commitment
Ownership
Local entrepreneur Tony Amador, by a community college board and chief
owner of FASTSIGNS of Downtown executive officer to achieve equity in the
Baltimore, recently acquired a second administration and delivery of education
FASTSIGNS center in Columbia, which programs and services.
HCC has had a diversity plan in place
has been in business on Oakland Mills Road
for
nearly
30 years, and a committee of
since 2012.
employees
reviews
and updates the plan anUnder Amador’s new ownership, Steve
Lee was brought onboard as FASTSIGNS nually. The plan establishes guidelines for
of Columbia’s new general manager. ensuring equal opportunity and improving
Lee has a background in graphic design, cultural diversity in recruitment, employlarge-format printing, sign production and ment, academics, retention of students and
account management, and holds a degree in overall experience.
graphic communications and fine arts from
DOE Recognizes CA for Achieving
Better Buildings Challenge
Columbia Association (CA) has been
recognized by the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) for achieving the 20% goal
set as a partner in the Better Buildings
Challenge. The DOE program works with
market leaders to encourage the adoption
of cost-effective and proven strategies to
A S S O C I AT E S
improve the energy efficiency of the nation’s buildings, manufacturing plans and


multi-family housing.
CA instituted an energy management
program in 2012. Through its efforts, it has
seen savings of approximately 20% across
its portfolio. Participants in the challenge
P U B L I C R E L AT I O N S
have saved a combined $3.1 billion since
1 1 1 1 7 W O O D E LV E S W A Y
2001. During the past five years, CA has
COLUMBIA, MD 21044
worked to advance clean energy practices,
including installing high-efficiency LED
410.730.0316
FX 1.443.283.8001
lighting, Energy Star HVAC equipment,
jeanmoon@verizon.net
combined heat and power technology, and
advanced building operation and maintenance practices.

JEAN
MOON
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2018 Holland
Awards Dinner
October 18, 2018 at
6pm at Turf Valley

RSHIP!
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L
LAST CA
Tickets and
Sponsorships are
available now!
Reserve TODAY at
www.cac-hc.org!

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
For more info on sponsorships &
tickets, please contact Jen Grieb
jgrieb@cac-hc.org, 410-313-6174
www.cac-hc.org

The Mikulis Family and

www.cac-hc.org

The Cyphers Agency Wins
Three New Accounts
The Crofton-based Cyphers Agency
has been selected to represent two national
brands: the American Frozen Food Institute
(AFFI) and the Government Employees’
Benefit Association (GEBA), as well as the
statewide Chesapeake Veterinary Referral
Center (CVRC).
AFFI, which promotes the interest of
all segments of the $53 billion frozen food
and beverage industry, has contracted for
branding, multiple web sites, design collateral and digital marketing. GEBA provides
insurance benefits, financial planning and
wealth management for federal employees;
and CVRC is a veterinary referral center
composed of multiple specialty practices,
with locations in Annapolis, Towson and
Columbia.
HCC Ranks in Top 20 for Nation’s
Best Two-Year Colleges for Adult
Learners
For the third year in a row, Howard
Community College (HCC) has been
named as one of the nation’s best two-year
colleges for adult learners, according to
rankings released by Washington Monthly.
Howard Community College came in at
No. 20 on the list, with high scores for
ease of transfer, flexibility of programs
and services for adult students.
Washington Monthly, based in the
nation’s capital, became the first publication in 2016 to recognize two-year
and four-year colleges for their service to
adult students. HCC is the only Maryland
community college to have earned a spot
in the top 20 every year since the rankings
began. To develop its rankings, the publication used data from the Department
of Education’s Integrated Postsecondary
Education Data System survey, College
Board’s Annual Survey of Colleges, and
the College Scorecard.
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Chamber of Commerce that attracts business executives, administration officials
and legislative leaders, will be held in on
Thursday, Sept. 20, from 9 a.m. to 6:30
p.m., at the Sheraton Columbia Town
Center.
Panelists will include former governors Parris Glendening and Robert Ehrlich,
Dels. Jason Buckel and Kumar Barve, and
Dr. Lynne Gilli. Among the topics discussed will be tariff effects on Maryland,
the opioid epidemic, Maryland’s business climate, environmental policy and
reinventing the talent pipeline. For more
information, visit https://mdchamber.org.
Rakis to Exhibit at Artists’ Gallery
Pauline Rakis celebrates the joys of
the grape with her exhibition, “Celebrate
with Fruit of the Vine,” at Artists’ Gallery.
The show runs through Sept. 30, with an
opening reception on Sept. 8, from 2–4
p.m., at 8197 Main Street, Ellicott City.
Laying down shapes and colors,
usually with acrylic paint, often unveils
unexpected images in her landscape, still
life and seascape works. Rakis has been
featured in several solo shows and many
group shows on the East Coast and has
won numerous awards for her work. For
more information, go to www. artistsgalleryec.com.

Crosby Ranked No. 2 in Advertising,
No. 3 in PR by WBJ
Crosby Marketing Communications
ranked No. 2 among Washington’s top
advertising agencies and No. 3 among
public relations firms in the Washington
Business Journal’s 2018 lists of largest
firms. The rankings are based on Crosby’s
2017 revenue and reflect the company’s
growth to 84 professionals across its
Annapolis headquarters and Washington,
D.C., office.
“We continue to experience strong,
steady growth as we work with leading
Wade Opens IT, Emergency
health care, federal government and nonManagement Firm in Columbia
profit clients to make a positive impact in
Marcellus Wade, III, recently founded people’s lives,” said President and CEO
Black Fox, a hybrid information technol- Raymond Crosby.
ogy (IT) and emergency management
company, at the Maryland Center for
Barley Snyder Opens Second
Entrepreneurs, in Columbia. The firm
Maryland Office
supports nonprofit, private and public
Lancaster, Pa.-based Barley Snyder
organizations by providing services in has strengthened its Maryland presence
the business resilience, continuity of by opening a second office in the state,
operations planning and cybersecurity, the latest location in Columbia, at 6700
emergency management planning sectors, Alexander Bell Drive, Suite 200. Hunt
among others.
Valley has housed a Barley Snyder office
Black Fox is a certified, service-dis- since 2014 and the firm has an increasing
abled veteran- and minority-owned small number of Pennsylvania clients that are
business. Wade brings more than 15 years expanding into Maryland.
of experience in leadership, management,
“We’re seeing more activity in Maryresilience and other disciplines.
land than we ever have,” said Barley
Snyder Managing Partner Jeff Lobach.
Columbia Orchestra Preparing for
“Our clients are moving there, opening
41st Season
new offices there or doing business there.
The Columbia Orchestra will soon As client requests for assistance in Marycelebrate its 41st season, and Jason Love’s land have become more common, we’ve
20th anniversary as music director, with a responded by offering more offices and
mix of classical masterpieces and contem- more attorneys.”
porary music that will start on Saturday,
Oct. 6, with Beethoven’s “Eroica.”
Two-Person Exhibits in Kish Gallery
Masterpieces by Brahms, MussorgSet for September
sky, Stravinsky, Strauss and Dvořák
The Bernice Kish Gallery announced
will also be heard during the upcoming the opening exhibit in the galleries for the
season, alongside newer works by Lu- 2018–19 gallery season. Beatrice Hardy
toslawski, Snider, Tower and Roumain. will exhibit her paintings, titled “Passion
The 2018–19 season also includes four for Color,” in the Lobby Gallery; and Al
classical concerts, two performances of Biegel will have an exhibit titled “Cothe orchestra’s popular symphonic pops lumbia and Howard County: An Artistic
concert, two performances of its family Retrospective,” in the Bill White Room
holiday concert and two performances for Gallery. These exhibits will run until Oct.
young audiences. For more information, 13, and are part of the Howard County
visit www.columbiaorchestra.org.
Road to the Arts.
There will be a reception at the gallery,
State Chamber to Hold Business Policy which is located at Slayton House, 10400
Conference in Columbia
Cross Fox Lane, Columbia, on Sunday,
The Business Policy Conference, a Sept. 16, 3–5 p.m. For more information,
public policy event held by the Maryland call 410-730-3987 or 301-596-4883.
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Howard Superintendent to Present
State of the Schools on Sept. 12
On Wednesday, Sept. 12, Superintendent Michael Martirano will present
the State of the Howard County Public
School System (HCPSS) address at an
event hosted by Bright Minds Foundation, which supports HCPSS students
and schools. Martirano will provide an
overview of school system progress and
challenges and share his priorities for the
upcoming school year. HCPSS teacher
grant recipients also will share the impact
of their initiatives on student learning.
The event will be held at The Meeting
House, 5885 Robert Oliver Place, Columbia. Check-in and breakfast begin at
7:30 a.m., with the program taking place
8–9:30 a.m. Tickets cost $30. All proceeds
will go to Bright Minds Foundation. For
tickets or sponsorships, contact Bright
Minds Foundation Executive Director Liz
Crammond at 410-740-0707 or visit www.
brightmindsfoundation.org.
The State of the Howard County
Public School System address also will
be presented at the Board of Education
meeting on Thursday, Sept. 6.
Former HCPSS Superintendent
Cousin Dies
Sydney Cousin, former superintendent of the Howard County Public
School System, has died. Cousin retired
from the Howard County Public School
System (HCPSS) in 2012 after serving as
superintendent since 2004. While superintendent, Cousin took medical leave in
January 2011 after being diagnosed with
Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, a cancer of the
immune system. Subsequently diagnosed
with a neurological condition, he retired
in summer 2012.
Cousin worked for the HCPSS for
25 years. He started his career in 1987 as
director of school construction and planning. Previously, he had been a junior high
history teacher in Baltimore for three years
beginning in 1967, then worked in other
roles for the Baltimore city government
and city school system. He was employed
in several administrative positions in the
HCPSS, leaving in July 2003, but returning just eight months later to become interim superintendent. The interim tag soon
was dropped, and he served two four-year
terms in the role.
New Book Chronicles History of
Fort Meade
From the black-and-white photo of
horse-drawn wagons rolling down Mapes
Road to the fish-eye image of cyber warfare specialists encircled by computers,
telephones and cables, a new book, “Fort
George G. Meade: The First 100 Years,”
provides a history of an installation that
has safeguarded the country since World
War I.
The Fort Meade Alliance (FMA)
Foundation has arranged for sales of the
hardcover book through Amazon and
Barnes & Noble to benefit servicemen
and -women, military families and other
members of the Fort Meade community.
All profits from book sales will go to the
FMA Foundation’s services for military
members and families, its scholarships
for Meade High School students and its
STEM programs for schoolchildren in the
Fort Meade region.
Parole Streets Named to Honor
Historic Residents
Sections of three streets have been
renamed in the Parole section of Annapolis
to honor three men who made significant
contributions to that neighborhood. The
roads have taken the names Noah Taylor,
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a patriarch of
a prominent
Annapolis
family; Norwood Brown,
former city
alderman;
and Hoppy
Adams, a disc
jockey and
Adams
executive at
pioneering
rhythm and blues radio station WANN.
A stretch of Center Street, between
Forest Drive and Oaklawn Avenue, is now
Noah Taylor Way; a section of Holeclaw
Street between Bunche Street and Hicks
Avenue has become Norwood Brown
Lane; and another part of that artery, between Carver and Bunche streets, is now
Hoppy Adams Way.
HCPSS Seeks Citizen Members
for Committee
The Howard County Public School
System (HCPSS) is seeking general citizen
candidates for membership on the Instructional Materials/Criteria Review Committee. Members review the selection criteria
for instructional materials; recommend
revisions as needed; and review any materials requested for re-evaluation. Citizen
members’ diverse knowledge, experience
and perspectives greatly improve the instructional material selection and review
process and help to ensure transparency at
every stage of the committee’s work.
Citizen members must be residents of
Howard County. Membership is for a twoyear term. The committee will meet from
4–5 p.m. several afternoons throughout the
school year.
Citizens interested in participating
may submit an application online by
Wednesday, Sept. 12. For more information, contact Laurie Berryman, HCPSS
Office of Secondary Language Arts, at
Laurie_Berryman@hcpss.org.
Vantage House Hosts Candidates’
Forum on Sept. 21
Vantage House senior living community is hosting “Election 2018 Candidates’
Forum” on Friday, Sept. 21, from 2–4 p.m.,
in the community’s auditorium. Howard
County Executive candidates Calvin Ball
(D) and Allan Kittleman (R), District 4
County Councilmember candidates Deb
Jung (D) and Lisa Kim (R), and the eight
school board candidates — Vicky Cutroneo, Bob Glascock, Danny Mackey, Jen
Mallo, Robert Miller, Anita Pandey, Sabina Taj and Chao Wu — are participating
in the candidates’ forum.
The forum will be divided into three
sessions: Howard County executive
candidates from 2–2:30 p.m., District 4
councilmember candidates from 2:30–3
p.m. and school board candidates from
3–4 p.m. A representative of the League
of Women Voters, Nancy Berla, who is a
resident of Vantage House, will serve as
moderator. Members of the audience may
ask questions of the candidates.
Refreshments will be served at the end
of the final session. There is limited seating
for non-residents of Vantage House, 5400
Vantage Point Road, Columbia. To register, contact padans@vantagehouse.org.
Learn About Stream Restoration
Project Set for Three Columbia
Villages
Residents are invited to learn more
about a large stream restoration project
scheduled during the coming years in
Columbia’s villages of Harper’s Choice,
Town Center and Wilde Lake. The project
is being conducted by Columbia Associ-
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ation (CA); the Maryland State Highway
Administration (SHA); and SHA’s contractor, Ecotone Inc. CA’s goal is to reduce
the amount of sediment flowing into Wilde
Lake and Lake Kittamaqundi.
Three information sessions are scheduled for this September and are open to the
public. They will be hosted by the Howard
County Watershed Stewards Academy
(part of the University of Maryland Extension office), in conjunction with Columbia
Association’s Watershed Management
Division.
All meetings will start promptly at 7
p.m. The meeting schedule is as follows.
• Wilde Lake: Thursday, Sept. 13, Slayton House, 10400 Cross Fox Lane
• Harper’s Choice: Monday, Sept. 17,
Kahler Hall, 5440 Old Tucker Row
• Town Center: Thursday, Sept. 20, Historic Oakland, 5430 Vantage Point Road
For more information about the public meetings, email Watershed Stewards
Academy Program Coordinator Terry
Matthews at trmatt@umd.edu. For more
information about the project, email CA’s
Open Space and Facility Services Department at OpenSpace.ResourceRequests@
ColumbiaAssociation.org.
HCPSS, Changing Destinations
Engage Students in Global Citizenship
The Howard County Public School
System (HCPSS) has partnered with
Changing Destinations: Journey to Excellence to provide students with opportunities to learn about cultures from around
the world. The partnership was formalized
with an official partnership signing in
early August at the Sheraton Columbia
Waterside Restaurant, in Columbia.

The agreement calls for Changing Destinations to collaborate with the HCPSS
Black Student Achievement Program to
pilot a Bridging the Gap Pen Pal program
with the Kawotto Saviours Primary School
(KSPS) in Kampala, Uganda. Students
will exchange handwritten letters with
their pen pals on a monthly basis. HCPSS
and KSPS students will also share photos
of their respective school communities to
enhance learning and understanding of
each society.
MakingChange Provides Financial
Education for More Than 2,000
People
MakingChange had a record year in
fiscal 2018, helping 2,161 people manage
their money and change their lives through
financial wellness programs. The Howard
County nonprofit’s 92 seminars served
1,275 participants focused on budgeting,
understanding credit and savings, among
other topics.
Personal financial coaching was offered to 143 clients who were interested
in addressing their specific financial concerns. These clients attended 406 sessions
and 78% created an action plan to achieve
their financial goals.
MakingChange prepared free tax
returns for 743 people who visited the
MultiService Center, in Laurel, or the NonProfit Collaborative of Howard County, in
Columbia. The 22 Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance volunteers worked 1,500 hours
to offer the free service.
In addition, the Housing Counseling
Program helped 269 households, one or
more of whose members attended the
See Nonprofit, page 20

Take the HCC Challenge
Sunday
October 14, 2018
8:30 a.m.
AT HOWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

THE COMMUNIT Y
HCC offers weekly training & networking opportunities.
Get in shape while meeting new people representing a
variety of businesses and organizations. Trainings begin
late August and are open to ALL employees of sponsoring
companies. So whether you are a seasoned runner, walker
or want to make connections, take advantage of these
weekly opportunities.

THE CAUSE
HCC is dedicated to student success and advancing
education in our community.

THE CHALLENGE
Commit to participate and compete for industry and overall
champion awards in the 5K race that spans the campus
and includes unique challenges that will test your strength,
coordination and endurance. At the HCC 5K, you will run,
climb, and crawl your way to the finish line.

SPONSORSHIPS BEGIN AT $750
COMMUNITY TEAMS $300

howardcc.edu/hccchallenge | 443-518-1970
foundation@howardcc.edu |
@supporthcc

f

Proceeds of the HCC Challenge Race provide scholarships to HCC students.
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Five Ways Criminals Use Social
Engineering to Scam Us
By Gary S. Williams
A major risk to both
businesses and individuals,
social engineering involves
the exploitation of our very
nature. Specifically, criminals use it to elicit feelings of fear, uncertainty, pressure and excitement in the
hope that we will deviate from the ways
we typically behave.
Their goal is to gain access to our sensitive information or take advantage of us
for financial gain. Here are five ways that
criminals use social engineering to scam
us — and tips to avoid falling victim.

to rush into making decisions that we
wouldn’t usually make. The IRS scam is
a great example of using urgency to trick
people into taking ill-advised action. A
con artist poses as an IRS representative
and reports that, if the intended victim
doesn’t immediately provide payment
information for back taxes owed, a warrant will be issued for the person’s arrest.
Who wouldn’t want to avoid this negative
consequence?
To be sure, victims of this scam often
comply with the request, sending precious
confidential information into the hands of
criminals.

3. Exploit the Fear of Missing Out on
Something Scarce
If we believe there isn’t enough of
something good to go around, many of us
will take ill-considered actions because
we fear we’ll miss out on something
we want. How would a criminal exploit
this tendency? S/he might send phishing
e-mails purporting to come from Apple
and claiming that, because of huge demand, only a limited number of the latest
iPhone is available. “If you click on a link
in the message, you might be able to get
one. Act now!”
In reality, clicking on the link could
install malware on your computer or lead
you to a legitimate-looking website, where
you would be asked to supply personal information. Then, the hacker will have your
confidential information and perhaps even
2. Send ‘Urgent’ Requests
your credit card number and its expiration
A sense of urgency may cause us date.
1. Impersonate an Authority Figure
People tend to comply with requests
from those in authority. Knowing this, a
hacker might impersonate an authority
figure to pressure you to take a specific
action. For example, s/he may pretend
to be a law enforcement agent and send
an e-mail that claims illegal content was
found on your computer. S/he would then
advise you to click on a link to obtain
additional details.
Because you wouldn’t want to be
accused of doing anything illegal — and
because of the perceived authority of the
sender — you may not question the legitimacy of the message. But when you click
on the link, malware would be installed on
your machine.

Nonprofit,
from page 19

First Time Homebuyer Program, which
consists of a six-hour group session and
two hours of one-on-one counseling. For
information, visit makingchangecenter.
org.
18th & 21st Supper Club Hosts
Benefit for MakingChange
18th & 21st, the new supper club in
Downtown Columbia, is hosting “An
Evening at the Speakeasy” for MakingChange, a nonprofit in Howard County
that empowers individuals and families
to achieve financial stability.
The event is set for Monday, Sept.
17, from 5:30–7:30 p.m., and will feature
a sampling menu, handcrafted cocktails
and piano music in the surroundings of the
reimagined prohibition-era supper club in
Downtown Columbia. Admission to the
benefit is $85 per person, with proceeds
going to support MakingChange programs
and services. For reservations, visit eveningatthespeakeasy.eventbrite.com.
Applications Being Accepted for 2019
Rising Star Competition
The annual Rising Star Performing
Arts Competition is open to individuals
and ensembles (with a maximum of four
members), ages 18–35, who live, train,
work or perform regularly in Howard
County or have done so in the past.
Review criteria include artistic expression, technical ability and stage presence.
Up to 10 selected finalists will perform at
the Howard County Arts Council’s annual
benefit gala, the Celebration of the Arts in

Howard County, on March 23, 2019, at
Howard Community College’s Peter and
Elizabeth Horowitz Visual and Performing
Arts Center, in Columbia.
The event audience of more than 500
artists, arts patrons, business and political
representatives and other community
members will then vote for their favorite
performer. The winner of the popular vote
will receive the top $5,000 Rising Star
Performing Arts Award on stage that night.
Applications for the 2019 Rising Star
Performing Arts Competition are available
in the Explore | Opportunities for Artists
& Arts Groups section at hocoarts.org. For
more information, call 410-313-2787 or
email at info@hocoarts.org.
Conservancy to Host Ellicott City
Roundtable
The Howard County Conservancy
will host a roundtable with experts from
a variety of fields to reflect on the Ellicott
City floods on Thursday, Sept. 13, from
7–9 p.m., at its headquarters, located at
10520 Old Frederick Road, Woodstock.
This program was originally planned
for students in the Conservancy’s Watershed Report Card project, a year-long
study where every ninth grade student
in the county assesses the health of their
watershed and presents their findings to
county leaders. Interest quickly grew, and
the program was opened to the community.
Attendees will also have the opportunity to
speak during a Q&A session. The program
is free, but registration is required at www.
hcconservancy.org/events/list.
Howard Board to Discuss Options to
Relieve High School Overcrowding
The Howard County Public School

4. Put on a Friendly Persona
Some scammers put on a friendly face,
doing all they can to appear likeable so that
we feel comfortable dealing with them and
more likely to let our defenses down. For
example, a cybercriminal could pose as a
computer technician, stop by your workplace and strike up a pleasant conversation
with the receptionist. Before you know it,
the technician has talked him- or herself
onto an office computer, ostensibly doing
routine maintenance, but really stealing
whatever sensitive data s/he can find.
5. Pose as Someone You Trust
Social engineers sometimes try to
exploit a sense of trust in others, causing
potential victims to feel guilty enough
to provide the scammers with what they
need. These crimes usually result in bigger,
immediate payoffs.
For example, a scammer could pose
as a friend traveling overseas and e-mail
you that s/he has been mugged and needs
money to return to the U.S. In a situation
like this, you might trust that the sender
is your actual friend and feel guilty if you
don’t lend a hand. The result? You wire the
money without doing enough to verify the
sender’s identity.

Spotting an Attack

comes with a heightened sense of urgency
and that claims to require an immediate
response.
• If you get an unsolicited message or
call purporting to come from a familiar
organization and asking for personal information, hang up and call the entity at
a number you know is legitimate or type
the organization’s URL directly into your
browser. Log i
n from there.
• Always verify the source of a phone
call or message before fulfilling a request,
clicking on a link or downloading an attachment.
• If someone calls claiming to be from Microsoft or another tech company and requests
access to your computer to fix a supposed
problem, it is almost always a scam. If an
individual arrives at your office with such
a claim, ask for identification or verify his
or her identity by calling the company for
which the person supposedly works.

Be Vigilant

Because our trusting nature often prevails over our common sense, we need to
stay vigilant. By understanding the human
tendencies that scammers try to exploit
and the red flags that signal a potential
scam, you’ll be well-positioned to protect
yourself from this growing threat.

Now that you understand the techniques used in social engineering, You
should know ways to spot and to deal with
attackers who use them.
• Be wary of any email or phone call that

Gary S. Williams, CFP, CRPC, AIF, is
president and founder of Williams Asset
Management, in Columbia. He can be
contacted at 410-740-0220 or at Gary@
WilliamsAsset.com.

System’s (HCPSS) Board of Education
is seeking public input as it reviews
several options to relieve high school
overcrowding in school year 2019-20
and beyond. The board will hold a public hearing on Tuesday, Sept. 11, at 7
p.m. at the Department of Education. To
learn more about options to relieve high
school overcrowding, visit www.hcpss.
org/f/schoolplanning/2018-08-23-relieve-hs-overcrowding-presentation.pdf.
In lieu of public testimony, community
members may provide written testimony
via letter (Board of Education Office,
10910 Clarksville Pike, Ellicott City, MD
21042) or email (BOE@hcpss.org) no
later than 4:30 p.m. on Sept. 18. The board
is scheduled to take action on Sept. 20. For
questions, contact the Board of Education
office at 410-313-7194.

explores the history of structural racism
and classism in America that began in
the 1930s when color-coded “residential
security maps” were created to show risk
areas for federal backing of newly-created
home ownership programs.
The maps delineated areas prime for
investment and areas where no money
would be lent. The neighborhoods where
no investment would go were outlined in
red; those areas, which were primarily
black and immigrant neighborhoods, were
referred to as “infiltrated” by “hazardous
populations.” This racial discrimination
in mortgage lending shaped the demographic and wealth patterns of American
communities for generations and designed
structural racism into 239 different cities.

‘Undesign the Redline’ Exhibit to
Provide Context About Racism,
Classism
Howard County Library System
(HCLS) is hosting an interactive exhibit at
the Central Branch, in Columbia, to launch
a public discussion about how a discriminatory federal policy from the 1930s still
resonates in communities. “Undesign
the Redline,” an in-depth visual display,

HCLS: Finalist for Choose Civility
Campaign
The Howard County Library System’s
(HCLS) Choose Civility initiative is one
of 23 finalists for the 2018 American Civic
Collaboration Awards. The awards showcase civic collaboration efforts that bring
people together, engage communities
in political and social action, and enact
long-lasting change.
Choose Civility, an initiative founded
See Nonprofit, page 21
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The report is the result of 19 public
forums held across the state, including
one in Howard County; more than 1,400
women participated in the initiative. HC
DrugFree’s executive director and a past
chair of the Howard County Commission
for Women, Joan Webb Scornaienchi, was
invited to join Howard County resident
Dr. Anne Y.F. Lin, dean of the School of
Pharmacy at Notre Dame, as a substance
use disorder subject expert at the roundtable.

from page 20

in 2007 and led by HCLS, celebrates diversity, inclusion and accessibility, while
promoting values of respect, empathy and
compassion.
As a result of the outreach, HCLS became the first organization on the East Coast
to host The Longest Table, a communal
meal designed to build new relationships,
encourage conversations and increase civic
engagement on local issues; and became
Executive Alliance Announces 25th
the first public library in Maryland to host
a Human Library, an international initiative Annual Women of Excellence Speaker
Executive Alliance has
where real people are loaned to readers for
announced Beth Comstock
one-on-one conversations.
as the keynote speaker for
the organization’s 25th anMaryland Women Listed Drug
nual Women of Excellence
Addiction Among Top Issues
The Maryland Commission for Wom- event, to be held on Tuesday,
en held the Voices of Maryland Women Oct. 30, from 5:30 to 9 p.m.
Roundtable Conference at Notre Dame at Martin’s West, with the theme “Celeof Maryland University on Aug. 18. A brating 25 Years: The Power of Change.”
Comstock is the former vice chair and
report released by the commission stated
women across Maryland selected “drug chief marketing officer of General Electric.
abuse and addiction” among the top five At GE, Comstock led business innovation
challenges facing women in their jurisdic- and change initiatives, which inspired her
tions. The other four issues were domestic book, “Imagine It Forward: Courage, Creviolence and sexual assault, paid time off ativity, and the Power of Change,” which
for extended parental and medical leave, is scheduled for release in September. For
women in leadership positions and access more information, visit www.executivealliance.org or call 410-929-4026.
to affordable/quality child care.

Prince George’s
Offering Low Rate
Loans for Home Repairs
Partnering with the Housing Initiative Partnership (HIP) and the Redevelopment
Authority of Prince George’s County can provide home improvement loans of up to
$60,000 to eligible homeowners who need to make repairs.
Following are the requirements to be an eligible applicant.
• Must own and occupy a home in Prince George’s County.
• Must be current on mortgage payments, property taxes and property insurance
• Cannot have an “underwater” mortgage
• Total household income may not exceed the program limits
Eligible repairs are as follows.
• Health hazards: lead, mold and asbestos abatement
• Safety and code compliance repairs: roof, electrical systems, plumbing, flooring
• Energy efficiency: windows, insulation, air sealing, siding
• ADA-related improvements: ramps, grab bars, railings
The low rate, $60,000 maximum loan terms are 0% interest, with no monthly
payments; loans must be repaid in full when the house is sold or transferred; and the
maximum loan-to-value ratio is 110%. For more information, call HIP at 301-699-3835
or visit http://hiphomes.org/wp/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/Flyer_HRAP-2018.pdf.
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LETTER
from the
PUBLISHER
Becky Mangus

A Swan Song

It doesn’t seem possible that almost 17 years ago Cathy Yost and I were negotiating
with Carol Pickett (now Ross) to buy The Business Monthly. And now, this is the last
issue we get to call ours.
Beginning with the October issue, Dan Medinger, president of Columbia-based
Advertising Media Plus, will be the new owner/publisher of The Business Monthly
and will carry on the almost 27-year tradition of informing Howard and Anne Arundel
counties about the who, what, when, where, why and how of our community.
It had always been my plan to become a publisher, and it has been very exciting
to have achieved that goal. As a journalism major during the Woodward and Bernstein era, I’ve tended to be a more traditional publisher, in the way we have handled
reporting and making sure we have been a trusted and valued resource. As a result, I
am extremely proud of The Business Monthly and our writers and staff, and I believe
we have made a signiﬁcant difference in helping to keep our community informed.
But as is true of most things — including business ― it isn’t just about the product.
The relationships and friendships we have made over the years have been especially
enjoyable and are truly valued. There are a lot of incredible people in our community,
wisdom and talent beyond compare, and we have had the privilege of meeting and
reporting on many of them. The paper has given us a wonderful opportunity to experience ﬁrst-hand the breadth of professionals, businesses, growth and diversity that
exists in our two counties.
Of course, Cathy and I will still be working with Dan during the next few months,
so please continue to look for our calls and emails; and we will continue to be active
in the community. But, it is with great happiness that we hand the paper over to Dan,
who has extensive newspaper experience and, perhaps more importantly, is local and
knows the community.
Thank you for reading us, advertising with us, sending us your news, answering our
calls and agreeing to speak with us. And, most of all, thank you for your friendship. It
has been an honor to serve the community with what we hope has been a value tool.
And with that, they ride off into the sunset.

Adichie to Speak at
Howard CAC 2018
Holland Awards Dinner
The Community Action Council of
Howard County (CAC) has announced that
prize-winning author
Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie will be the
keynote speaker at the
23rd annual Holland
Awards Dinner, to be
held at Turf Valley on
Thursday, Oct. 18. A
social reception will
begin the festivities at
6 p.m.
Adichie, who divides her time between
Maryland and Lagos,
Nigeria, is one of the
leading writers of her
generation. Her work
has been translated into more than 30
languages; Adichie’s first novel, “Purple
Hibiscus” (2003), won the Commonwealth
Writers’ Prize, and her second novel, “Half
of a Yellow Sun” (2006), won the Orange
Prize (now the Women’s Prize for Fiction),
the world’s top prize for female writers. In
2008, Adichie earned a MacArthur Fellowship.
Adichie’s 2013 novel, “Americanah,”
won the U.S. National Book Critics Cir-

cle Award and was named one of The
New York Times Top 10 Best Books of
2013. Her most recent
book, “Dear Ijeawele, or
a Feminist Manifesto in
Fifteen Suggestions,” was
published in March 2017.
The Holland Awards
Dinner, named in recognition of Reverend
John Holland, annually
recognizes an individual or organization that
demonstrates extraordinary commitment and
dedication to serving the
most vulnerable in Howard County. This year,
Vivian “Millie” Bailey,
a World War II veteran who has devoted
a lifetime to serving the community, will
receive the organization’s 2018 Reverend
John W. Holland Humanitarian Award.
The event also will feature Frank
Eastham, who serves as the chief school
management and instructional leadership
officer within the Howard County Public
School System. For more information,
contact Jen Grieb at jgrieb@cac-hc.org or
410-313-6174.
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Howard Chamber Meets at The Walrus

The Howard County Chamber’s recent Business After Business event at
The Walrus Oyster & Ale House, at The Mall in Columbia, attracted a solid Streets Dedicated to Community
crowd of chamber staff, ambassadors and board members, as well as the Leaders in Parole
Three streets were recently dedicated in
team from the new eatery.
the Parole section of Annapolis for late
community leaders Noah Taylor, a patriarch of a prominent local family; Norwood
Brown, a former city alderman; and Hoppy Adams, a disc jockey and executive at
WANN radio. Pictured are Adams family
members celebrating the occasion.

New Member Inducted Into
Columbia Rotary Club

CMC Holds Happy Hour at
David’s

The Central Maryland Chamber
(CMC) in August held a mixer on
Aug. 21 at David’s Restaurant at Live!
Hotel, in Hanover. Pictured above are
CMC President Raj Kudchadkar, left,
with Mike Thibault of The Bank of
Glen Burnie.

The happy hour included a sampling of items
from the new restaurant, as well as tours of the
hotel tower, including the Live! Spa, The Penthouse Suites and Club 21. Pictured, from left, are
Stefanie and Mark Carpenter, Oceaneering; and
Jamie Fougnie, Courtyard Marriott Fort Meade.

A pot luck was held by the Columbia
Rotary Club on Tuesday, Aug. 28 at the
home of club member Raj Saini. New
member Emmett Acquoi was inducted by
his sponsor, club member Marlon Malone
who pinned on the traditional Rotary pin.

HTC Celebrates the Season at Merriweather

Howard Tech Council President Tracy Turner (top, third
from left) didn’t stop
with the cowbell until
she had everyone’s
attention at the annual and well-attended End of Summer
Bash. The event was
held the evening of
Aug. 28, backstage
at Merriweather Post
Pavilion.

Changing Destinations Partnership Engages Students Globally

It’s a New Day at Denny’s

A ribbon-cutting was held
last month at Denny’s, in
Hanover, celebrating the
remodel of the restaurant.
Pictured joining Owner Hossain Mohebbi and his family
are Raj Kudchadkar, Centrall
Maryland Chamber; Councilman Pete Smith; Del. Pam
Beidle and Del. Mark Chang.

Members of Changing Destinations: Journey to Excellence signed a partnership
agreement with the Howard County Public School System (HCPSS) on Aug. 8 at
the Sheraton Columbia Waterside Restaurant. On hand were, back row from left,
Sheree Whitby, HCPSS; Thelma Smith, Changing Destinations; parent volunteer
Shanita Kelly; and Board Member Edward Prater. Middle row, from left, are Rose
Varner-Gaskins and Raael Kelly, Changing Destinations. First row, from left, are
Sasha Butler, Changing Destinations; Deputy Chief of Mission for the Embassy of
the Republic of Uganda Ambassador Santa Laker Kinyera; Diane Martin, HCPSS;
and Annika Adams, Changing Destinations.

CMC Offers Power
Networking
Anita Dewling of the Anne
Arundel Economic Development Corp. joined in a
round of Speed Networking at the Power Connections Breakfast, sponsored
by the Central Maryland
Chamber (CMC). The
event was held in early
August at the Maritime
Conference Center, in Linthicum. Photo: Nina K
Photography

New Partnership Promotes Arts Education

The Society Incorporated, Howard County Maryland Chapter, signed a partnership
with the Howard County Public School System (HCPSS) to promote arts education
on Aug. 21 at the Sheraton Columbia Waterside Restaurant. In the back row, from
left, were Cradlerock Elementary School Principal Jennifer Zinn; The Society,
Incorporated, Howard County Maryland Chapter Treasurer Althea Bates; Lake
Elkhorn Middle School Leadership Intern Ron Capurso and Lake Elkhorn Middle
School Principal Lynnette Moore. In the first row, from left, are The Society Member Judge Leslie Smith Turner; HCPSS Pupil Personnel Worker Tracey Williams;
The Society President Lisa Harbour-Carter; Howard County Board of Education
Vice Chairman Mavis Ellis, and The Society Vice President Sonya Blake-Hamada.
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We Handle Your IT Needs
while you run your business

____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
Meet your IT depar tment
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
Your Solution for …
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
Our Promise to You
____________________________________
______________________
______
______________________
______
______________________
______
______________________
______
CMIT Solutions is your local resource for IT Support, IT
Solutions, IT Services, Proactive Computer Care, Backup &
Business Continuity, and Cloud Computing. Our experts can
also help you specify, purchase and install all the hardware
that you need.

Cloud Computing

Our mission is to worry about information technology
(IT), so you donʼt have to. We provide managed IT services
that keep your business running while you run your
business.

Virtualization

Disaster Recovery
Mac Support

Business Continuity
Email Archiving

Network Administration
Anti-Spam Software
Remote Backup

Outsourced IT Support
Proactive Monitoring
VOIP Solutions

We make sure
your technology
is working for
you, not holding
you back.

Contact your IT department

443-542-5553

We are
competent,
reliable and
affordable
providing you
with practical solutions and proven
results. We ensure your information is
secure and available when and where
you need it and we can help you plan
your businessʼs future technology.
— Tom Burtzlaff, president

cmitsolutions.com/columbia
CMIT Solutions of Columbia | 800-399-CMIT | Individually Owned and Operated
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An Open Letter to the Howard County Community
and a Thank You to the Birthplace of Our Bank
in Celebration of Howard Bank’s 14th Anniversary
To Our Howard County Friends, Family, Partners, Customers and Supporters:
When you grow up in Howard County, like we did, you learn to live by an unwritten code.
While much has changed over the past 14 years, what has not changed are the reasons why we started
Howard Bank and why we initially chose Howard County as our base for serving the local community and
the Greater Baltimore marketplace.
The question we repeatedly asked ourselves was: Can Howard Bank make a difference? If we couldn’t
make a significant difference in our community by helping businesses grow, advising consumers on
achieving their financial goals, and supporting the overall community, then we should have remained in
our safe, comfortable careers and not have risked starting a new bank from scratch.
Fourteen years ago, the answer was, “Yes, we can make a difference.” Today, we can say that we have
made and continue to make a difference in all of our markets.
Today, Howard Bank is a $2 billion banking company primed for growth. We have 350 employees - up
from 18 in 2004 - in 21 branches, five commercial banking regional offices in two states, four mortgage
offices and a new headquarters location central to the footprint where we now serve thousands of
companies, owners and employees of those companies.
We firmly believe that growth is the only way to guarantee each of our constituencies, including those
in Howard County, our ability to survive, thrive and continue to make an impact. Growth ensures that
Howard County businesses have a truly local bank where not just daily transactions are decided but
where policies are made.
In March, we moved our headquarters to Baltimore City following our acquisition of and merger with 1st
Mariner Bank. So, while we, and no other bank, are not physically headquartered in Howard County, we
remain the most committed Howard County bank.

Let me be both emphatically grateful and committed - Howard County is and will always be
a focal point for our bank.
Howard County is demonstrably and quantifiably more important to us than to any other bank in
Maryland. We’re lucky to call more than 9,100 residents and businesses in Howard County our customers.
Last year, 44 percent of our budget for sponsorships and community investment went to Howard County
programs. We’ve spearheaded drives, not once, but twice, that raised thousands of dollars to support
Ellicott City’s rebuilding efforts after devastating floods. Three of our most senior executives live in and
have deep roots in Howard County, four of our board of directors’ call Howard County home and eleven
of the county’s most influential constituents make up our Howard County Advisory Board.
In July, I wrote an Op-Ed that ran in the Baltimore Sun discussing the importance of why businesses
should make Baltimore a thriving, healthy city. I am convinced that a strong core helps everyone - Anne
Arundel, Baltimore, Harford, Cecil counties - and yes, a strong core helps Howard County.
Our headquarters location may have changed but our commitment to Making a Difference in Howard
County hasn’t changed in 14 years and won’t change in the future. We look forward to continuing to be a
part of the fabric of this vibrant community for years to come.
Why? Because when you grow up in Howard County like we did, you learn to live by an unwritten code –
never forget where you came from.
For all the community has done to support our growth, we say a heartfelt thank you.

Mary Ann Scully
Chairman & CEO, Howard Bank

Member FDIC

howardbank.com
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Columbia Festival, DCACC Collaborate
on Expanding Cultural Benefits
By George Berkheimer, SEnior WritEr
A new collaborative agreement between the Columbia Festival of the Arts
(CFA) and the Downtown Columbia Arts
and Culture Commission (DCACC) is
setting the stage for more vibrant entertainment and cultural offerings downtown.
Announced in August, the arrangement combines the expertise of both
organizations and their boards, aiming to
multiply the effectiveness, capabilities and
products of each.
When it comes to coexisting, “We
want to be additive, not competitive,” said
DCACC Executive Director Ian Kennedy.
“We see this as a model for how to accomplish more through partnerships with other
organizations, and it’s a sign of things
to come in regard to the cultural aspects
of Columbia’s ongoing redevelopment
effort.”
Suzi Padgett, president of the CFA’s
board of trustees, said the agreement
would bolster CFA’s already strong pres-

ence in the local cultural scene and bring
the Festival more visibility.
“Our organizations do similar things,
and it was clear to us that it is better to
collaborate than crash into one another in
the areas that overlap,” she said.
Both organizations expect to benefit
from the resulting synergy and the ability
to cross-market events.

Combining Strengths

The idea for a collaborative partnership developed over the past year, Padgett
said, as CFA staff worked together with
others in the county to organize events
during Columbia’s yearlong 50th anniversary celebration.
“It was a good match,” she said, with
Festival Executive Director David Phillips
and Programming Manager Dave Simmons lending their expertise to help ensure
top-notch events.
“Most of our [Festival] programming
happens during two weeks in June, but
we have the ability to bring in other art-

The Downtown Columbia Arts and Culture Commission is in the latter stages of a
ﬁve-year renovation project at Merriweather Post Pavilion. A new collaborative effort
with the Columbia Festival of the Arts will allow DCACC to sharpen the focus on its
core tasks. Photo: DCACC
ists during other times of the year, which vid [Phillips], collaboration means more
gives us the depth to provide more robust opportunities to stay active and productive
offerings for the community outside the year-round, and our program can become
Festival dates,” Padgett noted. “For DaSee Cultural Beneﬁts, page B-4

Where friends & family gather in the warm &
comfortable atmosphere

Locally Owned and a
Community Supporter

Let Us Cater Your Next Event
It’s Time to Plan Your Holiday Party

8775 Centre Park Drive l Columbia, Maryland 21045
410.730.TINO (8466)
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At Heron’s Meadow Farm, the Sense
of Peace Is Priceless
By Susan Kim, StAff WritEr
There are many and varied items for
sale at Heron’s Meadow Farm in Woodbine: tea, pottery, crocheted creations,
baked goods, and the list goes on. Standing
on the patio with farm owner Lori Baker,
hawks peacefully circle overheard, deer
graze in the distance, and the breeze rustles the tea plants. It’s also the intangible
sense of peace that Baker is selling, and
it’s priceless.
That’s what Baker wants, most of all,
to share with others: a connection with
nature and oneself.
But, as a business owner, she starts
her story with tea. “My husband and I are
big tea lovers,” she said, and that passion
for tea led to Heron’s Meadow becoming
Maryland’s first tea farm. After consulting
with tea growers in the United States and
the United Kingdom about whether it was
feasible to grow tea in Maryland, they
purchased 43 acres of land, put a few tea
plants in the ground and opened for business in October 2016.
The farm wasn’t Baker’s first entrepreneurial endeavor. For nearly three decades,
she was the founder and co-owner of an
engineering consulting firm, providing
electrical engineering expertise to government and industry clients.
“Once I was ready to sell the company
to my business partners, we began looking
for land and found our current farm. Deciding to grow tea was right up our alley
because it had never been done before in
Maryland on any kind of scale, and both
my husband and I gravitate towards the
unique,” she said.

On a summer afternoon, she is
working on a series of plates, adorned
with flowers, that she will eventually
sell.
Tea plants are tricky to cultivate
in Maryland, particularly this past
spring, which was cold and wet.
“Tea plants don’t like wet roots,”
said Baker, but the plants will survive
the winter, and are more susceptible
to hungry deer than they are to cold
temperatures.
Currently the Bakers are harvesting their first tea leaves in order to
produce a green tea, which involves

Lori Baker crafts a
series of plates.
Lori Baker shares
a view of Heron’s
Meadow Farm.

Howard County for a deer fence.
Lori Baker said her biggest surprise
was when the very first cup of Maryland-grown green tea she brewed was quite
tasty. As they expand their tea crop, the
Bakers also have other ideas to help the
farm make a profit. “I’d like to expand our
herb garden so we can share more herbs
with others,” she said, and that’s another
reason for people to visit the farm.
“I want people to come here to visit,
and hang out,” she said. “I want Heron’s
Meadow to be the kind of place where, it
just pops into someone’s head that they
want a country setting for the day.”
Last year’s Tea Blossom Celebration
drew about 300 people, and the blooms are
a sign of hope for the spring, when new
growth on the leaves is harvested as the
tea-making part of the plant. New growth
continues through late summer into fall.
The leaves are set to wither in the sun,
then rolled and crushed. As the harvest
grows each year, the Bakers will make
more locally grown cups available to
buyers far and wide. Until then, the farm
is thriving on vision, passion and just
enough revenue. “Plus, if you ever have a
tea emergency, we’re here,” said Baker.

are in bloom.
The
“The events
serve several purposes for us,” explained Baker. “First, they less processing time than black or oolong
Monthly
serve as a source of advertising and help teas. To help their young plants survive,
spread the word about the farm. Second, they recently received a grant through
and probably most important, the events
allow us to share the beauty and tranquility
of the farm with others.”
The Bakers operate their business on
the farm by inviting people to stop by, sit
on the patio and simply relax. “And we’re
still a work in progress and have many
BOOK 40-100 GUEST ROOMS
plans for the future, so your second visit
Naming the Beauty
The names of the various facets of will be different from your first,” Baker
the farm reflect the sense of uniqueness added.
and fun that the Bakers have infused into
their property and their business. “Heron’s Tea for … How Many?
Meadow” comes from the blue heron that
Currently the Bakers are harvesting
frequents the pond and the meadows, small batches of Maryland-grown tea —
1 COMPLIMENTARY ROOM PER 35 GUEST ROOMS & GUEST WELCOME AMENITY
which line a stream that runs through the enough for visitors to sample a cup or two.
farm.
As the 800 tea plants that make up the crop
The tea company’s name, “BLTeas,” mature, production will expand. In the
is a melding of Lori’s husband’s name — meantime, the Bakers are hand-blending
BOOK 101-150 GUEST ROOMS
Bob — and her own. Lori, who has lived in and flavoring imported tea leaves to prothe area for two decades, now enjoys host- duce the more than 30 varieties of tea they
ing a variety of events at the farm, from have for sale in the farm store. Income is
yoga on the patio, to artist studio tours, to also supplemented by Lori Baker’s handa Tea Blossom Celebration offered each crafted pottery, which includes, of course,
fall — this year on Oct. 6 — as the plants teapots.
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Cultural Benefits
from page B-2

more robust with the promise of a resurgence of grants expected in the years to
come.”
On the DCACC side, the partnership
will relieve Kennedy— the commission’s
only full-time employee — from some of
the demands of running the organization’s
day-to-day operations.
“We’re also a landlord, in the midst
of a five-year renovation project at Merriweather Post Pavilion,” he said. “This
new partnership allows me to focus more
on the core tasks that the commission has
to fulfill. We now have the opportunity to
offload some ideas to the Festival planners
and let them work these ideas into viable
events and programs.”
One of the DCACC’s biggest challenges, Kennedy said, is not being able
to breathe life into some of the ideas or
opportunities that come its way due to time
and capacity constraints.

Mutual Benefits

Earlier this summer, CFA staff moved
into new office spaces located in the
farmhouse on the Merriweather grounds,
provided rent-free by DCACC.
“CFA volunteers renovated the second
floor using a lot of materials that were
donated to us,” Padgett said.
It’s an arrangement that provides Festival planners a little more breathing room.
“This is the second year in a row that
we’ve ended up turning a bit of a profit,”
Padgett said. “It hasn’t been that way in a
long time.”
Now in its 32nd year, the CFA presents
a world-class celebration of the arts and
entertainment that appeals to a diverse
community. Among the legendary performers it has brought to Columbia over
the years are Judy Collins and the late
Queen of Soul Aretha Franklin.
The Festival’s free three-day LakeFest
at the Downtown Columbia Lakefront
provides a long weekend of music and
visual artists, an invitational fine arts and
crafts show, and art-making activities for
children.
As it has grown and evolved, the Festival has continued to receive guidance

The Business Monthly

from risk management professional and
businessman Steve Sachs, who not only
helped found the annual event, but still
serves the organization as board emeritus.
“Without his guidance, I don’t know
how the Festival would have become as Howard County Begins Third Phase of
successful as it is,” Padgett said. “Another
Blandair Regional Park
individual we’re indebted to is our previHoward County has broken ground on the third phase of Blandair Regional Park,
ous president, Ron Nicodemus,” who also
in Columbia’s Oakland Mills. The newest section of the park will feature an acre of
serves as board emeritus.
fenced-in play space focused on meeting the needs of park-goers of all ages and abilities.
Sachs did not respond to a request to
The playground area will include six play areas, shade structures and a universal
comment on the new collaborative partdesign that offers Americans with Disabilities Act accessibility items that encourage
nership.
play in the least restrictive environment. This space will be designed for those with and
without physical, cognitive, communicative, social/emotional and sensory development
Great Expectations
disabilities.
In addition to its ownership of MerPhase 3 also will include a backyard game area featuring bocce ball courts, croquet
riweather Post Pavilion, the DCACC is courts and two horseshoe pits, a picnic pavilion, restrooms, storage for sports equipfocused on realizing a new vision targeting ment, a pedestrian pathway, parking and a park maintenance center that will service the
recognition of Downtown Columbia as entire park, which is being built in seven phases and will encompass 300 acres when
one of the mid-Atlantic region’s premier complete.
destinations for arts, culture and commuThe contractor for the third phase of construction at Blandair is Bob Porter
nity.
Construction Co., of Woodbine. The playground will be constructed by Commercial
The commission has provided more Recreation, a subsidiary of Little Tykes. The total expected cost for Phase 3 is $10.9
than $100,000 in grants to local organi- million ($2,565,000 from the Program Open Space Fund, $250,000 from a state bond
zations to support cultural and artistic bill and $8,085,000 from county funds).
programming throughout Columbia. It
has continued the popular outdoor Movie
County Unveils ‘Wonderful Anne Arundel’
Night series launched in 2017 and is also
planning another iteration of last year’s Road Beautification Program
successful OPUS 1 celebration of art,
Anne Arundel County has unveiled “Wonderful Anne Arundel,” a county beautifimusic, technology and food.
cation initiative to reduce litter and debris on government-owned roads and property.
“We now have tremendous expertise at
The beautification initiative includes initiating an adopt-a-median and roundabout
our disposal,” Kennedy said. “Being able program, identifying areas to target for beautification initiatives and identifying and
to tap into thoughts and ideas from another coordinating opportunities to improve the appearance of public lands and buildings.
organization is a boost for our capacity in The county will identify opportunities to improve the appearance of county-owned
the long term, and an opportunity to bring properties, including landscaping, maintenance or art installations.
about the collaborative spirit that is critical
The majority of roads in the county are owned by the State Highway Administo our success. This is definitely going to tration, and the county will work with SHA to clean up trash along SHA-maintained
result in some new programs.”
roads. Community associations and homeowners groups interested in partnering in
Things are starting to fall into place, the county’s beautification can contact Loni Moyer at csmoye77@aacounty.org or by
Padgett said, with the partnership expected calling 410-222-7644.
to reach full engagement in early 2019
before the start of the next Festival.
County Funding Supports Chesapeake Arts
“We’re going to be able to take advantage of more resources on both sides Center Revitalization Plan
Over the last two years, Anne Arundel County has invested $400,000 to support the
and do more with the resources each of
us possesses,” Padgett said. “There is a Chesapeake Arts Center (CAC), in Brooklyn Park, in efforts to revitalize its campus.
significant focus on culture and arts in the Funded improvements include parking lot refurbishment, entryway renovations and
Downtown Columbia Plan, and this really dance studio renovations.
The CAC is a 58,000-square-foot, multi-discipline art facility that is centered around
is the beginning of all that, providing a
preview of bigger things to come as rede- the entertainment and education of both adults and children. Along with theatrical
velopment moves along. We’re starting to performances, movie showings and educational/fun classes, it also offers space for
put things in place now that will affect the meetings and private events in two venues: The Hammonds Lane Theatre (816-person
future of the arts and culture in Downtown capacity) and the Studio 194 Theatre (120-person capacity). These venues are also
Columbia. As we say in this business, stay utilized for live music events.
“The Chesapeake Arts Center is a jewel of North County,” said County Executive
tuned!”
Steve Schuh. “This two-year, $400,000 capital investment has helped revitalize and
energize the campus here at the Old Brooklyn Park High School.”

Howard County Welcome
Center Reopens in Historic
Ellicott City

The Howard County Welcome Center, located at 8267 Main Street in Historic
Ellicott City, reopened Aug. 27 following its closure after the May 27 Ellicott
City flood. The center is currently open Sunday–Saturday, 9 a.m.–5 p.m.
In addition to the hours of the Welcome Center, two public bathrooms accessible from the building’s side entrance are open daily from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
“Every day, we see continuing progress in Ellicott City’s recovery from the
May 27 flood,” said County Executive Allan H. Kittleman. “There’s more foot
traffic to the restaurants and shops, and courtyard concerts and movie nights are
attracting more people on weekends and evenings. I’m glad the Welcome Center
is available once again on Main Street to provide information and resources to
those who want to explore all Howard County has to offer.”
“We’re excited to be back to assist visitors and residents alike in finding exciting things to do in Howard County. From Old Ellicott City to our family-friendly
attractions to our fast-growing brewery scene, Howard County is a great place
to visit,” said Amanda Hof, interim executive director at Visit Howard County.
“Additionally, we extend our sincere gratitude to Pete Mangione and Turf Valley
Resort for providing us temporary office space that allowed us to carry out our
mission to promote Howard County as a business and leisure travel destination.”
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Fifth Annual Discover Downtown Columbia
5K Set for Sept. 16

The Discover Downtown Columbia 5K is set for Sunday, Sept. 16. This year’s course
will take participants through Downtown landmarks, highlighting its history as well as
future plans. The race begins at 9 a.m. and features a loop trail that starts and ends at
the People Tree, winding past The Metropolitan, TEN.M and m.flats apartments and
continuing through Symphony Woods and on to Merriweather Post Pavilion, where
participants will cross the stage and see the new renovations.
The route will continue past Toby’s Dinner Theatre and around Lake Kittamaqundi before heading back to the People Tree for the finish line. Presenting Sponsors
Downtown Columbia Arts & Culture Commission and Merriweather Post Pavilion
are providing the first 400 Discover Downtown Columbia 5K registrants a lawn seat
pass for the 2019 concert of their choice (subject to availability and contract terms).
The registration fee is $45. Walkers, as well as runners, are welcome. Register at
discoverdowntown5k.eventbrite.com.

B&O Ellicott City Station Museum Receives
Grants to Restore Exhibits

Howard County’s Department of Recreation & Parks’ Baltimore & Ohio (B&O)
Ellicott City Station Museum has received two grants from the Maryland Heritage
Areas Authority (MHAA) to restore the museum’s iconic C-2149 caboose and update
its freight room diorama.
With a $65,685 grant from MHAA, the museum’s I-5D model caboose, which was
built in 1927 at the B&O shops in Washington, Ind., will be sent to the B&O Railroad
Museum, Baltimore, to be completely restored using historically accurate materials
and interpretive signage.
The second grant ($15,000) will go toward updating the freight room diorama.
Originally constructed during Ellicott City’s bicentennial celebration to showcase
the origins and importance of the station, the new diorama will offer an engaging and
accessible visitor experience.
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Q& A With Turf Valley General
Manager Pete Mangione
By Mark R. Smith, Editor-in-ChiEf
Pete Mangione, general manager of
Turf Valley Resort since 1991, oversees
all aspects of managing the 1,000-acre
property, which encompasses a 172-room
hotel, two restaurants, two PGA golf
courses, a golf shop, 40,000 square feet of
meeting space and a spa. His passion for
his work and for serving the community is
deeply rooted, especially considering that
the resort is just part of a considerable and
somewhat unusual family business.
Purchased by his parents, Nick and
Mary Mangione, 40 years ago and gradually expanded via the efforts of their 10
children, Turf Valley was a small country
club nestled in rural Howard County at
what was considered an out-of-the-way
location. Today, that property also includes
Turf Valley Towne Square and a multiphased housing community.
Mangione’s parents were always
strong believers in giving back to the
community, and he has continued that
tradition of service with involvement in the
Howard County Tourism Council (an organization that his father helped establish
nearly three decades ago), of which he is
a past president and is currently treasurer.
In addition, he serves on the boards of
Howard County’s Blossoms of Hope, the
Howard County Chamber and the Maryland Hotel & Lodging Association. He
is also involved with the Boy Scouts of
America, Baltimore Area Council, where
he serves on the Good Scout Committee.
He won its Good Scout Award in 2013.
A lifetime resident of Maryland, Mangione attended Baltimore’s Polytechnic
Institute and is a graduate of Loyola University Maryland.
What were the circumstances at Turf
Valley when your father bought the golf
course in 1978?
First off, there was no hotel. When
we built it, in 1988, it was only half its
present size. Turf Valley was simply a club
with two golf courses and some banquet
rooms that are still here. People are often
surprised when I tell that them that our
grand ballroom is where we used to store
the golf carts.
I was a junior in high school when my
family bought the property, and back then
Howard County was a different place. For
instance, the nearby Chapelgate Christian
Academy wasn’t there; that area was simply an intersection with a stop sign. I can
remember when you could take Route 70
south to Marriottsville Road, hit Route 40
and cross it at a stop sign. That’s now a
four-way traffic signal, as is the Route 40
entrance to Turf Valley. The houses that
are on the right as you enter the resort are
about 30 years old.
I came here to work after I graduated
from Loyola, in January 1984, which is
when we built the current golf shop. Where
we have our executive offices downstairs
was the old golf shop and equipment storage area. Overall, the facility was dated.
However, my dad had the vision to see
what it could become — even though the
feasibility study said not to build the hotel.
As for the golf courses, in 1991 we
added nine holes of golf for a total of 45;
in 1994, we built nine more, for a total
of 54 holes within three championship
courses. However, we ended up closing
one course down due to shifts in the golf
market, which helped us to accommodate

basis, though my dad made the rounds
and made sure that what he wanted to
Given the demand for senior housing be done was clear with management and
and senior health care, do you foresee employees. But he never even had an
office here.
any expansion for Lorien?
The company has evolved over the
years — our first location was the Lorien What do you consider a good occupanColumbia, which is located near Howard cy rate for the hotel?
Know that, like many hotels and reCounty General Hospital — from nursing
sorts,
we’re a seasonal operation. Good
homes to include senior living communioccupancy
in the summer is different
ties. We monitor that constantly changing
from
strong
numbers for January.
market for possible expansion.
Hotels generally like to average
What’s it like being an independent around 65% occupancy. We are very high
on Fridays and Saturdays, then drop off
resort operator in today’s market?
On one hand, it’s all I know. There are on Sundays. When we have local events
others, like Rocky Gap Casino Resort, in like soccer tournaments, for instance,
that’s very helpful. And there are times
Cumberland; and Nemacolin Woodlands
that we’re totally booked, which can
Resort, in Farmington, Pa.; that are also
happen any time of year, especially when
independent.
corporate groups book the whole hotel.
On the other hand, in the late ’90s we
were approached by Hilton to put a flag
How’s your wedding business?
on Turf Valley. The deal didn’t happen
We do close to 100 weddings a year.
because I didn’t care for the terms, even We used to do 200 a year, about eight evthough in the early years we struggled to ery Saturday during the wedding season,
fill the hotel. But looking back, if the deal in the late ’80s and most of the ’90s. At
had been consummated, we would have that point, they cost about $45 per person
achieved a higher hotel occupancy much for a complete package, but that cost has
sooner than we did.
risen to $100 per person. Some places in
So that issue was the basis for a strong Baltimore are more expensive.
family debate, and I was the one resisting
But when wedding industry evolved
it. Note that my dad, despite that fact that and we changed from a banquet hall to a
he and my mother bought the property, real wedding venue, we felt that cutting
never operated the resort on a day-to-day
See Mangione, page B-8
Howard County; and WCBM radio.

the establishment of Turf Valley Towne
Square. That was an easy move to make,
because there were too many courses in
the region.
How expansive is Mangione Family
Enterprises?
Primarily, Mangione Family Enterprises consists of Turf Valley Resort; three
hotels in the northwest Baltimore suburbs:
the Pikesville Doubletree, the Owings
Mills Hilton Garden Inn and the Owings
Mills Hampton Inn; Hayfields Country
Club, in Baltimore County; 10 Lorien
Health Services assisted living facilities
throughout the state, including three in

HOWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE’S

Center for Hospitality & Culinary Studies
Serving Up Great Careers!
 Internationally recognized accreditation from
ACFEF and ACPHA. Associate degree and
certificate programs.
 State-of-the-art instructional facilities
 Transfer agreements with top
4-year schools
 Internships both locally and internationally

Create Your Recipe for Success!
 Food and Beverage Management
 Lodging Management
 Event Management
 Professional Baking and Pastries
 Culinary Arts and Baking
 Hotel, Restaurant, and Event Management

For more information, visit howardcc.edu/hospitality.
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Howard County Is Becoming a
Foodie Favorite
By Lauren Sisselman
Howard County’s dining scene holds
an eclectic, vibrant collection of new
restaurants. The county has become an
overnight dining destination, drawing
in diners from all across the county, and
neighboring counties as well.
Eight new restaurants recently were
welcomed into the fold, each one offering
a unique dining experience for foodies.
From pirates to charcuteries, they appeal
to a variety of palates.

Hoist the Mizzen

Mutiny Pirate Bar in Elkridge is the
second location for this dining experience.
Known for its extensive rum selection
and island-inspired cuisine, diners get
a unique, pirate-themed outing without
going overboard. The restaurant is fun and
does the pirate theme well — dark woods,
an anchor that hangs overheard at the bar
and more than 50 kinds of rum.
For appetizers, try the mac and cheese
Crispy Cannonballs and the Spicy Coconut Lime Mussels. For entrées, sample the
Crab Cake Sandwich, Seafood Gumbo,
Bermuda Triangle Tacos, The Shipwreck
and the Devil’s Tower. The Crab Cake
Sandwich boasts a homemade jumbo lump
crab cake that is more crab than filler, and
the Lemon Habanero Tartar Sauce complements it well. The homemade hot sauce
pairs with most of the food exceptionally
well, adding a slight kick to meals.
The Shipwreck is also worth noting.
This adventurous sandwich is for the
bravest of diners — a grilled angus burger
between two grilled cheese and bacon
sandwich “buns,” Barbossa BBQ sauce,
beer-battered onion rings, a fried egg,
lettuce and tomato. Pair it with one of the
rum flights and you have a meal that would
make any pirate shiver their timbers. The

Top left: Lib’s Grille features a seasonal menu including
an extensive raw bar and mouth-stretching burgers.
Left: Mutiny Pirate Bar is known for its large rum
selection and food worthy of any pirate-sized appetite.
Above: Hudson Coastal offers a variety of oysters,
sourced so as to be as fresh as possible.

How many events a year do you do at
Turf Valley, aside from weddings?
Those events range from small lunches
with 10 people to large events, like chamber of commerce luncheons. So including
everything, we have at least five a day.
I’ll guess we have about 15 per week that
attract more than 100 people.

staff are happy to work with patrons who
Hudson Coastal, in the up-and-coming
have food allergies, and many gluten free
Maple Lawn area, has recently entered
options are offered.
the local dining scene. The restaurant has
recreated the feeling of eating along the
Seaside Special
Eastern Shore with its nautical colors and
Searching for great seafood without wood accents, creating a calming, inviting
having to travel to the Eastern Shore? atmosphere.
Choose from dishes including the
Seafood Sampler, Fish and Chips, Crab
That it takes 300 people to run this Imperial Stuffed Lobster Tail, Oyster
Platter and Double Crust Key Lime Pie.
place.
Served alongside its house Pinot Grigio,
DelMarVa Pure Pilsner or Orange Crush,
Is it tough finding people to hire?
Yes. We have such a variety of em- Hudson Coastal’s plates are eye-catching
ployees that can be seasonal and part-time. and photo-worthy.
The Crab Imperial Stuffed Lobster Tail
It’s taken a long time to build a really
is
perfect
for a special dinner out. It typstrong team.
We have 15 department heads at Turf ically comes with sweet potato tater tots
Valley, too, and those 15 department heads and sautéed spinach, but substitutions can
average 19 years of service. That makes be made. The Double Crust Key Lime Pie
my life much easier, and their help became — made in-house — melts in your mouth.
even more pronounced when I learned that Hudson Coastal also offers an extensive
I needed to stop trying to do everything gluten free menu.

What’s your three-year plan for Turf
Valley?
In recent years, we’ve renovated Alexandra’s restaurant and the swimming
pool, which needed new plumbing, so we
ended up completely redoing the whole
thing with new concrete, new pavers and
new water features, including a slide. But
from a new construction point of view, I
don’t foresee any expansion. We’re mostly
renovating and upgrading.

How many nonprofit and charitable
activities is Turf Valley involved with?
We’re involved with many committees
and organizations, and we try to support
all of the groups that we can in some
way. Some of those groups end up having
events here. It’s important for us to be
good citizens.

Mangione
from page B-5

back was the best way to fulfill our clients’ wants and needs.

and let them do their jobs. Our first hire
was Sales Director Regina Ford, who has
been here basically since day one.

What kind of financial upkeep does your What do you think your father would
say if he could see Turf Valley today?
golf course require?
He passed 10 years ago, and he was
It costs about $1.8 million annually to
able to see what the resort became. He
take care of both courses.
continues to be here every day through my
What do you think would surprise family. I would like to think that he would
people to find out about operating Turf be amazed and proud of the work that our
family has done to realize his vision.
Valley?

Selections include its Josh Sellers Cobb,
a New York Strip with Truffle Parmesan
Fries and Grilled Asparagus, and a Rosedal
Farm Burger with Cheddar Bacon. Signature drinks include the Strawberry Lemon
Crush, the Smoked Rum Old Fashioned
and the Lib’s Brew by Evo Brewing.
The New York Strip is a thick cut,
juicy steak that pairs nicely with the house
Merlot. The Truffle Fries with Parmesan
promise to become a favorite with diners.
The Strawberry Lemon Crush is especially inventive, but if you’re looking
for a more impressive after-work drink,
try the Smoked Rum Old Fashioned. It’s
delivered to the customer in a wooden box,
and when opened, smoke pours out from
within — a unique and fun show.

And More

Other new places include Bolder, Lupa
Roma Trattori, Walrus Oyster House,
Cured/18th & 21st, and Food Plenty. With
these eight new and novel restaurants in
Seasonal Dining
Howard County, it’s clear why the county
Lib’s Grill, a brand-new neighborhood is a growing foodie destination.
restaurant located in Maple Lawn, is great
for date nights or for those looking for Lauren Sisselman is communications
a warm yet trendy place to dine. With assistant with Howard County Tourism.
seasonal menus and an extensive raw She can be reached at info@howardcounbar, Lib’s is sure to appeal to the locals. tytourism.com.

Save the Dates: The Columbia Orchestra
“Beethoven’s Eroica.” Oct. 6, 7:30 p.m.
“Visions of Home.” Dec. 1, 7:30 p.m.
“The Maestro’s Anniversary.” Feb. 9, 2019, 7:30 p.m.
“Symphonic Pops.” April 6, 7:30 p.m.; April 7, 3 p.m.
“The Rite of Spring.” May 18, 7:30 p.m.

www.columbiaorchestra.org
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Fall Fun on the Farm
By Kathy Johnson
School has started, the temperatures
are dropping, and the days are slowly
growing shorter. You can almost smell
fall in the air. Those lazy days of summer
have come to an end, but you are not
quite ready to say “farewell” to outdoor
activities. You want to stay closer to home
but still enjoy some fresh-air fun with
your family. The good news is that you
can find family-friendly, educational and
fun events at your local Howard County
farms.
Whether you are looking for friendly
animals to pet, are up for
the challenge of a corn
maze or enjoy riding a
hay wagon through the
field to pick pumpkins
or fresh fruits and vegetables to fill your table,
local farms can satisfy.
Howard County farms
present a wide variety of
activities that are suitable
for all ages.
During the weeks of
Sept. 22–Oct. 7, Howard
County hosts the FarmCity Celebrations — 16
days of community celebration of the farm
harvest where you will find even more
activities as many farms offer special
festivals and events. In addition, Howard
County Library branches will host special
events and programs for adults and children.
Consider stopping by Clark’s Elioak
Farm, Larriland Farm, Mary’s Land Farm,
Sharp’s Farm or TLV Tree Farm. The children almost certainly will enjoy petting
the many farm animals, picking out their
very own pumpkin or taking a hayride
around the farm. And don’t forget the corn
mazes and scarecrow making. Adults can
shop the various farm stores for fresh,
local and often unique farm products for
sale, including fruits, vegetables, meats
and eggs.
While enjoying the fresh country air,
you may want to stop by Days End Farm
Horse Rescue, a nationally recognized
model for horse rehabilitation. It’s a great
place to learn about horses and their care.
You might want to inquire about possible
volunteer programs for your children to
fulfill their service learning hours requirement.
Some other specialty farms to brighten your day and provide you with new
adventures are Breezy Hill Alpaca Farm,

where you can learn about their wool and
maybe even get to pet an alpaca, or try tea
time with a visit to Heron’s Meadow Farm,
Maryland’s first tea farm. To get that oldtime country store experience, make a stop
at Breezy Willow’s Farm Store in Ellicott
City. While you are at it, you might make
a stop at one of the six Howard County
farmers markets to stock up on goodies,
running from May to November.
There are many ways to learn about
and enjoy agriculture in Howard County.
Start making memories today that you and
your family will share for years to come.
For more information, go to www.hceda.

Far left: Days End
Farm Horse Rescue
is a nationally
recognized rehab
model.

org/agriculture or www.hocofarms.
com.

Left: Vine- (or treeor bush-) ripened
fruits are reason
enough to visit a
farm stand.

Kathy Johnson is director of agriculture development for Howard
County Economic Development
Authority. She can be reached at
410-313-6524.

Above: A trip
to a local farm
often invoves
opportunities to pet
the inhabitants

COLUMBIA PRO CANTARE
CHORUS
2018-2019 - 42nd SEASON
October 20, 2018 Bach to Baroque
December 2, 2018 Handel: Messiah
December 9, 2018 “A Christmas
Noël” – CPC Chamber Singers
March 17, 2019 20th Century
European Composers

Meetings, Retreats & Conferences

May 4, 2019 Salute to Gershwin & Kern
www.procantare.org

Conduct Your Business at

Historic Oakland

TRAININGS • EVENTS • MEETINGS

6555 Belmont Woods Road, Elkridge, MD 21075
410-313-0200 | www.belmontmanormd.org
belmontmanormd@howardcountymd.gov

Located in Downtown Columbia. Nestled in the woods
with six rooms plus a backyard tent to hold 180.

410-730-4801

www.Historic-Oakland.com

@belmontmanorhouse

360 Virtual Tour
www.youvisit.com/tour/howardcountymd/belmont
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Laurel: Small Town, Big History
the town’s historic homes on Dec. 8 during
the Holiday House Tour, a tradition since
1976.
Main Street also offers an opportunity
to reflect on World War I. A previous LHS
exhibit on the war has been “redeployed”
to 342 Main Street. Thousands of soldiers
from around the country were stationed at
the Laurel Race Track — known as Camp
Laurel — and at the Laurel Cotton Mill.
Seven Laurel soldiers died in the war,
several only days from the Nov. 11, 1918,
armistice. Their names are commemorated
as part of the display.

By Karen Lubieniecki
Visitors to Laurel may be surprised to
learn they are in Prince George’s County’s
only factory town. Much like Ellicott City,
a river fueled the town’s early mill life and
growth.
The Laurel Cotton Mill, located on a
fall line on the banks of the Patuxent River,
was an operating mill from the 1820s until
the early 20th century and employed more
than 300 people in its heyday. Today the
mill is commemorated both by historic
markers throughout a scenic riverfront park
walk, and through the former millworkers’
houses located on Laurel Main Street’s
700–900 block. One of these, next to the
Laurel Pool, is home to the Laurel Historical Society (LHS) and the Laurel Museum.

Different Exhibits
Each Year

Open since 1996, The Laurel Museum
offers visitors a new exhibit every year
within the framework of an 1840s millworkers home. Exhibits, while focused on
the town’s history, tie it into broader state
and national themes.
The current exhibit, “We The People: How Community Engagement Has
Shaped Laurel,” runs through Dec. 19.
From saving the Laurel railroad station
to the fight for integration of schools, to
defeating the proposed Redskin Stadium,
it explores how engaged average citizens
have shaped and continue to shape the
story of the town.
Reminding us that some issues never
seem to disappear, one section details the
role the Laurel Grove Improvement Committee played following a 1967 summer
filled with Ku Klux Klan activities in
Laurel.
Starting in February 2019, attention
will turn to the evolution of medical care as
reflected in Laurel, with, “Is There a Doctor
in the House? Laurel’s Health Stories.”
Noted Ann Bennett, LHS executive
director, “Small, community-focused
organizations like the Laurel Historical
Society house the real treasures of the
community. We are proud to preserve and
display the pieces of history, art and culture that are so intimately tied to Laurel’s
history. And with changing exhibits every
year, we are able to tell the stories of our
diverse community through the artifacts
of Laurel’s past.”

Unexpected Food
Feast
Millworkers stand in front of the Laurel Cotton Mill, c. 1914 Photo: Courtesy of Laurel
Historical Society
itself historic, and is believed to be the
only still-operating E. Francis Baldwin-designed rail station. (The Baldwin Station
restaurant in Sykesville is another Baldwin
building.)
The town offers visitors two infamous sites: the Laurel Shopping Center,
910 Fairlawn Avenue, as the place where
presidential candidate George Wallace
was shot; and the Valencia Motel, 10131
Washington Boulevard, where several of
the Sept. 11 hijackers stayed (their rooms
have been demolished).

Walking Tours by App
or Map

Visitors can also explore historic
houses and learn more about the town’s
history via an app. The “My Laurel, the
City of Laurel App” (available at Google
Play or IOS) has a section called: “Historic
Sites.” Developed with the LHS, the map
is an on-the-go walking tour opportunity.
The Laurel Museum also has a free print
map available.
As an added bonus, historic house
aficionados will be able to tour several of

Main Street Laurel is also becoming
a food haven, with several eateries offering the bonus of being located in historic
buildings. Hungry visitors can select from
one of the town’s three coffee/cafe shops
(More Than Java, Sips or Ragamuffins) or
one of the eight Main Street area restaurants (Red, Hot & Blue; Linny’s; Oliver’s
Old Town Grill (located in a former trolley
station); Olive on Main (in a former steam
bakery building); Sweet Treats; Wings,
Things & Pizza; Tampico (in a former
Howard Johnson’s); and the Tastee Diner
(an historic 1951 building that is believed
to be one of only four surviving Comac
diners). Diners can find everything from
barbeque to Mediterranean, with salads,
burgers and fries, pizza or Tex-Mex, as
well as classic diner food.
The Laurel Historical Society and the
Laurel Museum are located at 817 Main
Street, Laurel. Admission is free. Hours
are Wednesdays and Fridays 10–2, and
Sundays 1–4. Group tours and research
are by appointment. Contact info@laurelhistoricalsociety.org, call 301-725-7975 or
visit www.laurelhistoricalsociety.org.
Karen Lubieniecki is president of KAL/PR,
in Laurel, and is an occasional writer for
The Business Monthly. She volunteers with
the Laurel Historical Society. She can be
reached at 301-490-7434.

As viewed on Laurel’s Historic Sites app,
the Phelps Mansion, Historic House No. 1,
was built by one of Laurel’s mayors. After
extensive renovation, it recently reopened
as the Laurel Manor Bed & Breakfast.

Hops & Harvest Fest Set for

look up issues of the Laurel Leader and
old yearbooks. Visitors to the Columbia Lakefront on Sept. 29
Family-Friendly Space browse
website (www.laurelhistoricalsociety.org)
The third annual Hops & Harvest Festival will take place Saturday, Sept. 29, at
Families visiting the Laurel Museum can also peruse the collection.
the Columbia Lakefront. The event will take place over two sessions as more than
will find their youngsters gravitating to
one-dozen breweries, including Hysteria Brewing, Manor Hill and Reckless Ales, all
the try-on 19th century clothes, simple
of Howard County, will be on hand for both sessions.
machines and drawing areas of Diven’s Laurel History All
Fans of wine and spirits can visit nearly a dozen Maryland wineries and distilleries
Den. The kid-friendly area interjects a Over Town
during this event. Food trucks, restaurant partners and local artisans round out the list
goodly dash of science-, technology-,
Key elements of Laurel’s history also of vendors. Live entertainment includes musical performances from D.J. Chris Tharp
engineering- and math-oriented activities can be found throughout its residential
and local ensemble Vinyl Rhino.
with a simple good time. It’s an education- and commercial streets. The town’s
Tickets are on sale at hopsandharvestfest.com at $40 per person. Non-drinking
al (and free) place to visit during school long-time African-American community
options are available for $1, $5 or $10 for the designated driver or youth attendees,
vacation days.
is recognized in sites include St. Mark’s respectively. For more information, visit https://marylandbeer.org.
Laurel history doesn’t end at the muse- Church, Colored School #2 (now a private
um exhibit. The Laurel Historical Society home) and Emancipation Park, next to the
has developed extensive digital resources new Laurel Library. Laurel’s Main Street Color Columbia: Plein Air Paint Out Set for
that are available both online and at the housed a Civil War Hospital operated by a Sept. 8
LHS’s research library. History buffs can nurse known to her patients as Aunt Becky.
Columbia Art Center’s (CAC) second annual Color Columbia: Plein Air Paint
Today the site is commemorated with a Out will take place on Saturday, Sept. 8, from 8:30 a.m.–5 p.m. Visitors are invited to
special marker.
tour the painting sites at Wilde Lake and Lake Kittamaqundi, and watch along as the
The
The railroad station area was once the artists create and complete their works.
site of a Union Army camp, and that part
Site maps will be available at the welcome booth at Lake Kittamaqundi, and the
of town was known as Laurel Station, to public can watch the painters capture wildlife, nature, historical and modern architecdistinguish it from the commercial area ture, and serene views around the lakes. The works will be exhibited at the Columbia
centered around the cotton mill — known Art Center, 6100 Foreland Garth, in the Long Reach Village Center, from Sept. 15–30.
www.bizmonthly.com as Laurel Factory. The current station A reception for the show will be held on Saturday, Sept. 15, from 2–4 p.m., with an
building, built after the war in 1884, is awards ceremony and poetry reading at 2:45 p.m.
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Introducing the BWI/Arundel Mills
Entertainment District
By Susan Seifried
“Meet me in the Entertainment District.” Visit Annapolis & Anne Arundel
County is hearing this more and more from
individuals jostling to be among the first to
explore the new events and experiences the
BWI/Arundel Mills Region has to offer.

LIVE! Gets Livelier

The arrival of 310-room LIVE! Hotel
in May has reinforced the region’s reputation as a destination in its own right.
The 350,000-square-foot luxury property
brings new dining and nightlife options to
the area, including David’s, with its live
entertainment, 24-hour service and menu
of culinary creations inspired by the world
travels of Cordish Companies’ Chairman
David Cordish. LIVE! Hotel’s grand event
center features a 1,500-seat concert venue
with a built-in performance stage for ongoing headline entertainment.
LIVE! Casino & Hotel opened Orchid
Gaming & Smoking Patio in May — the
first and only full-service outdoor gaming
area that allows casino patrons to smoke
while enjoying their choice of 12 live
action table games and 28 electronic table
positions.

The Mills Gets More
Fun

Next door, Arundel Mills Mall has
ramped up its entertainment options as
well. Dave & Buster’s recently teamed
up with Charm City Trivia to provide a
free, family-friendly live trivia show on
Tuesday evenings in its main dining room.
Medieval Times Dinner and Tournament
Maryland will be introducing a new show
in October when a queen ascends the
throne for the first time in the company’s
34-year history. Her arrival brings with
it new costumes, armor, fight scenes and
musical score.
Also in October, Mission Escape
Rooms will be opening at Arundel Mills.
Participants will gain real-life escape experience as they test their wits and ability
to escape from a selection of five locked
rooms in 50 minutes or less.

sic Festival on Saturday, Sept. 15. Held at a
new location — the Entertainment District
— the event features unlimited samples
of more than 40 craft beers from 14 area
breweries. New this year, wine lovers can
enjoy tastings in Linganore Winecellars’
Wine Garden. On the music scene, Kanye
Twitty, Jah Works and Black Alley will
perform live throughout the day.
In addition to getting their music fix,
concertgoers will have an opportunity to
get their fill of delicious eats served by 10
popular food trucks. Presented by Symmetry Agency, Humdinger Productions,
LIVE! Casino & Hotel and Arundel Mills
Mall, the 1–7 p.m. event will take place
Gov. Larry Hogan was on hand for the recent opening of the Guinness Open Gate in Arundel Mills’ Cinemark parking lot
Brewery & Barrel House, in Halethorpe.
near the north entrance of LIVE! Casino
nearby Halethorpe last month, a growing located just a stone’s throw from the & Hotel.
number of adventure-seeking individuals Open Gate Brewery — the first Guinness
Susan Seifried is vice president, PR and
have begun planning their weekends presence on U.S. soil since 1954.
around a visit to the Entertainment DisThese additions to the Entertainment Communications, of Visit Annapolis &
trict, complete with overnight stays at District have set the stage for the second Anne Arundel County. She can be reached
BWI/Arundel Mills-area hotels. They’re annual Amps and Ales Craft Beer and Mu- at sseifried@visitannapolis.org.

Fall Festivals Coming in
Anne Arundel County
In Anne Arundel County, fall means
more than back to school. It means fun
at a whole host of old and new festivals
celebrating the area’s unique culture and
cuisine. Visit Annapolis & Anne Arundel
County has pulled together a handy list
of fall celebrations the whole family can
enjoy.

Maryland Renaissance Festival
Saturdays and Sundays, through Oct. 21
10 a.m.–7 p.m.
Back for its 42nd year, the second
largest Renaissance Festival in the country
immerses visitors in the culture of Revel
Grove, a 16th-century English village,
complete with King Henry VIII and his
court.
The 24-acre site features more than
250
performers on 10 stages, including
Listen, Nosh and
jugglers, jousters, magicians, musicians,
Imbibe
comedians and artists. One hundred thirty
Since the opening of the Guinness craft shops, 42 food and beverage empoOpen Gate Brewery & Barrel House in riums and a host of games and attractions
give festivalgoers the opportunity to dress,
dine and celebrate as in the courts of old.
1821 Crownsville Road, Annapolis
www.marylandrenaissancefestival.com
800-296-7304
Anne Arundel County Fair
Wednesday–Sunday, Sept. 12–16
At the 66th annual Anne Arundel
County Fair, visitors can learn secrets
of the trade from 4H Club members,
master the art of hog calling or cheer on
their favorite sow in the pig races. From
camel rides, amusement rides and interactive car racing, to homemade wines,
home-brewed beers and wood carving
demonstrations, the fair is an opportunity
to celebrate the county’s rich agricultural
heritage.
Anne Arundel County Fairgrounds
Medieval Times Dinner and Tournament 1450 Generals Highway, Crownsville
Maryland has been a long-time mainstay www.aacountyfair.org
410-923-3400
at Arundel Mills Mall.

Kunta Kinte Heritage Festival
Amps and Ales Craft Beer and Music
Festival
Saturday, Sept. 15
1–7 p.m.
The popular festival is back for a
second year at a new location. The event
features unlimited samples of more than
40 craft beers from 14 area breweries,
including DuClaw, Flying Dog, Heavy
Seas, Jailbreak and Monument City. New
this year, wine lovers can enjoy tastings in
Linganore Winecellars’ Wine Garden.
On the music scene, Kanye Twitty, Jah
Works and Black Alley will perform live
throughout the day. Food is provided by
10 popular food trucks, including Mother
Shucker’s P.N.B. Seafood, Tiny Brick
Oven, Baltimore Crab Cake Company and
Anegada Delights.
Arundel Mills Cinemark parking lot near
the north entrance of Live! Casino
7002 Arundel Mills Circle, Hanover
www.ampsandales.com
443-292-4064

Greenstreet Gardens Fall Festival
Saturdays and Sundays, Sept. 22–Oct. 28
10:30 a.m.–5 p.m.
Get lost in a six-acre corn maze, tackle
the underground slide and explore the new
woodlands. Hop aboard the cow train and
enjoy the beauty of a hayride through the
fall countryside. Get your face and hair
painted, check out the tire tower and more.
Greenstreet Gardens
391 West Bay Front Road, Lothian
www.GreenstreetGardens.com
410-867-9500, ext. 208
Kunta Kinte Heritage Festival
Saturday, Sept. 29
10 a.m.–7 p.m.
The rich heritage of Kunta Kinte
comes to life in a cultural festival celebrating the history and heritage of individuals
of African-American, African and Caribbean descent. Featuring live music and
dance as well as ethnic foods and wares,
See Festivals, page B-12
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Wanted: More Soccer Fields, Even
Bigger Economic Kick
By Mark R. Smith, Editor-in-Chief
Mike Libber is among those lucky
businesspeople who has what can be called
a good problem.
Since he started his business in 2000,
Libber, owner of Columbia-based Elite
Tournaments, has enjoyed the fruits of
the soccer boom, with Elite’s tournaments
bringing so many folks into Howard
County and its surrounds that there aren’t
enough fields to play the matches on. Or
lodging options, for that matter.
At least the area restaurants, which
also enjoy the extra business, have some
room to spare on these economic impact
heydays.
Still, Libber said the growth of his
company in Howard County is limited,
simply because there aren’t enough places
to play. “Soccer has hit a peak and can’t
go any further because we don’t have any
more fields,” he said. “We use all of the
fields in the county, but don’t always have
access to them.”

Big Numbers

When checking Elite’s numbers, it
becomes easy to see why the local soccer
market is so lucrative. Libber said the
biggest tournaments take place in March,
with 350 teams for each of two weekends; Memorial Day weekend attracts
700 teams; Labor Day attracts 500 teams;

Festivals

from page B-11
the 29th annual event focuses on the life
and times of Kunta Kinte, a Gambian
slave whose story is captured in author
Alex Haley’s book, “Roots: Saga of an
American Family.” Sponsored by Kunta
Kinte Celebrations.
Susan Campbell Park
City Dock, Annapolis
http://kuntakinte.org
240-801-5543
Annapolis Italian Festival
Sunday, Sept. 30
10 a.m.–5 p.m.
The fifth annual event honors Santa
Madre Cabrini (Frances Xavier Cabrini),
an Italian-American religious sister who
helped Italian immigrants settle in the
United States. Experience Italian food and
desserts, “exotic” Italian cars, demonstrations, music and shopping opportunities.
Parking is free.
Sons & Daughters of Italy Lodge 2225
620 Ridgely Avenue, Annapolis
www.annapolissonsofitaly.com
16th Annual Oyster Festival
Sunday, Oct. 21
12:30–5 p.m.
Enjoy food, live music by local
artists, unique crafts, face painting and
demonstrations highlighting the vital role
oysters play in maintaining the health of
the Chesapeake Bay. Feast on raw and
fried oysters, oyster stew, fried oyster roll
sushi, cream of crab soup, Maryland crab
soup and more. Hamburgers, hotdogs and
homemade desserts will also be available.
Captain Avery Museum
1418 East West Shady Side Road, Shady
Side
www.captainaverymuseum.org
410-867-4486

next is the Columbus Day tournament in
October with 450 teams; then two more
in November, which bring in 400 and 250
teams, respectively.
The teams in each tourney have an
average of 18 kids, with ages ranging
from 8–18. The company estimated that its
events triggered $8.5 million in non-local
spending in 2016, the most recent figures
that were available.
Libber said the players and their families travel to Howard County “from up and
down the east coast, and the Great Lakes
area.” Bearing in mind that these kids
each bring a parent or two (and maybe a
sibling or two), that means many people
have to eat and sleep during their visit, and
probably want to do some sightseeing in
the mid-Atlantic.
Not surprisingly, the local hotel owners consider Libber a great man. “There
are some weekends, such as Memorial
Day, that the majority of the hotels (2,500
rooms) we work with are 90% booked with
tournament goers,” he said. “We also drive
business to the BWI [Business District]
hotels and Baltimore City.”
What’s transpired around his soccer
tournaments is often enough to make
Libber, who played collegiately at UMBC,
shake his head in happy amazement.
“We started with one event and had
10 teams,” he said. “I never had any idea
this company would turn out like it has.
There are other pockets of the country
where companies set up tournaments, but
we’re the only one that operates nationally.
We’re also in Florida, Texas, California,
Wisconsin, South Carolina, Kentucky,
Virginia, New York, Delaware and Pennsylvania.” That’s with only 13 full-time
employees.
Back at home, Libber has been working with area government toward creating
more places to play “for five years. We’re
looking to acquire land to build 15–20
more fields in the Corridor,” he said, “very
close” to Howard County.

Need for Fields

That lack of places to play underscores
the fact that the number of young people
who want to play soccer is still rising,
said Terry Hasseltine, executive director
of Maryland Sports.
“Soccer is a booming sport,” said
Hasseltine, noting that the Maryland
State Youth Soccer Association (MSYSA) membership “is about 60,000 strong.
We’re competing nicely in the regional and
national markets, and attract lots of local
tournament groups. But we need more
linear fields [those targeted for soccer and
lacrosse], not only in Howard County, but
in the state.
“Howard does have more fields coming online with the new section of Blandair Park, which will help with the issue
of demand for fields during tournaments
displacing the local players who have to
give up playing time when doing so,” he
said. “But we still don’t have dedicated
tournament fields here, like Elizabethtown, Ky., for instance; or like Panama
City, Fla., and Grand Park, Ind., will.”
The
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Elite Tournaments, of Columbia, estimates that its events generated $8.5 million in
non-local tourism spending in 2016.
Though the displaced players can be
absorbed into some tournaments, the result
of that option is often too much wear and
tear on grass fields, which are demanded
by 13-and-up age groups due to World Cup
specifications (Baltimore and Maryland
are part of the World Cup 2026 bid, which
calls for fields to accommodate 48 teams).
Even with today’s congestion, Hasseltine is optimistic about the buzz he’s
hearing about what might be in the pipeline, including the fields that Libber wants
to build near The Gardens Ice House, in
Laurel; and another project that would be
more centrally located in Prince George’s
County.
“Sen. [Douglas] Peters is working hard
with advisory boards on getting the fields
built in Prince George’s [County] while
he looks for private sponsorship,” he said.
“The market is ready for both projects.”

No Barriers

Flo Egan, executive director of the
Glen Burnie-based MSYSA, is also optimistic about the growth of the game, and
is working toward finding new places to
play.
“Most of our members are affiliate
organizations throughout the state,” Egan
said, noting that all tournaments in Maryland are sanctioned by MSYSA. “In Howard, you also have the Soccer Association
of Columbia, which also runs its own tournaments, also utilizes fields throughout
the county, as well as Montgomery, Anne
Arundel and even Baltimore counties.”
Other soccer hotbeds are Baltimore
City and County, and Montgomery County, Egan said. “And Anne Arundel [where
most of the better fields are located at the
high schools] is also a big area, albeit with
smaller clubs.”
She echoed the points about the lack
of fields in all four counties, and remarked
about the scramble to find fields. “That
gets expensive,” she said. “For instance,
so far this year our organization has spent
$60,000 over six occasions to rent enough
fields for tournaments.”
And the demand just keeps growing.
“We’re seeing players as young as 3 years
old starting to play,” Egan said. “Some
switch to other sports as they move along,
but about 80% stay with soccer. There isn’t
much overhead, so there are no barriers to
entry.”

Future Kicks

The growth isn’t just local, said Ryan
Martin, who serves as academy director
for D.C. United, which just opened its new
stadium in the Buzzard Point section of
southwest Washington, D.C. The opening
of United’s new Audi Field almost stands
as a testament to the success of soccer in
the region.
“I’ve worked in college, professional
and now the academy level soccer, and
I’ve seen the game grow exponentially,”
Martin said. “The crowds in the MLS are
getting bigger, and there’s more soccer
on TV, with pro, college and international
matches in the past years. Now, you’re
seeing players of the status of [English
Premier League legend and current United
forward] Wayne Rooney come here and
play in the MLS.”
As far as tournaments go, he’s on
board with their importance to the region’s
locales, and not just due to the money
trail they create. “These events become
more than just tournaments,” Martin said.
“Many people want to see different parts
of the region and even the country. They’re
even becoming international events.”
As for United’s role in supporting
youth soccer, Martin said the team tries
to be as open and giving as it can. “We
share resources. We not only partner with
the Ellicott City Soccer Club [a youth
team of 23-year-olds and younger], they
come [to D.C.] to a match or we meet
once a month in a coffee shop in Laurel
to brainstorm, talk about players and give
the kids an avenue to our academy, which
offers the highest level of youth soccer in
the country.”
After that, the kids go to college or go
professional, possibly to United’s minor
league club, the Richmond (Va.) Kickers
(which will move to Loudoun County,
Va., next season). Founded in 2006, the
academy has had five players go pro in
the last five years, and nine total.
But to continue that success, the effort
has to start at the grassroots level, in the
aspiring players’ backyard.
“So, the lack of fields is a tough issue,” Martin said. “Ideally, every team
would have a field to train on every night.
They don’t, and that’s tough in regard to
development. Anything we can do to help
facilitate making that happen, we’d be
happy to help with.”
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Growing Those Crowds: Sports Help
Boost Economic Impact
By Mark R. Smith, Editor-in-Chief
Pickleball, anyone?
Or how about an afternoon of Quidditch?
If you prefer the stationary approach,
the couch is usually available for esports
— competitive, multi-player video games
— or you can buy a ticket at a public
venue and watch other enthusiasts play
in tournaments.
Mike Libber, owner of Elite Tournaments, which is known for its deep roots
in the youth soccer community, is also
keeping an eye on these markets as they
emerge.
“Only in the past few months have
we seen pickleball gain momentum. It’s
popular with seniors, but the younger set
is catching on, too,” said Libber, whose
company recently made its initial contact
with USA Pickleball “to gauge interest”
in organizing an event.
He’s also noticed the Quidditch phenomenon. “It’s very popular on college
campuses,” he said, noting the traction
gained at the University of Maryland,
Towson University and UMBC.

Growth Beckons

As for pickleball, Terry Hasseltine, executive director of Maryland Sports, described
it as “a combination of table tennis and
tennis” that’s played on hard surface about
the size of racquetball court, with the net 18
inches off the ground and a hard, bouncy
ball. The paddle is bigger than what is used
in ping pong, but smaller than a tennis racket.
“No elaborate reaches are required,
so it’s great for seniors,” said Hasseltine,
“since the net is low to ground, and it’s
low impact. The sport has been added to
the Senior Olympics, and it’s easy to set
up most anywhere you have a concrete
floor and boundary lines can be taped.”
While pickleball is gaining in popularity, it requires only one or two people
per team and families don’t usually need
to accompany players to events, so the
opportunity for the huge economic returns
that soccer draws may not ensue; still, the
sport is becoming more popular.
Hasseltine observed that while the
sport isn’t new, the growth of pickleball
is, which he finds encouraging.
“It came on the scene about mid-00s,
but picked up momentum about three
years ago. More recently, it’s begun to take
off,” he said. “There have been several
smaller-scale events in recent years, and
we are expecting that market to blossom in
its own way —
 but not as big as soccer.”
And it’s already a thing in Howard
County. “There have already been two
events at Meadowbrook [Park, behind
Long Gate Shopping Center,] this year,”
Hasseltine said.

Not a ‘Fad’

People who haven’t heard of Quidditch are probably not Harry Potter fans,
because the long-running book and movie
franchise is the inspiration of the budding
sport, which is also gaining momentum.
“It’s taken off,” said Hasseltine of the
sport, which features two teams of seven
players each, mounted on broomsticks,
that’s played on a hockey rink-sized pitch.
“We thought it might be a fad, but it’s become big on college campuses. Its appeal
is that it involves much running and play
of the mind.”

And the “fans are coming,” said Hasseltine, noting that last fall the U.S. Quidditch
Mid-Atlantic Regional Championships
“brought in hundreds of people” to Howard
County’s Troy Park. “It also filled hotel
rooms in Howard County, and beyond.”
The latest word from Amanda Hof,
interim executive director for Howard
County Tourism (HCT), is that the organization has budgeted more than $13,000 to
host the event in November; the Maryland
Sports Commission has pledged $7,500 of
that amount to HCT through its Amateur
& Youth Sports Grant program.
Agreeing that interest in Quidditch has
grown on college campuses is Gary Wohlstetter, senior associate athletic director at
UMBC. “There is already a national championship event for the sport, and it’s growing
on every college campus. The students who
have not connected to soccer or basketball,
for instance, are connecting to this.”
UMBC holds two tournaments during
the school year, said Wohlstetter, with
the participation varying “due to the
students’ commitment. Other schools do
multiple-day events, but we find with the
population and culture of our campus, two
one-day events work best. So, that’s what
we’ll do for the foreseeable future.”
So far, those events at UMBC have
each drawn about 50 people; the next
event will be held this fall. “It’s hard to
estimate the growth,” he said, “but a club
could form here and we could participate
against other colleges in the near future.”

A Strong Wave

As for other sports creating solid
economic development opportunities, Hasseltine is predicting “a whole new boom”
in youth hockey in the wake of the Washington Capitals Stanley Cup win, “perhaps
even in ice skating” [see The Business
Monthly, July 2018]. But another sport (of
sorts) is looking like it can, and will, start
providing a strong economic punch.
“Esports is a fast-growing demographic in this area,” he said. “We’re looking
at various strategies as to how to address

Pickleball, which has been described as a cross between tennis and ping-pong, has
been gaining in popularity locally and nationally.
that market in larger venues, like Royal
Farms Arena, in Baltimore; the Baltimore
Convention Center; and the UMBC Event
Center. Know that esports leagues are
popping up through the NBA, NFL and
NHL, and that the NCAA is considering
making it a major sport.”
True that, as “Esports have been
selling out events for a few years now,
at arenas as big as the Staples Center,
in L.A.,” said Grant Paranjape, director
of esports business and team operations
for Monumental Sports, in Washington,
D.C. “It happened last year in Beijing”
at the National Stadium (or “The Birds’
Nest,” from the 2008 Summer Olympics).
“There’s even the new [30,000-squarefoot] Esports Arena Las Vegas, at the
Luxor.
“That market is only growing,” Paranjape said. “Also know that there are many
esports events held in other locales, like
college campuses, that are developing into
bigger tournaments. And the world championship for The Rocket League [a title
published by game developer Psyonix]

was held earlier this year at the MGM National Harbor” in Prince George’s County.

Play Locally

Locally, Hof said the esports market
“is definitely something we’re looking
into. These events can be hosted in
non-traditional sports venues, which make
them especially appealing to us,” with
Merriweather Post Pavilion, the Horowitz
Visual & Performing Arts Center at Howard Community College and Turf Valley
Resort “ideal [locations] for events.”
Back in the nation’s capital, that’s the
plan at Monumental, which is in partnership with EventsDC to host esports events
at the new St. Elizabeth’s East Entertainment & Sports Arena, which is slated to
open this fall in Southeast Washington.
“I think what we’ll see is the development and building of these 3,000–4,000seat venues that are designed for these
types of events,” Paranjape said, “which
leads up to occasional events that draw
about 20,000 people and require a large
city hockey rink.”

Maryland Office of Tourism’s
2019 Marketing Plan Includes
Partnership Opportunities
The Maryland Office of Tourism
Development, an agency of the Division
of Tourism, Film and the Arts within the
Maryland Department of Commerce,
works closely with Maryland’s 23 counties, Baltimore City and Ocean City to
promote the state as an exciting travel
destination as a key component of overall
marketing. The office identifies four strategic objectives that focus all activities
on growing revenue to the state through
leveraging partnerships, maximizing
opportunities, market expansion and
transactional programs.
As part of its mission, the Office of
Tourism annually publishes its marketing
plan that details all advertising and promotional opportunities and can be found
online at http://industry.visitmaryland.org/
marketing-advertising/marketing-plan.
It details numerous ways for the tourism

industry to partner with the Maryland Office of Tourism, many low or no-cost. For
an example, the state offers co-operative
advertising in nationally distributed magazines so that all participants can lower
their cost-per-customer acquisition.
Paid advertising is complemented by
the state’s public relations outreach. Research confirms that third-party endorsement of Maryland as a travel destination
is a compelling motivator for consumers
planning their leisure and business activities. Annual promotions such as FeBREWary and Maryland Wine Month created
buzz for the state’s burgeoning craft beer
and wine industry with kick-off press
events occurring in Annapolis.
Current social media platforms include
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube
and Pinterest. Industry members may
participate in #MDinFocus to tag images

of Maryland destinations and events;
Maryland Mondays, a weekly contest to
give away tickets to events, exhibits and
attractions; and in general tagging and
sharing across platforms. How does one
send in these things?
Annual publications such as “Destination Maryland, the Official Guide to
Maryland State Travel” are a perennial
staple of the state’s marketing outreach.
The guide is distributed in response to paid
advertising, via regional consumer travel
shows, and at all state Welcome Centers
and local Visitor Centers. In addition to
business listings for attractions, history
and heritage, outdoor recreation and visitor
services, the guide devotes a large portion
to inspirational content accompanied by
expressive images.
One focus of the Office of Tourism
See Marketing Plan, page B-14
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Paint It! Ellicott City Award
Winners Announced
Landscape painters from around
the mid-Atlantic returned to Ellicott City
July 6–8, enjoying nearly “picture perfect”
summer weather while competing for cash
prizes during Paint It! Ellicott City, an
annual plein air paint-out.
In light of the flash flooding that occurred in Ellicott City’s Historic District
over Memorial Day weekend, the traditional paint-out boundaries were expanded
this year to include the entirety of Ellicott
City’s 21042 and 21043 zip codes. Artists
chose from such scenic locales as Centennial Park, the Shrine of St. Anthony
and Clark’s Elioak Farm, with many also
venturing to the Historic District to paint in
areas which have re-opened to the public.
A reception at the Howard County Arts

Council on July 9 featured the premiere
of an exhibit showcasing the work of 22
juried artists; a one-night showing of work
completed by non-juried participants in the
Open Paint-Out; and the presentation of
more than $6,000 in awards to the artists.
Juror Bennett Vadnais presented the
top two prizes: the $1,000 Gino Awards,
named in honor of late Ellicott City artist
Gino Manelli, to Tara Will for “Downtown
View” and Alex Wissel for “A Slight
Detour.” Juror awards also went to the
following.
• 1st place, $800: Thomas Bucci, “Power of Water”
• 2nd place, $700: Greg Foertsch,
“Mount Ida”
• 3rd place, $600: Ronaldo Dorado,

“Recovery”
• 4th place, $500: Kyle Buckland, “The
Shrine of St. Anthony”
• 5th place, $400: Erin Pryor Gill, “Hill
House”
• 6th place, $200: Debra Moffit, “Sacred
Spot”
• Honorable Mention, $150: Rana Geralis, “Main Street E.C.” & Kathleen Gray
Farthing, “Shrine of St. Anthony”
• Howard County Blossoms of Hope’s
Award for Best Depiction of Nature,
$250, went to Ann Crostic for “Looking
Upward.”
• Patapsco Heritage Greenway’s Best
Depiction of the Patapsco River Award,
$500, went to Kathleen Gray Farthing
for “River Play.” Patapsco Heritage

Greenway’s Purchase Award also went to
Kathleen Gray Farthing for “River Play.”
Awards also were presented to the
Open Paint Artists.
• Howard County Tourism Director’s
Choice Award, $150: Jane Knighton,
“Garden of Honor”
• Howard County Arts Council Director’s Choice Award, $150: Andrew
Warren, “July Farm”
• Open Paint Honorable Mention, $55:
Joan Lee, “Firehouse Museum”

Marketing Plan
from page B-13

is to enhance the statewide database of
business listings and events throughout
the year. Industry partners are encouraged
to submit special events to the online
calendar. The events in the calendar are
repurposed for promotion in newsletters
and in advertising.
Face-to-face interaction with potential visitors is also key. Stop at any one
of the state’s welcome centers; there are
two located on I-95 in Laurel. Drop by
and speak with the travel counselors for
get-away trip ideas; plus, share with the
counselors your hospitality business’s
promotions.
The Maryland Office of Tourism invites the tourism industry to partner with
Paint It! Ellicott City 2018 award winners including juror Bennett Vadnais, award sponsors and Howard County Arts Council it to let visitors know that Maryland is
“Open for Business.”
(HCAC) Executive Director Coleen West. Photo: HCAC

Thank You

to this year’s
Cherrybration Season

Sponsors& Friends

Special Thank You to Cherrybration Season Sponsors:

Harry H. Witzke Family Funeral Home • Corporate Office Properties Trust • Maggiano’s Little Italy • Seasons 52 • Iron Bridge
Wine Co. • Sub-Zero Wolf by Fretz • Custom Media Options/Her Mind Magazine • The Business Monthly • Della Blooms •
The Decorating Therapist • Time Savor Advantage • The Wendy Slaughter Team of Next Step Realty • Don and Chris Pistorio
• Long & Foster Columbia Office • Rocky Bown of the Wendy Slaughter Team of Next Step Realty • Anonymous • Marketing
Solutions Unlimited • Jim and Janet Robey • Ourisman Automotive • Alyse Borakove • Sherri Collins-Witzke
A Journey from Junk
A La Mode Meredith
Adams Deborah Adler
Aesthetic Center of
Columbia
Patricks Hair Design
Sarah Afonso
AIDA Bistro
MySha Allen
AMC Theater
American Visionary
Art Museum Awaken
Wellness Center
Joe and Mary Barbera
Bare Bones Grill
Basignani Winery
Karen Becker
Kathy Beerbohm
Kathy Berlin
BJ’s Restaurants
Black Ankle Vineyards
Alyse Borakove
Priscila Boyle
Bra-La-La
Beth Bracaglia
Brickhouse Cardio
Anita Broccolino
Tina Broccolino
Rocky Brown
Jen Bush
Tara Capino
Carrabba’s
Cascade Lake
Center Stage
Robyn Chang
Allison Chen

Karen Cherry
Chesapeake Bay
Maritime Museum
Chesapeake Beach
Water Park
Clark’s Ace Hardware
Claudia Mayer/Tina
Broccolino Cancer
Resource Center
Cleaning Authority
Clothes Mentor
Sherri Collins-Witzke
Columbia Association
Brenda Crowe
Cured
Dakota Salon
Chuck Dammers
MJ Daniels
Kathy Davis
Wendi Davis
Annamarie DeGregorio
Laurie Diener
Beth Ditman
Divaz Boutique
Donna Brown Designs
Dorothy Doub
Ruth Drucker
Susan Duggan
Earth Treks
Eggspectation
Ellicott Mills Brewing
Company
Bill Fischer
Fitness Together
Regina Ford
Frederick Keys Frisco
Tap House

Christa Giagrandi
Robyn Guerassio
Azeb Hadera
Liisa Hart
Dot Hattan
Irene Hechler
Ross Hecox
Lisa Hermodsson
Jetheda Hernandez
Hills of Milltown 5K
Committee
Historic Savage Mill
Historic Ships of
Baltimore
Ho Co Center for the
Arts
Ho Co Chamber of
Commerce
Ho Co Welcome
Center
Marianne Hollerbach
HorseSpirit Arts
Gallery
Hotel Indigo
Howard County
Association of
Realtors
Howard County
General Hospital
Howard County
Libraries
Nancy Huggins
iARS - Information
and Audit
Recovery Systems
International

Spy Museum
Wayne Johnson
Beverly Johnston
Tamika Josephs-Smith
Annie Kao
Julie Katz
La Palapa Grill &
Cantina
Christie Lassen
Carolyn Laurenzo
Liberty Mountain
Resort
Linganore Winery
Live Happy
Jen Logan
Pam Long
Long and Foster
Columbia
Long and Foster
Eldersburg
Long and Foster
Ellicott City
Looks Salon
Nikki Lowe
Karen Lucas
LuLaRoe - Pattie
Robinson
Luray Caverns
Becky Mangus
Manor Hill Brewing/
Victoria Gastro Pub
Elaine Masker
Lene McCollum
Karen McCormack
Bina Mehta
Melting Pot Restaurant

Merriweather Post
Pavillion
Miller’s Grant
Miscellaneous
Distillery
Monster Mini Golf
Pam Moss
Carol Myers
Melissa Newsome
Lisa Nichols
Lisa Noss
Sophie Novinsky
Mimi O’Donnell
Dana O’Sullivan
Salon O’Zhea
Octavia’s
Suzi Padgett
Patrica Nash Designs
(leather handbags)
Mikey Peter
Joy Pierlioni
Chris Pistorio
Julie Pistorio
Premier Cancun
Vacations Primitive
Beginnings Pub Dog
Pizza & Drafthouse
Pump It Up!
Maureen Pusateri
Quest Fitness

Janet Quirk
Red Robin
Norma Richardson
Janet Robey
Pattie Robinson
Robinson Nature
Center
Julie Rosenthal
Mary Jane Rudnicki
Sagamore Spirit
Terri Schad
Marty Schoppert
Secolari
Serendipity
Sergios Jewelers
Shadow Land Laser
Adventures
Will Simmons
Skin Fitness
Skin Therapy Center
Ann Slattery
Smyth Jewelers
Snowden Overlook
Ladies
St. Johns Jewelers
St. Michaels Vineyards
Kristin Stanges
SteelFire Kitchen &
Bar
Sugarloaf Mountain

Vine Winery Sweet
Elizabeth Jane Sweet
Simplici-Tea
Hedy Tanenholtz
Sheila Tempchin
Toby’s Dinner Theatre
Lisa Torres
Touchstone Crystal by
Swarovski - Linda
Payan
Melissa Tsang
Turf Valley Resort
Victoria and Albert
Hair Studio
Brenda von
Rautenkranz
Joan Waclawski
Walters Art Museum
Washington Nationals
Lee Waxman
Donna Weaver
Wegman’s
Carol Weil
Whitetail Ski Resort
Laura Wickersham
Tami Wiggins
Michelle Wildman
Wine Bin
Diana Wright
Your Style IQ

Proceeds help support The Claudia Mayer/
Tina Broccolino Cancer Resource Center and
Ellicott City Flood Victims Fund
www.blossomsofhope.org • 443-538-0858
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Howard County’s Road to the Arts Arrives

Howard County Arts Council’s Road to the Arts weekend will be held Sept. 14–16.
This annual event, celebrating the beginning of the 2018–2019 gallery season, invites
art lovers to explore Howard County’s visual arts scene. Galleries throughout the
county will participate by hosting openings and special exhibits over the course of
the weekend. This year’s participants include the following.
• Howard County Arts Council: Gallery I: “ManneqART.” Wearable art from past
and present ManneqART wearable art competitions. Gallery II: “Through Another
Lens.” Linda Bunk, Mead Notkin. Reception: Sept. 14, 6–8 p.m. Ellicott City. 410313-ARTS(2787), hocoarts.org
• Howard Community College Galleries: Rouse Company Foundation Gallery:
“Our Living Past: A Platinum Portrait of Music Makers Photographs by Tim Duffy.”
Organized by Music Maker Relief Foundation. Richard B. Talkin Family Gallery:
“Story Book.” Jennifer Hudson. Reception: Sept. 15, 1–3 p.m. Columbia. 443-5183202, howardcc.edu/galleries
• Columbia Art Center: “Color Columbia: 2018 Plein Air Paint Out Exhibition.”
Featuring local and national painters. Reception: Sept. 15, 2–4 p.m. Columbia. 410730-0075, columbiaartcenter.org
• Feldspar Studio & Gallery: “Contemporary Motion.” Reception: Sept. 16, noon–4
p.m. Savage. 410-672-4210, feldspargallery.com
• Artists’ Gallery: “Pauline Rakis Paintings: Fruit of the Vine.” Plus 20-plus other gallery
artists. Reception: Sept. 16, 2–4 p.m. Ellicott City. 443-325-5936, artistsgalleryec.com
• Bernice Kish Gallery at Slayton House: “Beatrice Hardy and Al Biegel.” Reception:
Sept. 16, 3–5 p.m. Columbia. 410-730-3987, wildelake.org
For a free Road to the Arts map, which also includes all 12 locations for the ARTsites 2018 public art exhibit, call 410-313-ARTS (2787).

Symphony of Lights Returning in November

Howard County General Hospital’s Symphony of Lights, a drive-through spectacle
of more than 100 larger-than-life holiday light displays, opens in Merriweather Park at
Symphony Woods, in Columbia, this November. Symphony of Lights benefits Howard
County General Hospital.
Light displays, both animated and stationary, glow with a total of 300,000 LED
lights on a one-mile scenic drive. Visitors can listen to seasonal music on the HCGH
Symphony of Lights FM radio station.
Drive-throughs take place on Wednesdays through Sundays beginning Nov. 22
through Dec. 30, from 6 to 10 p.m. The display will be closed on Mondays and Tuesdays, except Dec. 24 and 25. Tickets are $25 per vehicle and may be purchased online
at www.hcgh.org/symphonyoflights.
HCGH Symphony of Lights will hold the following special events.
• Festive Families Walk, sponsored by Calvert Hall College High School and co-hosted with Merriweather Park at Symphony Woods, will be this year’s only opportunity to
walk through the lights. The event, held on Sunday, Dec. 2, from 5 to 8 p.m., offers a
stroll through the lights as well as holiday music, concessions and photos with Santa.
Children of all ages are welcome, including children in strollers and wagons. Tickets
are $12 in advance or $15 on the day of the event. Children 3 and under are free.
• Military appreciation nights, held on Thursdays, offer members of the military
a $10 drive-through ticket. Active-duty, reserve and retired military members with
government-issued IDs and their dependents qualify for military nights.
HCGH Symphony of Lights attracts more than 125,000 visitors every year and
has been a holiday tradition for more than 20 years. Since 1994, more than $8 million
has been raised by the event to support the hospital.
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ManneqART Sets Fall Events

Laurel-based ManneqART is offering the public a chance to see a variety of
sculptural artworks through Oct. 12 in Gallery 1 of the Howard County Arts Council’s
Center for the Arts, located at 8510 High Ridge Road, Ellicott City. The exhibit will
feature 20 old and new entries for the annual ManneqART Competition, highlighted
by special lighting effects and music created especially for the event.
Next, the sixth annual ManneqART Madness sculpture, hair and special effects
makeup event will celebrate artists who have submitted their interpretations of this
year’s themes of love, metro, mechanic and fantasy, from Oct. 13–14 and will feature
more than 40 entries. The deadline for submissions has been extended to Sept. 30.
The event will be held in the ManneqART Museum, 9010 Maier Road, Laurel,
from 9 a.m.–5 p.m. There is a $5 per person entry fee.
The public will have a chance to see a variety of artwork from Oct. 20–Nov. 4 in
the Nordstrom wing of The Mall in Columbia. The projects will be made of non-traditional materials such as wood, metal, glass, recycled plastic and fibers of all kinds,
modeled on the human form. For details on all events, visit at www.ManneqArt.org.

Airport Sherpa Offers Free Delivery to
BWI Marshall USO Lounge

The USO Metropolitan Washington-Baltimore (USO Metro), a private nonprofit
organization that offers services to members of the U.S. military and their families,
has partnered with Airport Sherpa to provide delivery of food and retail to the USO
lounge at BWI Thurgood Marshall Airport.
Eighty-thousand people use the USO lounge annually at BWI Marshall — the
second largest USO lounge in the world and the largest in the northeast.
Military personnel and their families wait in the 5,000-square-foot lounge before
departure and upon arrival, often for hours due to long layovers. Although the volunteer-run lounge has a snack bar and numerous services, it is located pre-security and,
therefore, food and retail stores located inside the terminals are inaccessible.
With Airport Sherpa, the first mobile delivery app for inside the airport, military
members are able to enjoy a meal before leaving the country or a craved food when
arriving back to U.S. soil, from a crab cake from Obrycki’s to a Cinnabon. Airport
Sherpa also delivers retail items like phone chargers, SIM cards, books and magazines.
Airport Sherpa is also offering a first free delivery to all military personnel for the
year; delivery costs typically start at $1.99.
For more information, visit www.airportsherpa.io, or download the free app in
Apple’s App Store or Google Play; and at www.uso.org.

Public Sculptures, Sites Selected for ARTsites

The Howard County Arts Council (HCAC) has announced the 12 sites and sculptures selected for ARTsites 2018, an annual public art exhibit in Howard County. The
sculptures were installed in August and will remain in place until July 2019.
The goal of ARTsites is to place sculpture at outdoor locations throughout the
county in order to engage the community and enhance public spaces. The sculptures
will create visual anchor points and increase accessibility to the arts.
The ARTsites panel selected the host sites and narrowed down the artwork submissions to 55 finalists. The panel consisted of Randy Clay, Howard County Planning
& Zoning; Julie Hughes-Jenkins, HCAC Board Member; Mary Kay Sigaty, Howard
County Council; and Coleen West, HCAC.
Artwork and the host sites selected are as follows.
“Tendril Grove No. 2,” by Mark Attebery, AIDA Bistro/Corporate Office Properties
Trust
Columbia Orchestra Planning 41st Season
“Prisms,” by Becky Borlan, Inner Arbor Trust/Merriweather Park at Symphony
The Columbia Orchestra will soon celebrate its 41st season, and Jason Love’s 20th
Woods
anniversary as music director, with a mix of classical masterpieces and contemporary
“Prowess,” by Jeff Chyatte, Columbia Association, Slayton House
music that will start on Saturday, Oct. 6, with Beethoven’s Eroica.
“Tidal Reach,” by Bobby Donovan, Howard Community College
Masterpieces by Brahms, Mussorgsky, Stravinsky, Strauss and Dvořák will also
“Watermelon Picnic” by Craig Gray, Howard County General Hospital
be heard during the upcoming season, alongside newer works by Lutoslawski, Snider,
“Cube in Motion,” by Hanna Jubran, Clarksville Commons
Tower and Roumain. The 2018–19 season also includes four classical concerts, two
“Autumn Glory,” by Cathy Perry, Howard County Public School System
performances of the orchestra’s popular symphonic pops concert, two performances
“Oasis I,” by Cathy Perry, Howard County Library System, Glenwood
of its family holiday concert and two performances for young audiences. For more
“Totem,” by Marc Robarge, Robinson Nature Center
information, visit www.columbiaorchestra.org.
 	 “Pileated Woodpecker Totem,” by Bob Turan, North Laurel Community Center
& Park
‘Kaleidoscope’ on Exhibit at
“Remembering Brancusi,” by Glenn Zweygardt, Howard County Government,
George
Howard Building
The Meeting House Through Oct. 27
 	
“Remembering
Giotto,” by Glenn Zweygardt, The Arc of Howard County
The Meeting House Gallery is presenting “Kaleidoscope,” with works by Carolyn
To
learn
more
about
HCAC exhibits and programs, visit hocoarts.org or call 410Avery, Greg Holmes, Galina Kolosovskaya, Linda Pescarmona, Victor Pozhidayev and
313-ARTS
(2787).
Pauline Rakis. The exhibit features artwork created in acrylic, acrylic with collage,
oil and ceramics, and will run until Oct. 27.
The venue is located in The Oakland Mills Interfaith Center, 5885 Robert Oliver
Place, Columbia, and is open daily from 8 a.m.–9 p.m. Admission is free. For more
facebook.com/BizMonthly
information, call 410-730-4090 or visit http://themeetinghouse.org/art-gallery.
The

Columbia BikeAbout Returns on Sept. 29

Columbia Association’s (CA) annual BikeAbout will be held Saturday, Sept.
29, with riders setting off from Oakland Mills Village Center. The free tour presents
Columbia’s history and showcases the connectivity of its pathway system.
Preregistration is not required but is encouraged via www.columbiaassociation.
org/bikeabout. The event will begin at 9:30 a.m., with riders able to start up until 10
a.m. They are expected to complete the ride by 1 p.m. CA also is seeking volunteers
to assist with traffic control, directions and registration and to act as guides at places
of interest along the route. For more information, email columbia.archives@columbiaassociation.org or call 410-715-6781.
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